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Abstract
Target tracking is an important component of many modern automation systems. It
deals with state estimation of targets of interest from noisy sensor data. Traditional
methods rely on model-based tracking approaches. This thesis proposes model-
free tracking methods, using Gaussian process regression and demonstrates the
performance gain. The proposed methods are in the domain of point, extended, and
group target tracking.
Extended and group target tracking deals with kinematics and shape estimation
of extended and group targets. A Gaussian process convolution particle filter is
proposed for tracking of single and multiple irregularly shaped extended and group
targets in the presence of clutter. The proposed approach is demonstrated using
challenging real and simulated scenarios to track irregularly shaped targets using
surface measurements. The model-free Gaussian process approach and the kernel
estimation method is able to track the target without requiring any prior information
regarding the target generated measurement statistics. A generic spatio-temporal
Gaussian process method is proposed for non-rigid extended and group target
tracking and smoothing. The temporal dependence of the model improves the shape
estimates while tracking of non-rigid objects. The proposed filter and smoother is
shown, using an example approach, to provide a performance improvement over
the state-of-the-art Gaussian process approach on both real and simulated data.
Point target tracking deals with kinematics estimation of point targets. A model-
free Gaussian process motion tracker is proposed for the target state prediction
and filtering. The proposed approach is demonstrated to be overall better than the
compared model-based approaches on multiple challenging manoeuvring scenarios.
A study on the performance of the Gaussian process motion tracker using various
covariance kernels is given. Based on this study, different covariance kernels are
proposed for real target trajectories. A recursive Gaussian process motion tracker
and smoother are proposed for online tracking and smoothing. The target trajectory
is tracked using a non-stationary Gaussian process, where the hyperparameters are
learned online. This recursive tracker is shown to be comparable in performance to
x
the Gaussian process motion tracker, which is non-recursive and computationally
expensive as compared to the recursive approach. It has also been shown to be
overall better than the compared model-based approaches for tracking of challenging
target trajectories.
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This chapter gives a brief overview of the research conducted for the writing of this
thesis. The broad area of research is multiple target tracking. This thesis proposes
solutions to the sub-problems related to the field of target tracking. The research
motivation is given in Section 1.1 and the contributions of the thesis are covered in
Section 1.2. The outline of the thesis is given in Section 1.3. This chapter avoids the
use of technical terms, as much as possible, for brevity.
1.1 Motivation and Applications
Multiple target tracking (MTT) is a core component of various commercial and
non-commercial automation systems. The earliest MTT algorithms were proposed
for radar data processing, after the second world war [8], and applied in military
air surveillance systems. Since then, it has been an important component of various
military systems as well as modern command and control systems. During the
last three decades, the application of these methods has seen an exponential rise
in non-military systems as well. The spectrum of the commercial applications is
wide and diverse e.g. human cells tracking in biomedicine [9], objects tracking for
environment perception in autonomous vehicles [10, 11], road-map estimation [12],
robot navigation [13], crowd analysis [14] and tracking of heavenly objects for
space exploration [15], etc. Other interesting areas include, but are not limited
to, crowd tracking for urban management [16], tracking of chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear pollutant clouds for public safety [17], a flock of birds
tracking for aircraft hit avoidance [18], eddy currents tracking for oceanography [19],
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air traffic control [20], sea surveillance [21], and human and objects tracking based
on Microsoft Kinect sensors [22].
MTT requires solving a complex target state estimation problem using noisy
sensor measurements. The various challenges include the unknown target trajectory
and number, the unknown measurement noise characteristics, the measurement
origin uncertainty, and the presence of the clutter measurements (false alarms).
The states of interest are the target kinematics e.g. position, velocity, heading,
etc., and the target attributes such as the aircraft identification mode. These are
estimated using a subset of the kinematics and the attributes information contained
in the measurement data. Sometimes, the measurement kinematics data can be
processed further to estimate high level target features such as shape, orientation1,
and size/volume. This thesis focuses on the target kinematics and feature estimation.
MTT requires the processing of time-series measurement data for the above-
mentioned state estimation problem. Typically, the problem is modelled in a prob-
abilistic framework and solved using various model-based approaches. Recently,
machine learning methods have gained popularity in the domain of statistical state
estimation methods. This thesis develops the machine learning methods for MTT
using the Gaussian process (GP), a model-free approach, and demonstrates it’s
flexibility. GP, one of the promising machine learning methods, is a kernel based
approach. It is a popular method for solving problems related to the regression and
classification. Unlike other machine learning methods, such as neural networks,
the GP provides an uncertainty measure in addition to the mean of the estimate.
Moreover, the Bayesian neural network output converges to a GP for infinite hidden
units [23]. In this thesis, the GP has been chosen, due to the above-mentioned
strengths and flexibility, to solve various sub-problems of the MTT.
MTT is classified into two categories in this thesis, multiple point and ex-
tended/group targets tracking [24, 25]. A point target/object 2 tracking refers to the
situation when the measurement data is used to infer the target/object kinematics
and the attributes. An extended target/object tracking refers to the inference of
the target/object features, in addition to the kinematics and the attributes, using
the measurement data. A group target tracking requires estimating the mean kine-
matics, attributes, and the shape of a group of point targets moving under similar
dynamics. Although extended and group target tracking applications are different,
the tracking methods proposed for the extended targets are equally applicable to
1The direction of motion of a target, also called heading, can be different from it’s orientation.
2Target and object are interchangeable terminologies in this thesis.
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the group targets tracking and vice-versa. The thesis focuses on both the point and
extended/group targets tracking problems.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis encompasses solutions to the MTT sub-problems using the GP. The GP
is proposed for feature estimation of a single extended/group target in [26] and
multiple extended/group targets in [27]. The attributes are not estimated in both the
papers, as well as in this thesis. Other unknowns such as the kinematics, number, the
measurement origin uncertainty, and clutter measurements, are solved using non-GP
methods. Although the proposed feature model [26] can adopt any shape, the evalu-
ation is done on standard shapes and rigid targets only. The feature estimation of
irregularly shaped targets is proposed using a GP convolution particle filter (GPCPF)
in Paper I [1]. The measurements can be assumed to originate from the target bound-
ary, called contour measurements, or from the inside of the boundary, called surface
measurements. The shape estimation problem using the surface measurements is
more complex as compared to the case of the contour measurements. The methods
proposed for the processing of the surface measurements require prior knowledge
of the statistical properties of the target [26–28] e.g. the mean size, the variance of
the measurements around the centre of the target, etc. The GPCPF, of Paper I [1],
is proposed for both cases, the contour and the surface measurements. It does not
require any prior knowledge of the target statistical characteristics for the handling
of the surface measurements.
Paper I [1]: A Gaussian Process Approach for Extended Target Tracking with
Irregular Shapes and for Dealing with Intractable Likelihoods. A GP convolution
particle filter (GPCPF), proposed in this work, is a novel shape estimation approach
for an irregular target moving in clutter. The proposed filtering approach, convo-
lution particle filter (CPF), is a kernel based estimation approach. A new kernel is
proposed for the arbitrarily shaped target, based on a GP, which also deals with
clutter. The same kernel handles the contour and the surface measurements without
additional prior knowledge. A model-based approach is proposed for the kinematics
estimation. The performance is evaluated on simulated data and the mean precision
and recall of the proposed approach are around 0.9. The performance is not com-
pared with other methods as most of these methods assume the target shape to be a
standard geometrical shape such as line, circle, rectangle, ellipse, etc. The methods
proposed for non-standard shapes such as random hypersurface [29], GP [26], and
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a few others, do not have any published code for tracking a single target in clutter.
The performance evaluation on real data is not possible as the publicly available
real data consists of multiple targets moving in clutter. I proposed the GPCPF for an
irregularly shaped target for the case of contour and surface measurements. I also carried out
the performance evaluation of the approach under the guidance of my co-authors.
The GPCPF, proposed in Paper I [1], is extended for tracking of multiple ir-
regularly shaped extended targets in Paper II [2]. The number of targets and the
measurement origin is considered unknown. A multiple GPCPF is proposed and
tested on real data for the considered problem.
Paper II [2]: A Gaussian Process Convolution Particle Filter for Multiple Ex-
tended Objects Tracking with Irregular Shapes. In this work, a new approach
for tracking multiple irregularly shaped targets using the surface measurements
is proposed. A convolution kernel is proposed to determine the multi-target like-
lihood. A target birth and death model is proposed for automatic initiation and
deletion of the targets. The proposed approach is validated on real-world LiDAR
data which shows that it is efficient in tracking multiple irregularly shaped targets
in challenging scenarios involving occlusion, dense clutter, and low target detection.
The comparison with other methods is not done due to the unavailability of the code.
I proposed the multiple GPCPF for tracking multiple irregularly shaped targets in clutter
using surface measurements. I also carried out the performance evaluation of the approach
under the guidance of my co-authors.
The GP based shape estimation methods proposed in [26], Paper I [1] and Paper
II [2] are applicable to non-rigid (changes shape with time) targets. The model for
temporal changes in the shape is adopted using a random process noise model.
The tracking of non-rigid extended targets, such as clouds, can be improved using
complex spatio-temporal models. A spatio-temporal GP has been derived in Paper
III [3] for tracking of a non-rigid irregularly shaped target. Additionally, some
assumptions in the GP approach of [26] are relaxed and a generic framework is
proposed.
Paper III [3]: Spatio-temporal Gaussian Process for Extended and Group Tar-
get Tracking with Irregular Shapes. This work presents a generic spatio-temporal
Gaussian process (STGP) method for tracking an irregularly shaped extended target.
The complex shape is represented by key points and their parameters are estimated
both in space and time. This is achieved by factorization of the power spectral
density function of the STGP covariance function. A new form of the temporal
covariance kernel is derived with the theoretical expression of the filter likelihood
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function. Solutions to both the filtering and the smoothing problems are presented.
Various approaches based on the proposed method can be derived for tracking of
rigid and non-rigid targets. A thorough evaluation of the performance in a simulated
environment shows that an example approach based on the proposed STGP method
outperforms the state-of-the-art GP extended Kalman filter approach [26], with up
to 90% improvement in the accuracy in position, 95% in velocity, and 7% in shape,
while tracking a simulated asymmetric non-rigid target. The tracking performance
improvement for a non-rigid irregular real target is up to 43% in position, 68% in
velocity, 10% in the recall, and 115% in the precision measures. The idea was proposed
by my co-author. I derived the model, the filter, and the smoother. I also performed the
performance evaluation using the simulated and real data. The code for the compared method
GP-EKF [26] is written by one of my co-authors.
The above three works, Paper I [1], Paper II [2], and Paper III [3], and the
MTT in general, rely on single and multiple model based approaches for the target
kinematics estimation. In many applications, the targets can adopt an unknown
and infinite number of linear or nonlinear trajectories. Multiple models (MM) based
approaches, typically used in complex scenarios, provide improved performance as
compared to the single model based filters. These MM methods provide the state
estimate using a finite set of motion models. Each model corresponds to a possible
target trajectory. The performance of these model-based approaches degrades when
there is a mismatch between the true target trajectory and the selected model set.
A GP is exploited for the kinematics estimation, as it can adopt infinite trajectories,
based on the results of Neal [23]. A GP based kinematics estimation approach has
been proposed in Paper IV [4] for a point target. A single measurement per target
per time sample is assumed. The multiple measurements per target per time sample
is a more complex scenario and is considered as future work.
Paper IV [4]: A Gaussian Process Regression Approach for Point Target Track-
ing. A point target tracker assumes scarce measurements or in most cases a single
measurement per target per time sample. In this work, a Gaussian process based
approach, namely, Gaussian process motion tracker (GPMT) is proposed for position
estimation. The estimation of the velocity and the higher order positional derivatives
has been proposed using the derivative of the GP. The evaluation of the proposed
approach is performed on challenging scenarios and is compared with popular
single and MM based approaches. The results show high accuracy of the predicted
and filtered target position and velocity over challenging manoeuvring scenarios. I
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proposed the model and carried out the performance evaluation on the simulated data under
the guidance of my co-author.
The GPMT, proposed in Paper IV [4], uses a squared exponential covariance
kernel for the target tracking. The GPMT is a flexible approach, where different
covariance kernels are chosen depending upon characteristics of the target dynamics.
A simulation based study is done in Paper V [5] to compare the effects of the kernels
and other parameters.
Paper V [5]: On the Impact of Different Kernels and Training Data on a Gaus-
sian Process Approach for Tracking. This paper presents a simulation-based study
on the practical aspects of a very promising and recently proposed Gaussian process
approach, namely the Gaussian process motion tracker [4]. The paper also provides
design guidelines on the choice of covariance kernel, size of training data, and im-
pact of the unknown measurement noise variance on the above-mentioned tracking
approach by comparing the rational quadratic and Matérn based GPMT with the
originally proposed squared exponential GPMT of Paper IV [4]. The study shows
that the squared exponential GPMT performs best on constant velocity and Singer
model based target trajectories. The rational quadratic GPMT performs best on the
coordinated turn trajectories. The accuracy of the Matérn GPMT improves with
an increasing number of training data. The accuracies of rational quadratic GPMT
and squared exponential GPMT decreases with increasing data on the Singer model
based trajectory. Lastly, it has been shown that all three GPMT approaches are robust
to the changing measurement noise variances. I carried out the study on the simulated
data under the guidance of my co-author.
The GPMT relies on training and learning processes for the tracking approach
proposed in Paper IV [4]. The learning proposed in Paper IV [4], based on maximum
likelihood optimization, is slow and makes the approach non-real time. The earliest
and most of the modern MTT applications require real-time tracking of the targets.
The work in the Paper VI [6] aims to reduce the processing time of the learning to
make it real-time.
Paper VI [6]: A Learning Gaussian Process Approach for Manoeuvring Target
Tracking and Smoothing. This paper proposes a data-driven approach that repre-
sents the possible target trajectories using a distribution over an infinite number
of functions. Recursive Gaussian process and derivative based Gaussian process
approaches for target tracking and smoothing are developed, with online training
and parameter learning. The performance evaluation over two highly manoeuvring
scenarios shows that the proposed approach provides 80% and 62% performance im-
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provement in the position and 49% and 22% in the velocity estimation, respectively,
as compared to the best model-based filter. I proposed the approach and evaluated the
performance under the guidance of my co-author.
This thesis also includes the contents of a survey published as Paper VII [7]. The
contents of this publication are not given as a separate chapter.
Paper VII [7]: Recent Advances in Extended and Group Objects Tracking. We
live in an era of increasing data and information from multiple sensors. The mul-
tiple complementary types of sensors introduce a variety of challenges, especially
in systems with different levels of autonomy, such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
and surveillance systems. Autonomous systems require quick situation awareness,
including tracking of the location and size of the targets of interest, for instance,
extended and groups that give rise to multiple measurements. Examples of extended
targets are pedestrians, convoys of vehicles and clouds of bio-chemical contami-
nants. Most of the current approaches rely on well-defined mathematical models.
However, the changes both in multiple group and extended target dynamics and in
the environment require flexible approaches able to learn and adapt to the changes.
Hence, this work overviews the state-of-the-art approaches and focuses on data-
driven approaches such as Gaussian processes for spatio-temporal representations
of extended targets and groups. We share our vision for future trends in this area. I
contributed to this survey paper as a second author.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis has been divided into two parts, namely a theoretical perspective and
publications. The first part introduces the background knowledge. An introduction to
the Gaussian process methodology is given in Chapter 2. The theoretical background
and popular state-of-the-art methods of multiple point, extended and group target
tracking problems are given in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. The second part
presents each of the proposed methods and approaches as separate chapters. The
content of each chapter has either been published or is in press. The thesis is
concluded and future work is recommended in Chapter 11.

Chapter 2
Introduction to Gaussian Process
Methodology
Artificial intelligence deals with the development of systems that think and act like
humans [30]. Machine learning deals with the study of model-free methods for
solving the problems related to the field of artificial intelligence. The tasks suc-
cessfully demonstrated using machine learning methods include classification [31],
regression [32], pattern recognition [33], and many more. These methods rely on
data, rather than explicit models, to execute the task at hand. For example, motion
models (Section 3.4) are used for a target state estimation using the model-based
approaches. For a machine learning based target tracker, the motion model does not
need to be explicitly defined or programmed. The algorithm processes the historical
data to learn a precise model. The state estimation is done using the learned model.
Machine learning methods are classified based on the type of learning as fol-
lows [34]:
1. Supervised. These methods require a given input and output dataset. The
algorithm learns the functional mapping, from the input to the output, based
on the given data. The learned model can predict the output at the unknown
inputs.
2. Semi-supervised. These methods require both labelled and unlabelled data
for training.
3. Unsupervised. These methods do not require explicit labelling of the input
data. The algorithm is able to determine the hidden patterns within the data.
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4. Reinforcement. These methods require a feedback on the algorithm output.
The algorithm is able to learn from the external feedback and improve over
time.
Machine learning methods have been applied to solve different multiple target
tracking sub-problems. For example, manoeuvring (point) targets state estima-
tion [35], data association of multiple (point) targets [36, 37], shape estimation of
an extended or group target [26] etc. Neural networks, a machine learning method,
based methods have also been proposed for the multiple (point) targets tracking [38].
Recently, GP, another machine learning method, has been proposed for target track-
ing [26, 37]. Neural networks provide point estimates whereas the GP provides the
uncertainty measures, in addition to the point estimates. Moreover, the Bayesian
neural networks output converges to a GP for infinite hidden units [23]. The above
two advantages of the GP over neural networks is the motivation behind the meth-
ods proposed in this thesis. The GP based methods have been proposed for solving
various multiple target tracking sub-problems. This chapter gives a brief overview
of the GP theory.
2.1 Gaussian Process Regression
GP can be used as an unsupervised, semi-supervised, and supervised learning
method. It is an abstract concept and an informal introduction is given before
presenting the formal definition and concepts. GP concept is analogous to a mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution. The random vector of the distribution can be seen
analogously to a random function of the GP. The mean vector and the covariance
matrix of the distribution has a parallel mean and covariance function in the GP.
The multiple variables are modelled jointly Gaussian for the case of the distribution.
Similarly, the functional realizations are assumed jointly Gaussian for the GP.
A GP models an unknown deterministic function f . The input and output of the
function can be multidimensional but a one-dimensional input and output spaces
are assumed in this section for clarity. Given an input variable u, the GP model is
given below:
f (u) ∼ GP(m(u), k(u, u′)), (2.1)
where GP(m(u), k(u, u′)) denotes a GP model with mean function denoted as m(u)
and a covariance kernel denoted as k(u, u′) and u and u′ denote all the possible pairs
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of the input variables. The covariance kernel is a symmetric positive semi-definite
function. The mean function and the covariance kernel encapsulate the prior on the
unknown function f . Hence, a GP is also defined as a distribution over functions.
The functional realization of the GP model at finite input locations is mutually
Gaussian distributed as given below:
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where f (u) denotes the output vector at N-dimensional input vector u, N (·, ·)
represents a multivariate normal distribution, m(u) and K(u, u) are, respectively,
the GP mean vector and the covariance matrix and u′ is an N′-dimensional input
vector. A general expression of the covariance matrix is given in (2.4) using two
different input vectors u and u′ as it will be later used in the regression equations.
An alternate notation of the GP covariance matrix Kuu′ is introduced here and used
throughout this dissertation.
2.1.1 Mean Function
The GP mean function encapsulates the prior information of the mean behaviour
of the modelled function f . It is a parametric function and the parameters are
called hyperparameters. The mean behaviour of most stochastic processes is either
difficult to model or not known apriori. For example, suppose the aircraft trajectory
is tracked using a GP. The tracker has no prior information on the mean trajectory of
the aircraft. Typically, the mean function of a GP is set to zero [39]. The non-zero
mean function can be useful in some scenarios. For example, the mean function can
be modelled as a fixed basis function and the parameters of the basis function are
learned from the given data. The long term prediction of the GP converges to the
mean function. In applications requiring long term predictions, a non-zero model of
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the mean function may provide an efficient solution. Some examples of non-zero
mean functions are given below:
Constant
The mathematical expression is given below:
mc(u) = c, (2.5)
where c is a constant. The behaviour of the zero mean GP and a constant mean GP is
similar. However, the long term prediction of the constant mean GP converges to
the constant (non-zero) value.
Linear
The mathematical expression is given below:
mLin(u) = qu + c, (2.6)
where q is the unknown slope. This is used for systems with a linear mean behaviour.
Basis function
The mathematical expression is given below:
mBas(u) = g(u)Te, (2.7)
where g(u) denotes a set of fixed basis function, ·T represents the transpose function
and e is a parameter. For example, a quadratic behaviour can be modelled using
g(u) = (1, u, u2).
2.1.2 Covariance Kernel
A function with two input arguments, u ∈ U and u′ ∈ U′, mapping the inputs to a
real number space ℜ is called a kernel. Hence, the covariance function is commonly
called covariance kernel. The covariance kernel elicits a prior on the unknown
function f modelled using the GP. It captures the covariance structure of the input
variables. Similar to the mean function, the covariance kernel is also parametric
and its parameters are also called hyperparameters. It should be noted that the
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input space of this kernel function can be multi-dimensional but one-dimensional
input space is assumed in this section. As a result, the input of the kernel function
is represented by a normal font u which represents a scalar input instead of the
bold font which represents a vector input. When the input to kernel are two multi-
dimensional vectors then the output is a one-dimensional or scalar. Hence, it is
important to understand the difference between the kernel function and the GP
covariance matrix given in (2.4), where the latter gives a matrix output for the vector
inputs. The choice of the kernel is often critical, as the mean function is commonly
set to zero [39]. Some important covariance kernels are given below:
Linear
The mathematical expression is given below:
kLin(u, u′) = σ2mu · u′ + σ2b , (2.8)
where · denotes a product and σ2m and σ2b are, respectively, the magnitude and the bias
variance hyperparameters. For vector inputs, · denotes a vector dot product. Using
a GP for the linear regression problems is not recommended as it is computationally
expensive as compared to popular linear regression methods.
Exponential
The mathematical expression is given below:
kExp(u, u′) = σ2m exp
(





where |u − u′| denotes the distance between u and u′, l is the length-scale hyperpa-
rameter. When the input arguments are vectors, | · | represents the distance between
the two vectors. The lengthscale controls the width of the correlation in the input
space. A large value means the input variable is correlated over a longer range and
vice-versa. This kernel is used to model an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [39].
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Squared Exponential
The mathematical expression is given below:
kSE(u, u′) = σ2m exp
(





This is the most commonly used kernel [39]. It is a smooth kernel and is infinitely
differentiable.
Rational Quadratic
The mathematical expression is given below:







where γ is a scaling factor. The rational quadratic kernel behaves as a sum of squared
exponential kernels with different lengthscales. The lengthscales are varied using
the γ hyperparameter. The rational quadratic kernel meets the squared exponential
kernel as γ → ∞.
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where ν > 0, Γ(·) is the gamma function and Kν is a modified Bessel function. Unlike
other kernels, this function gives a class of kernels by changing the value of ν. As
ν → ∞, the kernel approaches a squared exponential kernel. As ν → 0, the kernel
approaches an exponential kernel. The two popular kernels from this class are given
below:
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Periodic
The mathematical expression is given below:











where p controls the periodicity. For example, p = 2 implies a periodicity of 2π.
This kernel models the periodic behaviour of the unknown function.
All of the above kernels, except the linear, are a function of (u − u′) and are
stationary kernels. These are invariant to the translations in the input domain.
The kernels which are a function of |u − u′| are called isotropic e.g. the kSE kernel.
Other useful covariance kernels can be derived e.g. by adding or multiplying two
covariance kernels results in a new covariance kernel [39].
2.2 Regression Equations
GP can be built upon to solve the regression problems. This is achieved by modelling
a GP prior, through the mean function and the covariance kernel. The posterior is
calculated using a given data, also called the training data. Given the prior GP mean
and covariance kernel and the training data, the predictive distribution is determined
using the properties of the GP models. Consider the following measurement model:
z = f (u) + v, v ∼ N (0, σ2IN), (2.16)
where z = [z1, z2, · · · , zN]T represents the one-dimensional measured output vec-
tor, v denotes the additive zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise vector whose
elements are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) with variance σ2 and
IN is an N-dimensional identity matrix. A regression problem aims to estimate the
function vector at a test input vector u⋆ using the training data of the GP i.e. z and
u. The elements of u⋆ can be from the training data vector i.e. u or different from it.
The various realizations of a GP are mutually Gaussian distributed. Based on this
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where f (u⋆) is the GP regression output at u⋆. The GP regression equations given
below:
E[ f (u⋆)] = m(u⋆) + Ku⋆u(Kuu + σ2IN)−1(z − m(u)), (2.18)
C[ f (u⋆)] = Ku⋆u⋆ − Ku⋆u(Kuu + σ2IN)−1Kuu⋆ , (2.19)
where E[ f (u⋆)] and C[ f (u⋆)] denote, respectively, the mean and covariance of the
test output vector and ·−1 is the matrix inverse. The computational complexity of
the GP regression is O(N3) due to the matrix inverse.
2.3 Learning of Hyperparameters
GP regression is a powerful model-free method. The GP regression (2.18) and
(2.19) requires the calculation of different covariance matrices. These covariance
matrices, determined using (2.4), depend on the modelled covariance kernel and the
chosen hyperparameters. Although this approach is flexible, the efficiency can be
improved by selecting the hyperparameters based on the training data. This process
of hyperparameter determination from the training data is called learning. Further
improvements can be made by automating the selection of the covariance kernel,
from a family of kernels, using the training data. This is termed as model selection [39].
In this thesis, the model selection has not been used in any of the proposed methods.
The learning is achieved through the maximization of the likelihood. The log of the
marginal likelihood is given below:
log p(z|u, η, σ2) = −1
2
zT(K(u, u, η) + σ2IN)−1z −
1
2




where η denotes the GP mean function and covariance kernel hyperparameters
vector and | · | is the matrix determinant. The notation of the GP covariance matrix
is modified to show its dependence on the hyperparameters. The above marginaliza-
tion refers to the marginalization of the unknown function f (u). Maximizing (2.20)
with respect to the hyperparameters, including the measurement noise variance
hyperparameter, is a non-convex optimization problem. The point estimates of
the hyperparameters are obtained using this method. This method can be slow
depending upon the computational complexity of the optimization technique. An
online learning method has been proposed in [40] using a state space model and a
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recursive filter. This method provides the uncertainty of the hyperparameters, in
addition to the mean (point) estimates.

Chapter 3
Multiple Point Target Tracking
Multiple target tracking (MTT) is classified as multiple point, extended, and group
target tracking in this thesis. This chapter introduces and formulates the problem of
point target tracking. It also gives a brief overview of various methods proposed for
solving this problem.
3.1 Point Target Tracking
Point target tracking relates to the kinematics and attributes estimation of multiple
point targets. The size of the targets is small as compared to the sensor resolution cell.
As a result, scarce or, in most cases, a single sensor measurement from a single target
is received in a particular measurement sample. A point target is explained in Fig. 3.1.
The dashed lines represent the width of a single beam of electromagnetic energy
directed by the sensor and the dotted lines denote the range bins. The polygon,
made by the beam and the range bins, is called a sensor resolution cell. Typically, a
target occupying a single resolution cell is represented by a single measurement or a
point (filled circle) and is called a point target. Typically in the point target tracking
methods, including those proposed in this thesis, the following assumptions are
made:
PT1 A single measurement is available per target per sample.
PT2 The states of each target evolve independent of the states of other targets.
In this thesis, the focus is on the point targets kinematics estimation.






Fig. 3.1 Point target. This figure shows a point target (plus shape) illuminated by a
sensor.
3.1.1 Kinematics Estimation
The kinematics estimation requires a sensor scanning a region of interest for the
detection of the targets. The target detections, also called sensor measurements, are
processed by a tracking algorithm for the state estimation. The point target tracking
algorithm relies on a decision and a filtering step for the required kinematics estima-
tion. The decision step, also called data association, involves the determination of the
number of targets and their associations to the available measurements. Addition-
ally, it also determines the false or clutter measurements. An additional challenge
common to this step is the determination of missed detections. All practical sensors
have a probability of detection value less than 1. Consequently, the measurements
of some of the targets are missed by the sensor randomly in each sample and these
are called missed detections. The filtering step involves state estimation using the
predicted state and the assigned measurements. Typically, the kinematics estimation
relies on state prediction and filtering steps. The state prediction requires prediction
of the states at a future time sample, for which the measurements have not been
received. The state filtering uses the predicted state and the noisy measurement at
the current time to filter the state at the current time. The term ‘filter ’means filtering
out of the measurement noise.
The kinematics states include position, velocity, and higher order positional
derivatives (with respect to time). Typically, the sensor provides a subset of the
positional measurements. The active radars provide a complete set of positional
measurements such as range, bearing, and altitude. The passive radars generally
report a subset of position measurement, that is they typically do not give range
measurements. The measurements are directly or indirectly related to some or all
of the states. The estimates of the indirectly related states are inferred from the
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measurements using this (indirect) functional relationship. For example, the relation
of the target velocity to the position is used to estimate the velocity. Similarly,
the bearing measurements are used to determine the target position (range and
bearing) in the bearing only tracking applications [41]. Linear and non-linear filters
are employed based on the type of relation between the measurements and the
corresponding states.
Data association is one of the hardest problems of the point target tracking.
Various soft and hard decision based approaches have been proposed [42]. A
Gaussian process (GP) based approach has also been proposed using an overlapping
mixture of Gaussian process [37]. Sometimes the attribute information aid in the
data association process [43]. For example, the airliners transmit their identification
and other attributes that are received by the radars on the ground. This information
aids in determining the correct measurement to target assignment. In this thesis, a
GP based approach is proposed for the filtering process, and the data association
is assumed known. The data association methods are hence not covered in this
chapter.
3.2 Bayesian Inference
Consider a sensor reports measurement vector zk at sample number k. It is as-
sumed that the measurement vector belongs to a single point target and a single
measurement per sample is received. The objective of the tracker or estimator is
to determine the target state vector xk. Typically, the problem is formulated in a
Bayesian framework and the state is estimated using Bayesian inference methods.
Bayesian inference is a statistical inference method that updates the probability of
a hypothesis as more and more information is received. It relies on the hypothesis
prior probability and a measurement likelihood function to determine the hypoth-
esis posterior probability. The posterior probability encapsulates all the required
information of the estimate e.g. its mean, mode, median, etc. The corresponding
uncertainty is also derived from the posterior. These methods are popular in deci-
sion based systems which require both the mean and the uncertainty measures, as a
pre-requisite.
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Let the hypothesis be denoted as h and the measurement as z. The posterior






where p(·) is the probability density function, p(h|z), p(z|h), and p(h) denote, respec-
tively, the posterior, likelihood, and the prior and p(z) is the marginal likelihood or
evidence. The evidence can be computationally expensive to determine. Moreover,
a closed form solution to the inference may not be always possible.
3.2.1 Bayesian Estimation for Point Target Kinematics Tracking
Point target tracking requires state estimation of sequential measurement data.
Bayesian inference can be done on incomplete data, that is, the estimates can be
calculated on the sequential data. In such cases, Bayesian inference provides a
solution through the recursive update of the posterior probability. This is also called
Bayesian recursion. The objective of the point targets kinematics estimation, using
the Bayesian inference, is to calculate the posterior pdf of all the states, given all the






where x and z denote, respectively, the state and the measurement vectors, p(xk|z1:k),
p(zk|xk, z1:k−1), p(xk|z1:k−1) and p(zk|z1:k−1) represent, respectively, the posterior,
likelihood, prior and evidence and 1 : a denotes the samples 1, 2, · · · , a. The like-
lihood at k is assumed conditionally independent of the previous measurements
given the state at k. This assumption is mathematically written below:
p(zk|xk, z1:k−1) = p(zk|xk). (3.3)
It is further assumed that the states evolve in time according to a Markovian process
such that,
p(xk|x1:k−1) = p(xk|xk−1), (3.4)
p(xk|xk−1, z1:k−1) = p(xk|xk−1). (3.5)
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Using (3.5), the prior is determined as given below:
p(xk, xk−1|z1:k−1) = p(xk|xk−1, z1:k−1)p(xk−1|z1:k−1)
= p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|z1:k−1). (3.6)
Integrating both sides with respect to xk−1 gives the Chapman-Kolmogrov [44]




where p(xk−1|z1:k−1) represents the posterior at sample k − 1 and p(xk|xk−1) is the













The various components of (3.8) are popularly referred to as given below:
posterior pdf at k = likelihood at k×∫
state evolution from k − 1 to k × posterior pdf at k − 1
Normalization constant or Evidence
. (3.9)
The likelihood (also called measurement model) and the state evolution models are
design parameters of the Bayesian recursion. The product of the prior pdf and the
state evolution is also called predictive distribution. The posterior distribution can
be processed to determine the required estimates. For example, a minimum mean
square error estimate of the state is denoted as xMMSEk and given below:
xMMSEk = E[xk|z1:k] =
∫
xk p(xk|z1:k)dxk, (3.10)
where E[·] denotes the mathematical expectation operator. The Bayesian recursion
is summarized in Fig. 3.2. The initial state distribution is required to process the first
measurement sample only. The two models, the state evolution and measurement
models, specify the prior, the likelihood and the normalization constant of the
Bayesian inference. The mismatch between the models and the real world are
captured by the respective model input disturbances. The Bayesian inference gives
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the required posterior distribution which is processed further to give the required
estimate.















Fig. 3.2 Bayesian Recursion. This figure shows flow diagram of Bayesian recursion
for the kinematics estimation of the point target.
3.3 Inference Methods
In this section, various Bayesian inference methods used for the point target tracking
are given. The Bayesian recursion is a generic state estimation method based upon
Markovian assumptions. Various linear and non-linear inference methods have been
proposed using the Bayesian recursion. Some of the popular discrete time inference
methods are given below:
3.3.1 Kalman Filter
Kalman filter [45] is a linear filter which determines the first two moments of the
posterior distribution using the Bayesian recursion. It is based upon the following
assumptions:
KF1 The state evolution is known and linear.
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KF2 The state evolution is driven by a known input and an additive process noise.
KF3 The measurement model is known and is a linear function of the states.
KF4 The measurement and the process noise are additive, zero mean white (uncor-
related) and their respective covariances are known.
KF5 The process and the measurement noise are mutually uncorrelated.
KF6 The initial state is random with a known mean and error covariance.
KF7 The initial state errors are uncorrelated with the process and the measurement
noises.
The Kalman filter is based upon the following linear state-space model1:
xk+1 = Fkxk + wk, wk ∼ N (0, Qk), (3.11)
zk = Hkxk + vk, vk ∼ N (0, Rk), (3.12)
where Fk and Hk represent, respectively, the state update and the measurement
matrices, wk and vk denote, respectively, the additive process and the measurement
noise vectors and Qk and Rk are the process and the measurement covariance
matrices, respectively. Based on the above assumptions, the Kalman filter is a
minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator for the Gaussian case, that is, the
initial state error covariance and all the noises are Gaussian. For the case of non-
Gaussian, it is the best linear MMSE estimator, that is, it is the best among all the
linear estimators [42]. The Kalman filter recursion is given below:
xk+1|k = Fkxk|k, (3.13)
Pk+1|k = FkPk|kF
T
k + Qk, (3.14)








xk+1|k+1 = xk+1|k + Uk+1(zk+1 − Hk+1xk+1|k), (3.17)
Pk+1|k+1 = (I − Uk+1Hk+1)Pk+1|k, (3.18)
where P denotes the state error covariance matrix, (·)k|k and (·)k+1|k represent, re-
spectively, the filtered and one-step predicted state, Sk+1 is the innovation covariance
and Uk+1 represents the Kalman gain.
1The control input is assumed zero in the model and this thesis.
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3.3.2 Extended Kalman Filter
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) [42] is a suboptimal filter for the case of non-linear
system evolution or measurement model or both. The rest of the Kalman filter
assumptions, KF2, KF4, KF5, KF6 and KF7, are valid for the EKF as well. It is based
upon the linearization of the non-linear functions at the estimated state using the
Taylor series expansion. The first order expansion gives the first order EKF and the
second order expansion gives the second order EKF. The filter may diverge as the
linearization is not done on the true state, which is unknown. Another reason for
the degraded performance is that the higher order terms of the Taylor series are
neglected. The EKF is also sensitive to the initial conditions. The non-linear state
space model is given below:
xk+1 = f k(xk) + wk, wk ∼ N (0, Qk), (3.19)
zk = hk(xk) + vk, vk ∼ N (0, Rk), (3.20)
where f k and hk denote, respectively, the non-linear state evolution and the mea-
surement functions. The EKF recursion is given below:


















T + Qk+1, (3.22)
Sk+1 = J hk+1Pk+1|k(J hk+1)T + Rk+1, (3.23)
Uk+1 = Pk+1|k(J hk+1)TS−1k+1, (3.24)
xk+1|k+1 = xk+1|k + Uk+1[zk+1 − hk(xk+1|k)], (3.25)
Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k − Uk+1J hk+1Pk+1|k, (3.26)
where J fk+1 and J
h
k+1 denote, respectively, the Jacobian with respect to the state
vector of the state update function evaluated at the current state and the measure-
ment function evaluated at the predicted state. In point target tracking, the state
evolution models are typically linear. The EKF is commonly used for the case of the
non-linear measurement models such as the bearing-only tracking [41].
3.3.3 Unscented Kalman Filter
The unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is also a non-linear estimation method. The
EKF approximates a non-linear function through the linearization. It is not able
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to achieve good approximations of the error covariances. A better estimator, as
compared to the EKF, is the UKF [46, 47]. The filter approximates the mean and the
covariance of the state using sigma points. These are deterministically determined2
and are a minimal representation of the distribution. The mean and the covariance
of the sigma points match that of the state. The sigma points are propagated through
the modelled non-linear transformations. The measurement update of the UKF
on the sigma points is done using the usual Kalman filter equations. The updated
sigma points are used to derive the statistics of the estimate for example the mean,
covariance, etc. The system model is the same as given in (3.19) and (3.20). The UKF
recursion for an nx-dimensional state vector using 2nx + 1 sigma points is given
below [48]:








+ (1 − α2 + β), (3.27)
xik = xk + (
√
(nx + λ)Pk)i, for i = {1, · · · , nx}, (3.28)
xik = xk − (
√






, for nx = {1, · · · , 2nx}, (3.30)
xik+1|k = f k(x
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k − xk+1|k)T + Qk, (3.33)
zik+1|k = hk(x
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xk+1|k+1 = xk+1|k + Uk+1[zk+1 − zk+1|k], (3.39)
2Some sigma point filters such as the particle filters determine them randomly.
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Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k − Uk+1Sk+1UTk+1, (3.40)
where xi and zi represent, respectively, the ith sigma point state and the measure-
ment vectors, wx and wP are the weight vectors corresponding to the state and the
covariance, respectively, λ = α2(nx + κ)− nx represents the scaling parameter, κ
also controls the scaling and is usually set very close to zero or zero, α determines
the size of the points spread around the mean, β is used to include the prior infor-





denotes the ith row of the square root
matrix and ·T is the matrix transpose. In point target tracking, the UKF is sometimes
applied for the case of the non-linear measurement models such as the bearing-only
tracking applications [49]. The second order Taylor expansion of the EKF and the
UKF approximate the first and second order moments of the distribution. Although,
the UKF has been claimed to be better than the EKF but this is not always true.
For example, the second order EKF performs better than the UKF for the nonlinear
function xTx, as shown in [50].
3.3.4 Interacting Multiple Model Filter
The Kalman filter, EKF and UKF are single model based estimation methods. The
estimation performance is improved using multiple models (MM) based filters.
These methods are highly adaptive and assume that at any particular time the true
target dynamics can be represented by a mode. The true target mode is captured by
a set of parallel filters, each corresponding to a possible mode. These methods are
classified as follows [51]:
• Decision based methods. The decision based methods are implemented in
two steps, a decision step followed by a filtering step. The decision step picks
a single filter, out of the set of filters, based on the match between the filter
and the target mode. The state estimate is given by the output of the chosen
filter. These types of filters are applicable if the true mode can be chosen. This
is restrictive for most point target tracking applications where choosing a true
target mode is hardly possible.
• Interaction based methods. Unlike decision based methods whose output
at each sample is given by a single filter, the interaction based methods give
output by combining the output of multiple filters. These are classified into
3β is set to 2 for Gaussian
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three generations in [51]. The first generation methods [52, 53], provide a
processed output from an independently working set of filters. The second
generation, popularly called interacting MM (IMM), was proposed in [54] and
improved in [55]. The IMM, in addition to the processed output, provides a
framework in which the filters cooperate to improve the estimate. This has been
successfully applied in various tracking systems [56]. The third generation,
termed as the variable structure IMM (VSIMM) [57], in addition to the output
processing and filters cooperation, provides flexibility in the structure or the set
of filters active at any given time instant. The first two generations are based
on a fixed structure and it was assumed that the target mode lies within this
structure all the time. If the mode is changing, then the first two generations
provide degraded estimates in situations where the target mode lies outside
this structure. The VSIMM handles this situation by providing an additional
capability of selecting and de-selecting different structures.
An optimal MM estimator considers all the mode sequence hypothesis, which grow
with time. Due to the hypothesis explosion, the implementation in a practical system
is not possible. The computational complexity is of the order O(mk), where m
represents the number of modes. A general pseudo-Bayesian estimator (GPBn)
of order n keeps the depth of the hypothesis tree to n recent samples and has a
computational complexity of order O(mn). The interacting multiple model, also
called Fixed Grid interacting multiple model (FGIMM) to differentiate from the
VSIMM, has the computational complexity of a GPB1 and the estimation accuracies
of the GPB2. This is the most cost effective method [42]. The FGIMM recursion
for m parallel filters starts with the interaction of the state estimates and the error
covariances at k using the mixing probabilities as given below [51]:
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where w denotes the model probability, Π is the mode transition probability matrix
and x̀ and P̀ are, respectively, the mixed state and the state error covariance of each
filter. These mixed states and the error covariance are prior for the corresponding
filters. The filter set can be a mix of linear and non-linear single model based filters
such as the Kalman filter [58], the EKF [59], or the UKF [60]. The output of each filter
is used to update the mode probabilities and subsequently combined to give the

























∆xk+1|k+1 = (x̂k+1|k+1 − xik+1|k+1), (3.47)
where x̂ and P̂ denote, respectively, the combined filtered state and the correspond-
ing state error covariance and Λ represents the measurement likelihood.
3.3.5 Particle Filters
The Bayesian recursion (3.8), in most practical scenarios including the point target
tracking, is intractable. The analytical solution to the integrals is not possible. The
numerical integration methods are applied when accuracy matters more than the
processing time, as these methods are computationally expensive. The particle
filter [61] is one such method, which approximates the (prior) pdf using point
masses and the posterior pdf is approximated using a Monte Carlo integration.
These are also called sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods. These methods are
not restricted by the linearity of the system models and the Gaussianity of the noise
pdfs. The general non-linear state space model is given below:
xk+1 = f k(xk, wk), (3.48)
zk = hk(xk, vk). (3.49)
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The Bayesian recursion, given in Section 3.2.1, is based upon a hidden Markov
model (HMM) shown in Fig. 3.3. The state, x, evolves from the sample number 0 to
the sample k and is observed through the measurement z.
x0 x1 x2 xk
z1 zkz2
Fig. 3.3 Bayesian Network Diagram of HMM. This figure shows a network diagram
of the hidden Markov model.
HMM is a representation of the probability distribution of the observation se-
quence and is characterized by two properties. Firstly, the states and their evolution
process are hidden or latent and are observable through a measurement process.
Secondly, the state evolves under a Markov process. Based on (3.4) and (3.5) and the
whiteness of the noise, the joint pdf of the states up to sample k is given below:





Similarly, the whiteness of the measurement noise and the model assumption (3.3)
gives the joint conditional likelihood as given below:





Various particle filters have been proposed for target tracking [62]. The bootstrap
particle filter [61], the first feasible version, is explained next. At a given sample k,
the pdf (3.50) is approximated using np samples. Each sample is associated with
a weight. These samples are propagated through the state evolution process and
the measurement process. The measurement likelihood (3.51) is used to update the
weights of the samples. The updated samples are used to approximate the posterior
pdf. For a large sample size, this method approaches the optimal Bayesian estimate.
The recursive bootstrap filter at sample k + 1 begins with the sampling of the
posterior distribution at k using samples or particles. Each particle has an associated
point state and an associated weight. If the posterior at k is not available then a
suitable prior is elicited. The weight is initialized equally for all the particles. The
point samples or particles are passed through the state and the measurement process
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given in (3.48) and (3.49), respectively. The likelihood function updates the weight











where wi and x̃i denote, respectively, the weight and the state vector of the ith particle.





wikδ(xk − x̃ik+1|k), (3.53)









The following two problems and their corresponding solutions are common to these
methods:
• Importance Sampling. The sampling of the prior pdf may be difficult due to
its high-dimensionality and complexity. An importance sampling technique is
proposed to resolve this problem. An appropriate distribution, which is easy
to sample, is chosen to be a representative of the prior pdf, also called the im-
portance density. The samples are chosen from the importance density. A well
known importance density is the multivariate Gaussian. If the structure of the
importance density is similar to (3.50), then it is called sequential importance







where q(·) represents the importance density.
• Resampling. The particle variance increases with the increasing samples. As
a result of this scattering, the weights of some particles become insignificant.
In the worst case, all the particles, except one, have a weight close to zero.
This is also called particle degeneracy. The solution to this problem is called
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resampling. This involves replacing the lower weighted particles with the
copies of higher weighted particles. This could be done at every update step
or when required.
3.4 State Evolution Models
This section presents the popular state evolution models used for the kinematics
estimation of the point targets. The state evolution model is also referred to as state
update, state transition, and process models. The point targets kinematics estima-
tion has been proposed by assuming a linear (3.11),(3.12) or non-linear (3.19),(3.20)
system evolution model. For relatively complicated scenarios, complex non-linear
model of the form (3.48),(3.49) is also applied. In most target tracking applications,
the measurement process provides limited information. The inference accuracy
significantly depends upon the choice of the state evolution model. Hence, the
choice of the system evolution model is one of the critical steps in the point target
tracking application. A comprehensive survey of these models is given in [63]. The
models are derived by making assumptions on the process noise. The process noise
is modelled either as white noise, a Markov process, or a semi-Markov jump process.
The commonly used linear models (linear with respect to the state vector), for the
linear and the non-linear target motion (with respect to time), are given below:
3.4.1 Nearly Constant Velocity Model
The nearly constant velocity model (NCV), also called constant velocity (CV) in
literature, is obtained by the discretization of a constant white noise acceleration
model. It assumes that the target acceleration can be modeled using a white noise
process. The state vector consists of the position and the velocity and the system
















where T is the sampling time and qNCV is the power spectral density of the white
noise model. This model is preferred for targets moving under uniform motion e.g.
airliners.
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3.4.2 Nearly Constant Acceleration Model
This is also called a jerk model and is obtained by the discretization of a system
activated by a zero mean white noise jerk process noise. It assumes that the target
jerk (time-derivative of the acceleration) can be modelled using a white noise process.
The state vector consists of the position, velocity, and acceleration. The mathematical


























where qNCA is the power spectral density of the white noise model. This model is
useful when acceleration is constant over a longer period of time.
3.4.3 Singer Model
The Singer model [64] assumes the target acceleration is a Markov process. The
white noise process models assume that the noise is uncorrelated in time. Conversely,
the Markov process based models, like Singer, assume that the noise is correlated in
a specific neighbourhood. The Singer model assumes that the target acceleration is a
first-order Markov process and its continuous time state space form is given below:
ȧ(t) = −αa(t) + w(t), (3.58)
where ȧ(t) and a(t) are, respectively, the jerk (first order time derivative of the
acceleration) and the acceleration, α is a co-efficient and w(t) is a zero mean white
noise process with constant power spectral density. The state vector consists of the
position, velocity, and acceleration. The discrete time state space representation of


























where α = 1τ m is the reciprocal of the manoeuvre time constant τm and σ
2
a is the
instantaneous variance of the acceleration. As τm increases, the Singer model be-
comes equivalent to the NCA model given in Section 3.4.2. For the reciprocal case,
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as τm decreases, the Singer model becomes equivalent to the NCV model given
in Section 3.4.1. The instantaneous variance of the acceleration is designed using
σ2a =
a2max
3 (1 + 4Pmax − P0), where amax is maximum possible acceleration, Pmax and
P0 denote, respectively, the probability of maximum and no acceleration.
3.4.4 Nearly Coordinated Turn Model
The nearly coordinated turn model (NCT), also called a coordinated turn (CT),
models the turn trajectories of the point targets. The target velocity and the turn
rate are close to a constant value. The state vector consists of the position and the
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where ω denotes the turn-rate and qNCT is the process noise variance.
3.5 Measurement Models
This section discusses the measurement models of the point targets. The sensor
measurements and the kinematics states are commonly modelled in a Cartesian or
a polar frame. Typically, in the point target tracking, the positional measurements
are available. The measurement model in such cases is linear when both the mea-
surements and the states are in the same coordinate frame. The measurement model
is non-linear when these are in different frames. For example, the sensor reports
polar positional measurements and the target position is estimated in the Cartesian
frame. In such cases, the measurement model is non-linear and non-linear inference
methods are applied for the kinematics estimation. The above-mentioned example
problem can also be solved using the linear inference method. This technique is
called a converted measurement Kalman filter (CMKF) [42]. In CMKF, the measure-
ment pdf in the polar coordinates is converted to the Cartesian. The measurement
pdf in the Cartesian coordinates is then used in the Kalman filter update. The CMKF
approach is sensitive to the polar to Cartesian conversion. The common issues are
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that it can induce a bias and may also give inaccurate covariances. A well known ap-
proach for the point target kinematics estimation is the modified unbiased converted
measurement [65]. Further details are given in Appendix A. In some cases, the
sensor may provide limited positional information. For example, passive sensors4
report the bearing and sometimes the bearing rate of the target. The range of the
target is estimated by the filter using these bearing related measurements. Such
cases are not considered in this thesis.
4A passive sensor receives the electromagnetic radiation from the target and reports the angle.
Chapter 4
Multiple Extended and Group Target
Tracking
Multiple target tracking (MTT) is classified as multiple point, extended, and group
target tracking in this thesis. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the point target tracking
methods. This chapter describes the multiple extended and group target tracking
methods.
4.1 Extended and Group Target Tracking
Multiple extended target tracking relates to the kinematics, attributes, and feature
estimation of multiple extended targets using noisy measurements. An extended
target problem arises when the assumption (PT1) of the point target tracking is no
more valid. Contrary to this assumption, the extended target is large as compared to
the sensor resolution cell. It occupies multiple cells, due to which, multiple measure-
ments per target per sample are possible. This is explained in Fig.4.1. The dashed
lines represent ends of the multiple beams of the electromagnetic energy directed by
the sensor. The dotted lines denote the range bins. The polygon made by the beam
endings and the range bins is called a sensor resolution cell. Typically, all targets
within a single cell are represented by a single measurement (denoted by a filled
circle). The target occupies multiple resolution cells and multiple measurements
are made available by the sensor per sample. Tracking of a target in this scenario is
called extended target tracking. As a result of multiple measurements, the spatial
features of the target can also be estimated, in addition to the kinematics and the
attributes.






































Fig. 4.1 Extended target. The figure shows an extended target illuminated by a
sensor.
The multiple group target tracking relates to the kinematics, attributes and feature
estimation of multiple group targets using noisy measurements. This scenario occurs
when the assumption (PT2) of the point target tracking is no more valid. Contrary
to this assumption, the kinematics of the multiple point targets are correlated. The
aim of the group target tracking is to estimate the average group kinematics and the
group extent as shown in Fig.4.2. The dashed lines represent the ends of the multiple
beams of the electromagnetic energy directed by the sensor. The dotted lines denote
the range bins. The polygon made by the beam endings and the range bins is called
a sensor resolution cell. Typically, all targets within a single cell are represented
by a single measurement (denoted by a filled circle). Each target is smaller than
the resolution cell and is called a point target. The multiple point targets can be
represented by a single "triangle like shaped" group target (thick solid line). The
group target kinematics is the mean of the point targets kinematics. The group
extent relates to the determination of the smallest polygon enclosing all the point












Fig. 4.2 Group target. The figure shows multiple point targets illuminated by a
sensor.
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The pioneering survey on the subject of group tracking is given in [66]. A bib-
liographical survey of the related methods up-till the year 2004 is given in [67].
The methods for multiple extended and group target tracking are covered in two
comprehensive survey papers [24] and [25]. A recent survey focused on the appli-
cation of the machine learning methods to extended and group target tracking is
given in Paper VII [7]. The methods for small group targets model the interactions
among the point targets. The large group target tracking methods do not model
these interactions. As a result, the large group target tracking problem and the
extended target tracking problem become similar. In this thesis, the large group and
the extended target tracking problems are considered. The pre-fix "large" is not used
from here-on with the group target for brevity.
The multiple extended and group target tracking, similar to the multiple point
target tracking, requires a solution to two sub-problems. These are the data asso-
ciation and state estimation. The attributes estimation is not considered for the
extended and group targets in this thesis. Typically, for the group target tracking,
each point target is assumed to produce a single measurement per sample. A one-to-
one correspondence can be made between the number of the point targets and the
measurements, provided there are no missed detections. For the case of the extended
targets, the measurements are assumed to originate from an infinite [26, 3] or fi-
nite [68] number of points on the target. These points are also called the measurement
sources or reflection points. In this thesis, infinite measurement sources are assumed.
The challenge in the infinite measurement sources case is that it is practically impos-
sible to receive measurements of all the infinite measurement sources. Moreover,
the measurement sources in the consecutive samples can be mutually exclusive.
The infinite measurement source problem, like the large group tracking problem, is
modelled by considering no interaction among the measurements between samples.
Both the problems, the data association and state estimation, are discussed in this
chapter.
4.2 Important Terminologies
A couple of important terminologies, common to the extended and group target
tracking literature, are introduced in this section below:
• Surface and Contour Measurements. The measurement sources are assumed
to lie either on the whole body or only at the boundary of the target. The
measurements arising in the former case are called the surface whereas in the
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latter case are termed as the contour. The surface measurement case has addi-
tional complexities, as compared to the contour case. These include classifying
measurements into contour and non-contour measurements and the target
extent estimation using non-contour measurements. The models explained in
this chapter assume contour measurements unless specified for the case of the
surface measurements.
• Rigid and Non-rigid Targets. The target shape does not change for the rigid
targets, whereas it can change for the non-rigid targets. Tracking of a car is an
example of a rigid target tracking whereas tracking of a cloud is an example of
a non-rigid target tracking.
4.3 Single Extended and Group Target Tracking
In this section, the state estimation of a single extended or group target is presented.
The data association is assumed known and no clutter is assumed. Once the data
association is resolved, the methods given in this section can be applied to estimate
the states of the multiple targets. The states of interest in an extended and group
target are the kinematics, attributes, and features. In this thesis, the attributes
estimation is not considered. The kinematics and features are estimated using a
sequence of noisy measurements. For the state estimation of extended or group
target, multiple measurements are available per sample.
4.3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider a sensor that reports a measurement vector zk at sample number k. It is
assumed that all the measurements belong to a single target. The objective of the
tracker is to estimate the state vector xk. Typically, the problem is formulated in a
Bayesian framework and solved using a Bayesian recursion, as explained in Sec-
tions 3.2 and 3.2.1, respectively. After the initialization using a suitable prior density,
the important steps of the Bayesian recursion are the predictive and the posterior
density calculation. These are obtained using the Chapman-Kolmogorov (3.7) and
the Bayesian inference equations (3.8), respectively. Given the measurement vector
zk, the design elements are the state vector xk, the state evolution model p(xk|xk−1)
and the measurement likelihood p(zk|xk). Based on the above models, the linear or
non-linear recursive Bayesian inference is used for the sequential state estimation,
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as described in Section 3.3. The focus of the extended and group target tracking
research is upon the states, the state evolution and the measurement models.
4.3.2 Centre and Extent States
Typically, the extended or group target tracking is modelled as two sub-estimation
problems, the estimation of the kinematics of the centre and the extent estimation.









where xC and xE denote, respectively, the states related to the centre and the extent.
These are explained below:
1. Centre/Average. The states relating to the centre of the target consist of its
location, kinematics, and sometimes orientation. The kinematics states include
the respective time derivatives e.g. velocity, acceleration, orientation rate, etc.
The orientation states are assumed uncorrelated with those of the centre. In the
case of a group target, the centre states can also be interpreted as the average
location and the mean kinematics of the group. For example, it can be used to
determine how fast a flock of birds is flying.
2. Extent. The extent states consist of the shape, volume, etc. Depending on the
extent model, different state vectors are obtained. These are discussed in more
detail below.
4.3.3 State Evolution Model
Typically, the evolution of the centre and the extent states are modelled independent
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where FC, FO and FE represent, respectively, the state evolution of the centre, orien-
tation and extent states, wC, wO and wC are, respectively, the centre, orientation and
extent process noise vectors with corresponding process noise covariance matrices
denoted by QC, QO and QE, respectively.
The state evolution of the centre and orientation of the target is typically modelled
in a similar way to the point target state evolution, as given in Section 3.4. Simple
models have been proposed for the state evolution of the extent states. The most
common are a random-walk or a damped-random-walk around the current states.
The different extent states are assumed mutually uncorrelated. The random-walk
and the damped-random-walk models are given below:
FErw = Ine , (4.4)
FEdrw = exp(−αdrwT)Ine , (4.5)
where ·rw and ·drw denote, respectively, the variables belonging to the random-walk
and the damped-random-walk models, αdrw represents the damping coefficient and
ne is the number of extent states. These two efficiently model the case of rigid targets.
The performance may degrade for tracking of the non-rigid targets.
4.3.4 Extent Models
Recently, the main focus of the extended and group target tracking has been on the
extent models. Typically, all the models assume either a static target or estimate
the location of the centre. The extent is modelled with respect to the location of the
target’s centre. Typically the centre is modelled in two or three dimensional Cartesian
frame. Assuming the centre is known, the extent models require estimation of the
target extent from the target centre in all directions. A wide variety of models have
been proposed which are classified based upon the complexity of the target shape.
These are given below:
1. Basic or Regular Shape. These models assume or fit a basic geometrical shape
on the target. The example models are stick [69], circle [69], rectangle [70], and
ellipse [71, 72].
2. Arbitrary or Irregular Shape. These models assume or fit an irregular shape
on the target extent. The example models are Gaussian process [26], random
hypersurface model [73], a mixture of ellipsoids [74], and a mixture of sub-
targets [75]. The Gaussian process and the random hypersurface models
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assume a star-convex1 target extent. The radial extent of the target is modelled
as a non-linear function of the angle from its centre as given below:
r = f (θ), (4.6)
where r denotes the radial extent, f is the unknown non-linear function and
θ represents the corresponding angle. This function f is explained in Fig.4.3.
The left axis shows an extended target (thick solid line) with its centre at the
origin. A point p (filled circle) on the contour is at polar coordinates (r, θ). As
we move this point on the contour of the target, the radial value changes as a
function of the angle. The right axis plots this non-linear function as r = f (θ).
The function is periodic with time period 2π. The star-convex extent models
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Fig. 4.3 Arbitrary (star-convex) extent model. The figure explains the arbitrary
extent model of the extended target.
The tracking performance using basic geometric shape based models has been
demonstrated on real data, e.g. tracking of a cyclist using a stick model [25], a car
using a rectangular model [76], a ship using an ellipsoidal model [77], etc. Although
these methods have been proved to be simple and efficient on real-world data, the
shapes of these and other extended targets are different from the basic geometric
shapes. Better target shape estimates give better tracking performance [25] especially
in challenging environments such as low SNR [78].
1A star-convex set is a set S in the Euclidean space, if there exists a point s0 ∈ S such that the line
segments from s0 to all the points in S are all contained in S. In case of the extended or group targets
the centre of the target is assumed as the arbitrary point s0.
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4.3.5 Gaussian Process Extent Model
The Gaussian process extent model was proposed in [26]. A Gaussian process
is a statistical regression method that relies on a given training data to learn the
unknown non-linear function. The proposed approach assumes that the model
parameters (also called hyperparameters) are known. The Gaussian process model
is explained in Chapter 2. The non-linear function f is modelled as given below:
f (θ) ∼ GP(m(θ), k(θ, θ′)). (4.7)
The function is sampled at fixed points, also called the inducing or keypoints,
distributed evenly on the input space θ, between 0 and 2π as shown in Fig. 4.4.
The unknown non-linear extent function (thick solid line) is estimated using B = 8
equidistant inducing points (circle). The measurements (cross) at each sample are
used to update the inducing points. These inducing points and the Gaussian process
predict the non-linear extent function on the complete input space.
0 2
Fig. 4.4 Gaussian process extent model. The figure explains the Gaussian process
extent model.
The functional values at the inducing points are the extent states of the state
vector. For B inducing points, the extent state vector is given below:
xEk =
[
fk(θ1) fk(θ2) · · · fk(θB)
]T
, (4.8)
where fk(θi) denotes the functional value or the target radial extent at the ith in-
ducing point. The measurements at each sample are used as the training data
for updating the (inducing point) extent states using the Gaussian process. The
trained Gaussian process predicts the radial values on the complete input space,
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subsequently. The extent state evolution is modelled using a damped-random-walk
model (4.2) and (4.5). The state vector proposed in [26] consists of the centre states
and the orientation, in addition to the inducing point states. The state evolution of
these states is modelled using an NCV model, as given in Section 3.4.1. An extension
of the model is also proposed for the case of the surface measurements.
4.3.6 Random Hypersurface Extent Model
The random hypersurface extent model was proposed in [73]. This model parametrizes
the unknown extent function f using a Fourier series expansion of the radial extent
function, as given below:

























k · · · aBk bBk
]T
, (4.11)
where r(ψ, xEk ) denotes the extent radial value function, ψ is the Fourier frequency, a
i
k
and bik denote the Fourier coefficients, B + 1 is the number of coefficients, and r(ψ) is
the frequency vector. The smaller frequencies (indices) estimate the course features
of the extent function whereas the higher frequencies encode the finer details. The
Fourier frequencies, r(ψ) are assumed known and fixed. The extent evolution is
proposed using a random walk model as given in (4.2) and (4.4). An extension of
the model is also proposed to handle the surface measurements.
4.3.7 Measurement Model for Star-convex Extent
The measurements are typically assumed to be either in the polar or the Cartesian
coordinate system. For the case of the polar measurements, the polar to the Cartesian
conversion of the measurement pdf is a recommended pre-processing step. This
conversion is discussed in Appendix A. From here-on, the Cartesian measurements
are assumed for clarity. The case of the large group and the infinite measurement
sources based extended target is considered in this thesis. The measurement model
typical to the star-convex shape, without the orientation state, is explained below.
Consider a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate measurement. The star-convex
extent function is modelled in the polar coordinates (4.6) with the origin at the
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centre of the target. Hence, the extent state vector is defined in the polar coordinate
system, whereas the centre state vector is in the Cartesian coordinate system. The



















where zsen,ci,k represents the i
th measurement at the kth sample in Cartesian coordi-
nates and sensor centred frame, hi(·) denotes the nonlinear measurement function
with measurement noise v́sen,ci,k , x
p
k|k−1 is the predicted centre positional states, p
i
⊥(·)
represents the nonlinear function of the measurement extent projection, ∡(v1 − v2)
denotes the angle of the difference vector (v1 − v2), xEk|k−1 is the predicted extent
state vector and v̀sen,ci,k represents the measurement projection noise. The measure-
ment model is explained in Fig. 4.5. The figure shows an extended target (thick
solid line) observed in a sensor (filled diamond) centred Cartesian frame and a
measurement (cross symbol) zsen,ci,k . The predicted target centre position is at x
p
k|k−1
with uncertainty depicted as a dotted ellipse. The angle of the measurement in a
polar coordinate system with origin at the target centre is shown as ∡(zsen,ci,k − x
p
k|k−1).
The uncertainty in the angle calculation (dotted lines) is due to the measurement
noise and the uncertainty of the predicted target centre. This angle is input to the
extent estimation function f which predicts the target radial extent robj,pi,k at given
angle with some uncertainty. The angle and the predicted radial extent are combined
to form the predicted polar measurement with respect to the target centred polar
frame. The uncertainty of the predicted measurement (dotted ellipse) is due to the
angle and the predicted extent uncertainties. The polar predicted measurement is
projected on a target centred Cartesian frame. The projected predicted coordinates
are (pix, piy) with projected uncertainties (dotted lines). The projected coordinates are
translated to the sensor centred Cartesian frame to give the predicted measurement
coordinates (zi,xk|k−1, z
i,y
k|k−1). The translated coordinates uncertainty (dotted lines)
is shown greater due to the additional uncertainty in the operation arising from
the predicted target centre uncertainty. In practical cases, the predicted measure-
ment uncertainty is correlated (rotated ellipse). The angle uncertainties are ignored
in [26, 73].























Fig. 4.5 Measurement model for star-convex extent.
Typically, the following assumptions are made to simplify the model:
SC1 The uncertainty of the predicted location xpk|k−1 is ignored in the projection
function p⊥.
SC2 The noises v̀sen,ci,k and v́
sen,c
i,k are additive Gaussian and uncorrelated.
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= zk|k−1 + v
sen,c
i,k , (4.13)
where zk|k−1 denotes the predicted measurement and v
sen,c
i,k is the the measurement
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where xOk|k−1 denotes the predicted target orientation. For the multiple measure-
ments, it is further assumed that the measurement noise is mutually uncorrelated.











+ vsen,ck , (4.15)
where [xpk|k−1]×Nk is a vector stacked with Nk copies of x
p
k|k−1, p⊥ denotes the multi-
ple measurement extent projection function and vsen,ck is the multiple measurement
noise vector. For the case of the surface measurements, a one-dimensional scaling
factor s ∈ [0, 1] is defined [73, 26]. It is modelled as a random variable and the
scaling parameter of different measurements is assumed mutually uncorrelated.
The measurement sources are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the surface.
Based on the above assumptions, the squared scaling factor is shown to be uniformly
distributed in the modelled range i.e. s2 ∼ U [0, 1] [73], where U [·, ·] represents
the uniform distribution. For inference, the scaling parameter is modelled using a
Gaussian with mean and variance derived analytically from the uniform distribution.

















+ vsen,ci,k , (4.16)
where sik is the scaling parameter. The inference accuracy depends on the similarity
of the Gaussian to the statistical properties of the measurement sources. In practical
systems these properties are difficult to model apriori.
The simplified state space model of a typical single (with a star-convex extent




























+ vsen,ck . (4.18)
The measurement equation is non-linear and non-linear inference methods are
applied for the state estimation. Bayesian non-linear inference methods, reviewed
in Section 3.3, are applicable. The Gaussian process extent model is demonstrated
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using an extended Kalman filter in [26]. The performance degrades for tracking of
targets exhibiting sharp manoeuvres. The performance is improved in [79] using a
Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF). The particle filter samples the kinematics
states of target and a GP regression based Kalman filter is used to track the extent.
The state estimation of the random hypersurface model is done with an unscented
Kalman filter in [73].
4.4 Multiple Extended and Group Objects Tracking
The multiple extended or group target tracking requires the state estimation of
multiple targets in presence of the following uncertainties:
ME1 The total number of targets is unknown and time varying.
ME2 The measurement sources on a single extended target are infinite or a single
group is large.
ME3 The measurements are noisy and may contain clutter.
ME4 The number of measurements from a single target is unknown and varies from
sample to sample.
ME5 The measurement origin is unknown.
ME6 There are missed detections, that is, no measurement is received from some of
the targets.
ME7 The missed detections are random between samples.
Consider a sensor reports measurement vector zk at sample number k corresponding
to N extended or group targets. The objective of the tracker is to determine the
unknown multi-target posterior pdf. The problem is typically modelled in a Bayesian
framework. An overview of the Bayesian inference is given in Section 3.2 and the
Bayesian recursion is described in Section 3.2.1. The posterior multiple target state is







posterior pdf at k =
likelihood at k × predictive pdf at k
Normalization constant
, (4.20)
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where the predictive pdf is given by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (3.7) using
the posterior pdf at k − 1 and the state evolution model. The inference relies on
the multi-target likelihood and the state evolution models. Typically, this problem
requires a solution to two sub-problems, the data association and the state estimation.
The data association deals with the measurements to targets assignments. The state
estimation requires an update of the multi-target state vector and higher order
moments of the state using the assigned measurements.
Various methods for the multiple point target tracking have been extended for
the case of the multiple extended or group target tracking. The joint probabilistic
data association tracker proposed in [80] considers all the measurements to targets
associations for the multi-target state estimation. The performance degrades for
closely spaced targets moving together over a longer period. A probabilistic multi-
ple hypothesis tracker for the extended target tracking has been proposed in [81].
Methods, which do not rely on the explicit measurement to target association, have
also been proposed in [82, 83]. These model the measurements as a Poisson pro-
cess and solve it using sequential Monte Carlo based inference methods. Many
random finite sets based methods have also been proposed [84]. The full Bayesian
implementation of these methods is not tractable. Various approximate methods
have been proposed, such as the probability hypothesis density filter [85], and the
multi-Bernoulli filter [86].
The measurements to target associations are modelled in the above mentioned
methods. In some applications, such as with LiDAR sensor, the measurement vector
at a particular sample is large. The inference based on all the measurements to
targets assignments is computationally infeasible. Typically, a pre-processing step is
added to all of the above methods. This method is called the measurement clustering
in general and the measurement set partitioning for the random sets based methods.
It divides all the measurements into clusters before the application of a chosen
inference method. All clusters are mutually exclusive and all the measurements in a
cluster are assumed to be from the same target or clutter, for example, the density
based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [83]. The measurement
set partitioning approach divides the random measurement set into all possible
subsets. For example, consider a random measurement set Zk = {z1, z2} consists
of two measurements. The power set of Zk gives all the possible measurement set
partitions. The most likely subsets are chosen for the multi-target posterior pdf
update. The typical criteria for the acceptance or rejection of the different subsets is
the distance. A stochastic optimization based approach [87] has been demonstrated
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A Gaussian Process Approach for
Extended Target Tracking with
Irregular Shapes and for Dealing with
Intractable Likelihoods
Abstract
Tracking of arbitrarily shaped extended targets is a complex task due to the in-
tractable analytical expression of measurement to target associations. The presence
of sensor noise and clutter worsens the situation. Although significant work has
been done on the extended target tracking problems, most of the developed methods
are restricted by assumptions on the shape of the target such as stick, circle, or other
axis-symmetric properties, etc. This chapter proposes a novel Gaussian process
approach for tracking an irregularly shaped extended target using a convolution par-
ticle filter. The new approach is shown to track irregularly shaped targets efficiently
in the presence of measurement noise and clutter. The mean recall and precision
values for the shape, calculated by the proposed approach on simulated data are
around 0.9, by using 1000 particles.
5.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a Gaussian process approach for the group and extended
target tracking (ETT) problems [24]. In most ETT approaches [82, 88], the target shape
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is modelled using basic geometrical shapes e.g. stick [69] , circle [89], rectangle [70],
ellipse [88, 71]. The tracking performance can be improved by considering a more
detailed shape model, as in [26, 90] (see Section 4.3.4) and the proposed approach.
The analytical form of likelihood cannot be derived for the ETT problem, as the
measurements relate to the states non-linearly. The approach proposed in this
chapter does not require an explicit likelihood function for estimation. The complex
shape tracking approaches [26, 79, 90] require prior knowledge of the distribution
of surface measurements (see Section 4.3.7). The performance degrades when the
statistical properties of actual measurements, which are not known in real world
problems, are different from the modelled distribution. In the proposed approach,
the statistical properties of the surface measurements are not required by the filter.
In [70, 71], the convolution particle filter (CPF) is used to track an extended target but
the target shape is assumed to be basic i.e. rectangular and ellipse. In the proposed
approach the CPF is used to track using a more complex (star-convex) shaped model.
Moreover, a highly non-linear target kinematics model is considered along with
sensor clutter.
The approach proposed in this chapter is called Gaussian process convolution
particle filter (GPCPF). It relies on a GP for modelling of the target extent and a CPF
for the state estimation. A CPF samples both the kinematics and extent states. As
many GPs, as the number of particles, are trained on the extent samples. The GP is
used to define the CPF kernel by estimating a hypersphere in measurement space.
The CPF resolves the data association in the presence of sensor noise and clutter
using the hypersphere and updates the particle weights to determine the filtered
state.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the back-
ground knowledge of the CPF and Section 5.3 formulates the problem using the GP
model in the CPF framework. The performance validation of the approach is done
in Section 5.4 followed by conclusions in Section 5.5.
5.2 Convolution Particle Filter
The CPF was first proposed in [91]. Consider the general non-linear state space
model given in (3.48) and (3.49). The aim is to estimate the posterior density of the
state given all the measurements up to the current time step k as given in (3.8). A
discrete set of points x̃k, z̃1:k are simulated. This process starts by sampling from
an initial distribution p(x0). The particle samples of the initial distribution have
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equal weights. These samples are predicted using (3.48). The predicted samples
are simulated through the measurement function (3.49). The simulated states and
measurements are used to determine the posterior distribution. The empirical







δ(xk − x̃ik, z1:k − z̃i1:k), (5.1)
where np denotes the number of particles and δ(·) is Dirac measure. The above
density is not smooth due to the point estimates. The smoothed densities can be
obtained by the convolution of the simulated states and the measurements with the














Kz̃b(z1:k − z̃i1:k), (5.3)




Kz̃b(z1:k − z̃ij), (5.4)
where pnp(·) denotes the kernel estimate of the true density, Kx̃b and Kz̃b are Parzen-
Rozenblatt kernels of appropriate dimensions and b is the kernel bandwidth. The
posterior pnp(xk|z1:k), also called the CPF density, is estimated using (3.8) and (5.2) -




i=1 Kx̃b(xk − x̃ik)Kz̃b(z1:k − z̃i1:k)
∑
np
i=1 Kz̃b(z1:k − z̃i1:k)
. (5.5)
5.3 Gaussian Process Convolution Particle Filter
The GPCPF tracks the centre of the object or target (CoO) simultaneously with its
extent. The state update model of the CoO and the extent is linear. The extent is
modelled as a function of the angles with respect to the CoO. Modelling in this way
converts the complex problem of associating the measurements to the respective
point targets to a relatively simple problem. The resultant measurement model
is non-linear. The non-linear relation between the angle and the radial extent is
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modelled using a zero mean Gaussian process with a novel (periodic) kernel. The
state estimation is done using a novel kernel based CPF.
5.3.1 Extent Model
The shape of the target is assumed to be star convex and is modelled using a GP as
proposed in [26]. The target extent is modelled as a function of angle from the CoO
as given below:
robj,p = f (θobj,p), (5.6)
where robj,p and θobj,p denote, respectively, the polar radial extent and angle in object
frame. The input (angle) domain is periodic with period 2π. The extended target
extent model is explained in Fig. 5.1a. Two coordinate frames, namely global or
sensor (origin at the sensor) and local or object (origin at the CoO), along with their
relationship are also shown in Fig. 5.1a. Sensor measurements and filter output are
given in the global frame. The GP is modelled in the local frame. The function f
is visualized in Fig. 5.1b and modelled using a GP. This function is realized as the






















(a) Group / Extended Target
0 /2 3 /2 2
(b) Radial function
Fig. 5.1 Group/extended target model. The figure (5.1a) shows an irregularly shaped
extended target, a point p and the jth measurement zsen,cj,k . The figure (5.1b) visualizes
the radial function robj,p = f (θobj,p) shown in the subfigure 5.1a.
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where xsen,cj,k , y
sen,c
j,k are the Cartesian coordinates of the j
th measurement. Let (robj,pj,k , θ
obj,p
j,k )
be the respective polar coordinates in the object frame and (xCk , y
C
k ) be the origin of






















j,k ∼ N (0, σ2y ), (5.9)
where v̆ and v̄ denote, respectively, the measurement noises in x and y coordinates.
Using (5.6), the equations (5.8) and (5.9) are written as follows:
xsen,cj,k = x
C













j,k ) + v̄
sen,c
j,k . (5.11)
The function f is modelled using a GP i.e. f (θobj,p) ∼ GP(m(θobj,p), k(θobj,p, θ′obj,p)).
5.3.2 GP Mean, Covariance Kernel and Hyperparameters
The mean is modelled as a constant, m(θobj,p) = c ≥ 0. This model ensures that
the radial extent does not go below 0 and the star convex shape is maintained.
The covariance kernel is the core of the GP regression. The kernel is periodic in
the input (angle) domain. A novel periodic kernel, inspired from the Von-Mises
distribution is proposed as given below:
kvm(θobj,p, θ′
obj,p






where kvm(·, ·) denotes the Von-Mises covariance kernel, σ2m and l2 are, respectively,
the magnitude and the lenghtscale hyperparameters. As given in [26], the unknown
constant mean is included in the model by setting prior on the unknown mean c ∼
N (0, σ2c ). The resulting GP model is zero mean i.e. f (θobj,p) ∼ GP(0, k(θobj,p, θ′obj,p)).
The covariance kernel (5.12) is modified as given below:
k(θobj,p, θ′obj,p) = kvm(θobj,p, θ′
obj,p
) + σ2c . (5.13)
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The extent at a given angle is not correlated with the distant angles. This allows the
shape to be irregular. This is achieved by choosing pre-hand a set of hyperparameters
that allow this behaviour. As a result, the hyperparameters need not be learned and
the computational complexity is reduced. The super-script obj, p is omitted from
here-on for brevity.
5.3.3 State Sampling
The states inferred at each time step k are assumed to be in 2D Cartesian frame and
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. (5.15)






k are, respectively, the position and the velocity of the CoO, r
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θ1 θ2 · · · θB
]T
, θl = (l − 1)2π
B
. (5.16)
The B points are also called the inducing or keypoints. At each sample, the function
values at these keypoints are estimated. The filtered states and the GP model are
used to predict the extent on the complete input domain. The kinematics of the
target centre is modelled using a correlated velocity model [70]. The CoO states of
the ith particle are sampled as given below:
x̃i,Ck = F




k ∼ N (0, QC), (5.17)
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q11 =
4 exp(−αT)− 3 − exp(−2αT) + 2αT
2α3
, (5.22)
q12 = q21 =







where ·i,· denotes the variable corresponds to the ith particle, x̃i,Ck represents the
sampled CoO state, wi,Ck is the zero mean normally distributed process noise vector
with covariance matrix QC, FCo and QCo denote, respectively, the state update and
process noise covariance matrices of the correlated velocity model, α = 1τm is the
velocity correlation constant, diag(·, ·) denotes a diagonal matrix, qCo represents the
variance of the process noise. The extent state update is modelled using a random







k ∼ N (0, QE = σ2E IB), (5.25)
where x̃i,Ek represents the sampled extent state of the i
th particle, wi,Ek is the zero
mean extent process noise vector whose elements are i.i.d. with variance σ2E. The
target can have any shape, which in other words means that all the radial values
can be uncorrelated. As a result, the covariance matrix is set as diagonal. Smaller
variance means the filter takes more time to lock the extent parameters and vice
versa. The number of particles required for the filter to converge will increase if the
variance is large.
5.3.4 Measurement Simulation and Weight Update






















cos(θ1) sin(θ1) · · · cos(θB) sin(θB)
]T
, (5.27)




k represent, respectively, the
Cartesian coordinates of the centre of the ith particle, ⊗ is the Kronecker product
and ṽik denotes the measurement noise vector. The sampled measurement z̃
i
k also
represents a hypersphere in the measurement space. This hypersphere lies in a
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2D-plane and it is called a polygon denoted as P ik. All measurements within this
polygon are considered belonging to the ith particle.
The measurement vector zsen,cj,k (5.7) is in the global Cartesian frame. It is con-
verted to the polar frame with origin located at the sampled centre location of the
respective particle. It is important to note that the centre is unique for each particle.
As a result, the Cartesian to polar conversion is also unique for all the particles. Let
zr,ik =
[










denote the polar range and the
polar angle measurement vectors, respectively, with respect to the sampled state of



















where cart2pol(·) denotes a Cartesian to polar conversion function. The above polar
converted measurements are used for the gating with the polygon. The radial extent
of the ith particle is determined at the polar angle measurement vector zθ,ik . The GP
regression (2.18),(2.19) is used for the calculation of the radial extent. The training
data of the GP is the sampled extent state x̃i,Ek and the test input vector is z
θ,i
k . The
radial extent is calculated using the GP regression (2.18) as given below:
z̃r,ik = Kzθ,ik θE
(KθEθE)
−1x̃i,Ek , (5.29)
where z̃r,ik is the sampled measurement range vector of the i
th particle in the polar
frame. Each sampled measurement is compared with the respective value in the
converted measurement vector zr,ik . The measurements with a converted value
smaller than the sampled value are considered gated with the particle.
A novel kernel is proposed for the CPF likelihood. It is a uniform kernel with
interval support at P ik for a gated observation and at λ otherwise (clutter). The





UP ik(z), if z ∈ P ik,Uλ(z), otherwise, (5.30)
where UP ik(z) is a uniform kernel with support defined over polygon P
i
k and Uλ(z)
is a uniform kernel with support defined over the complete surveillance area and it
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represents clutter measurements. The uniform distributions are given below:
UP ik(z) =
1






The kernel function returns different values for different particles based on the area



























Along the lines of adaptive CPF modelled in [71], the kinematic and the extent states





















































If the number of keypoints is less, the shape estimate can be coarse and the area
calculation in (5.31) can be inaccurate. To determine a fine target shape and an
accurate area, from the coarse shape estimate, sample the input domain finer than
the basis vector B. Let B′ be the new number of sample points which are greater
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θ1 θ2 · · · θB′
]T
, θl = (l − 1)2π
B′
. (5.38)
The extent vector x̂′Ek at the new input vector θ′
E is given below:
x̂′Ek = Kθ′EθE(KθEθE)
−1x̂Ek , (5.39)
The state vector estimate with a finer shape is x̂′k = [x̂Ck , x̂
′E
k ]
T. The GP-CPF recursion
is summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 GP-CPF recursion
1 for k ≤ 2, θB = 0 : 360/B : 360 find x̂2 as given in Section 5.4
2 at k = 3 initialize x̃i3 ∼ N (x̂2, P̂2), and wi3 = 1N
3 for k ≥ 3
3a for k > 3 Re-sample : Residual Re-sampling as in [92].
3b State Sample: for i = 1, 2, · · · , np use (5.17) and (5.25) to determine x̃ik
3c Measurement Simulation : Simulate measurements using (5.26)
3d Weight Update : for i = 1, 2, · · · , np use (5.33) to update weight wik







3f State Update : Use (5.37) to update the state x̂k
3g Output : For θ′ = 0 : 360/B′ : 360, use (5.39) to determine x̂E
′
k .







The performance is evaluated on 50 Monte Carlo runs of a simulated group ob-
ject. The performance of the CoO estimates is validated using root mean square
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(aik − âik)2, (5.40)
where RMSE denotes the root mean square error, a represents the ground truth and
â is the respective estimate. The mean Precision (Pµk ) and Recall (R
µ
k ) graphs are
produced for evaluating the shape estimates. This scheme has been used in computer
vision for evaluating rectangular targets detection performance [93]. The recall
describes the ground truth area that has been correctly recalled by the algorithm. The
precision illustrates an incorrectly detected area. If calligraphic E i.e. E represents
the estimated polygon and calligraphic T i.e. T denotes the ground truth polygon
















Area(T ik ∩ E ik)
Area(E ik)
, (5.42)
where Area(·) calculates the polygonal area and ∩ is the intersection operator.
5.4.2 Test Scenarios
The irregularly shaped group object is simulated in two different scenarios. In
the first scenario, the surface measurements are assumed uniformly distributed on
the object surface. In the second scenario, the surface measurements are assumed
Gaussian distributed on the object surface. The mean of the distribution lies on
the object center and the standard deviation is set to 50% of the maximum radial
length of the object from the center. The above two scenarios are considered to
study the performance of the GPCPF in tracking irregularly shaped objects using
measurements having different statistical properties.
5.4.3 Simulation Parameters
The simulations are performed on an irregular pentagon shaped extended target.
The mean number of measurements is Poisson distributed with mean λz = 500,
the total number of scans K = 100 and sampling time is T = 0.125 s. The initial
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state for centre of motion is [100 m, 0 m/s, 50 m, 0 m/s]T. The velocity correlation
time constant is τm = 15 s, the process noise variance is set as qCo = 100 m2/s2, and
extent process noise variance is σ2E = 0.01 m
2/s2. The standard deviation of the
sensor measurement error is σx = σy = 0.1 m. The clutter density is ρ = 1 × 10−3
within a circular surveillance region of radius 100 m.
5.4.4 GP-CPF Parameters
The kinematic parameters are matched to those set in the simulation. The initial
states are randomly sampled from the respective priors as given below:









0.252 m2 0 0 0
0 1 m2/s2 0 0
0 0 0.252 m2 0
0 0 0 1 m2/s2

 , (5.43)
p(xE2 ) = N
( [




1e−8 m2 · · · 1e−8 m2
] )
, (5.44)
where (xCi , y
C









is the maximum radial value at sample number i. All the particles are initialized to
equal weights. The CoO is determined using k-means clustering during initialization








of particles is np = 1000, number of keypoints is B = 16 and the number of output
basis is B′ = 1440.
5.4.5 Results
The results of the first scenario i.e. uniformly distributed measurements are shown
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. The average positional RMSE is around 1m and velocity RMSE
is around 2m/sec. The mean precision is around 0.87 most of the time which means
almost 13% of the estimated shape is different from the ground truth. The mean
recall is around 0.96 which means that almost 96% of ground truth shape has been
recalled. The initial recall is higher i.e. close to 1 and decreases with time. This is
because the filter is initialized using a circular shape of radius equal to the maximum
radial extent of the target from the corresponding initial CoO. As a result, the whole
target is enclosed in the initial shape, which in other words means that the whole
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target is recalled. The CPF kernel is uniform and it weighs the particles based
on the number of gated measurements. Hence, sometimes the CoO estimates are
slightly away from the true CoO whereas the shape estimate remains accurate at all
times. Figure 5.3 shows snapshots of simulated and estimated targets at time steps
k = 2, 30, 63 and 96. The estimate of the path and the shape of the extended target is
close to the ground truth in all steps given that the shape was initialized as a circle
(at k = 2). The shapes have been displayed at chosen time steps for clarity. The
filter runs in quick time and the mean simulation time is 49s for 100 time steps. The
program was run on MATLAB R2016b on a Windows 10 (64 bit) Desktop computer
installed with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz(4 CPUs) and 8GB RAM.
The results of the second scenario i.e. Gaussian distributed measurements are
shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. The average positional RMSE is around 1 m and velocity
RMSE is around 2.5 m/sec. The mean of Pkµ is 0.81 which means almost 19% of the
estimated shape is different from the ground truth. The mean of Rkµ is 0.92 which
means that almost 92% of ground truth shape has been recalled. The performance is
comparable to that in the first scenario i.e. with uniformly distributed measurements.
It should be noted that the same parameters for the GPCPF are used in both scenarios.
It shows that the proposed algorithm does not require any prior knowledge of the
statistical properties of the measurements in the considered scenarios.
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Fig. 5.2 Results of 50 Monte Carlo runs on uniformly distributed surface mea-
surements. This figure shows performance results of GPCPF tracking an irreularly
shaped target using uniformly distributed surface measurements.










 k = 2
 k = 30
 k = 63









Fig. 5.3 Tracking snapshots on uniformly distributed surface measurements. The
figure shows tracking snapshots at samples 2, 30, 63 and 96.
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Results of 50 Monte Carlo runs on Gaussian distributed surface measurements. This
figure shows performance results of GPCPF tracking an irreularly shaped target
using Gaussian distributed surface measurements.
Fig. 5.4









 k = 2
 k = 30
 k = 63









Tracking snapshots on Gaussian distributed surface measurements. The figure
shows tracking snapshots at samples 2, 30, 63 and 96.
Fig. 5.5
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5.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a Gaussian process approach in a convolution particle filter
framework to track an arbitrarily shaped extended or group target using noisy sensor
data with clutter. The extended target is a physical entity which occupies several
sensor resolution cells. Each cell generates a sensor measurement from a portion of
the target, also called reflection point. The reflection points change from sample to
sample and are assumed to follow a motion pattern that is sufficiently described by
the target kinematics. The group target consists of many physical entities or point
targets moving with similar kinematics. The point targets are assumed to follow a
motion pattern that is sufficiently described by the kinematics of the group. Both
the problems, extended and group target tracking, aim at recursive estimation of the
target kinematics and shape or extent estimation using sensor measurements.
The target shape is modelled using a novel Von-Mises covariance kernel based
Gaussian process. The Gaussian process model keeps track of the extent using the
state samples and measurement simulations of the convolution particle filter. A
novel convolution kernel is proposed for the measurement likelihood and clutter
handling. The resulting Gaussian process convolution particle filter can work in a
quick time when the extended target is described by a highly non-linear kinematic
model.
The performance is evaluated by simulating an irregular pentagon shaped target
moving under a correlated velocity model using noisy sensor measurements with
clutter. The sensitivity of the approach towards the statistical properties of the
measurements is validated by assuming two different types of distributions namely
uniform and Gaussian. The performance in both scenarios is comparable. The
positional accuracy is approximately 1 m in 50 Monte Carlo runs. The shape precision
and recall are around 0.9. Future work will be focused on tracking of multiple
extended or group targets using real data.
Chapter 6
A Gaussian Process Convolution
Particle Filter for Multiple Extended
Targets Tracking with Irregular
Shapes
Abstract
In this chapter, a new approach for tracking multiple irregularly shaped extended
targets using surface measurements is proposed. The Gaussian Process Convolution
Particle Filter [1] (Chapter 5), designed to track a single extended or group target, is
extended for tracking of multiple extended targets. A convolution kernel is proposed
to determine the multi-target likelihood. A target birth and death model, based on
the proposed approach, is also introduced for automatic initiation and deletion of
the targets. The proposed approach is validated on real-world LiDAR data which
shows that the approach is efficient in tracking multiple irregularly shaped extended
targets in challenging scenarios involving occlusion, dense clutter and low target
detection.
6.1 Introduction
This chapter extends the GPCPF approach for tracking of single extended or group
target, proposed in Chapter 5 [1], to tracking of multiple extended targets. The
data association and the state estimation for the multiple targets are achieved si-
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multaneously using the proposed approach. The contributions of this chapter are
enumerated in Section 6.1.1. The CoO, extent, and measurement models are pre-
sented in Section 6.2. The proposed multiple ETT GPCPF is given in Section 6.3.
This section includes the details of the multiple target state estimation. The target
birth, existence, and death models for tracking the number of targets is also given in
this section. The extension of the proposed approach for target merging, splitting,
and spawning is also presented. The performance validation and results are given
in Section 6.4 followed by conclusions in Section 6.5.
6.1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this work are as follows; (i) A new Gaussian process convolution
particle filter (GPCPF) based approach for tracking multiple extended targets having
irregular shapes is proposed. (ii) A new convolutional kernel is proposed to track
different complex shaped targets using surface measurements without any prior
knowledge of the measurement statistics. The typical complex-shaped multiple
extended targets tracking methods require prior information of the target size or
the statistical properties of the measurements (see Section 4.3.7) [28, 27]. (iii) A new
target birth and death model based on the likelihood is proposed. This framework
treats the target detection, false-alarm rejection, target existence, and death in a
probabilistic framework without the requirement of an explicit likelihood function.
(iv) The performance validation of the proposed approach on real data is presented
in the results section.
6.2 System Model
6.2.1 System Dynamics Model
The dynamics of the centre of the object (CoO) are assumed independent of those of
the target shape. The multiple targets states are assumed to evolve independent of
each other. The discrete time CoO state update equation is given below:
xCk = (INk ⊗ FC)xCk−1 + wCk , wCk ∼ N
(






)T, (xC2,k)T, · · · , (xCNk,k)T]T represents the multiple targets CoO
state vector, xCt,k is the CoO state of the t
th target and Nk represents the number of
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extended targets at time k. The extent states dynamics is modelled as a random
walk (see (5.25)) [1] and is described by the following equation:
xEk = (INk ⊗ IB)xEk−1 + wEk , wEk ∼ N
(






)T, (xE2,k)T, · · · , (xENk,k)T]T represents the multiple targets extent
state vector, xEt,k is the extent state of the t
th target and B is according to (5.16). The
process noise covariance matrix QE can be modelled based on the prior knowledge of
the targets being tracked, e.g. if the targets are axis-symmetric then an axisymmetric
covariance kernel can be used to determine this matrix. If there is no prior knowledge
of the target shape, then it can be modelled according to (5.25) [1].
6.2.2 Multiple Target State Vector
The multiple targets state vector xk is given below:
xk =
[










where xt,k represents the tth target state. The extent states consist of the radial extent











t,k · · · rBt,k
]T
. (6.6)
where (xt,k, yt,k) and (ẋt,k, ẏt,k) represent, respectively, position and velocity of the
tth target, rnt,k represents the radial value of the t
th target at the nth angle of the input
vector θE (see (5.16)).
6.2.3 Shape Model and the GP
The shape of the target is assumed to be star-convex1 and is modelled using a
Gaussian Process (GP) as proposed in [26]. The extent is modelled as a function of
1A polygon is called star-convex, if all line segments from its centre to the boundary lie inside the
same polygon.
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the angle from the CoO. The angle to radial extent mapping function of the tth target
is given by the following equation:
rt = f t(θ), (6.7)
where rt represents the radial and f t represents the mapping function of the tth target
extent. As the target can have any arbitrary shape hence f t is a non-linear function
and a GP is used to model this mapping function. This is explained in Figs 6.1a
and 6.1b. Fig. 6.1a shows a tth extended target (thick solid line) in a global (sensor)
Cartesian frame. The sensor measurements and the CoO kinematics are modelled
in the global frame. The extent states are modelled in the polar frame local to each
target. The tth target’s local frame has origin located at (xCt,k, y
C
t,k). The radial extent
rt of the target from the CoO is modelled as a function f t of the angle θ in the local
frame given by rt = f t(θ). The coordinates of the mth measurement (cross) are
shown in both the global and the tth targets local frame. The non-linear relation
between the two frames is also given for this measurement. Fig. 6.1b visualizes the
non-linear radial function f t of Fig. 6.1a. The origin corresponds to the centre of the
















(a) Extended target model
0 /2 3 /2 2
(b) Visualisation of f t
Fig. 6.1 Group and extended target model. Fig. 6.1a shows a tth extended target
(thick solid line) in a global (sensor) Cartesian frame. Fig. 6.1b visualizes the non-
linear radial function f t of Fig. 6.1a.
A modified Von Mises covariance kernel (see (5.12) and (5.13)) [1] is chosen as
the covariance kernel.
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6.2.4 Multiple Target Measurement Model
The sensor reports Cartesian coordinate measurements. The measurement noise vec-
tor is Gaussian distributed whose elements are assumed to be i.i.d. The measurement
equation is given below:
























ment vector, xsen,cm,k and y
sen,c
m,k are, respectively, the x and y coordinates of the m
th
measurement, L represents the total number of measurements and vsen,ck denotes the
measurement noise vector.
6.3 Multiple Extended and Group Targets Tracking us-
ing Gaussian Process Convolution Particle Filter
The multivariate density of the multiple extended targets states is multi-modal. Each
mode of the density corresponds to an extended target in the real-world. The number
of targets and hence the number of modes is assumed unknown. Furthermore, the
measurements origin and the target kinematics (both of the CoO and the extent)
are also assumed unknown. The sensor data is assumed to be noisy, gives multiple
surface measurements per extended target and reports measurements from the
extended targets as well as clutter. The existence, birth, and death probabilities of
the targets are also unknown.
The multitarget state sampling is determined using the system dynamics defined
in (6.1) and (6.2). The measurement sampling step maps the (Gaussian) state samples
as irregularly shaped regions in the measurement space. The sensor measurements
update the posterior density using the CPF kernel estimation.
6.3.1 State Sampling
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where x̃ik represents the multiple targets state sample and x̃
i
t,k is the t
th target state.
The CoO and the extent states samples are determined using equations (6.1) and
(6.2), respectively.
6.3.2 Measurement Simulation









where z̃ik represents the simulated measurement vector of the i
th particle and z̃it,k is
the measurement simulation of the corresponding tth target. The target measurement






















cos(θ1) sin(θ1) · · · cos(θB) sin(θB)
]T
, (6.12)
where x̃i,Ct,k and ỹ
i,C
t,k represent, respectively, the Cartesian coordinates of the centre
of the ith particle and the tth target, ⊙ is an element-wise vector product and ṽit,k
denotes the measurement noise vector.
6.3.3 The Convolution Particle Filter Kernel
The CPF kernel is used for the multi-modal density estimation. The CPF in a
state space setting for the multiple targets tracking relies on two kernels. The first
kernel Kx̃b is defined for the sampling distribution in the state space. The second
kernel Kz̃b is defined for calculating the likelihood in the measurement space. As
proposed in Chapter 5 [1], the sampled state vector x̃k maps to multiple regions in the
measurement space and is equivalent to the functionality of the kernel Kx̃b . Hence,
it is not required to be explicitly defined. The likelihood kernel Kz̃b is defined for
the measurements originating from the targets as well as the clutter. The proposed
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(z) is a uniform kernel with support defined over an area defined by
the union of the Nk polygons and Uλ(z) is a uniform kernel with support defined
over the complete surveillance area and it represents the clutter measurements. Each
polygon corresponds to a probable target. The measurement simulation vector z̃ik is
a collection of Nk polygons in the measurement space. These polygons are coarse
and a GP model is employed to smooth them. The polygons train the corresponding
GP models. The GP regression (2.18) and (2.19) is employed to determine the fine
regions in the measurement space, corresponding to each polygon. The union of
these regions for an ith particle is denoted as ∪Nkt=1P t,ik .
6.3.4 Likelihood Calculation and Weight Update
Consider L measurements are received at time k from the sensor in Cartesian co-
ordinates. To perform the likelihood calculation and the weight update, the mea-
surements are first gated with the particle measurement samples. This gating is
done in three steps. First, the measurements are gated based on their locations and
subsequently, the measurement clustering information is included to improve the
gating process.
The measurement vector zsen,ck is clustered using DBSCAN [94]. This clustering al-
gorithm classifies the measurements in groups. It is an unsupervised approach and is
suitable for the target tracking algorithms, where the number of targets is unknown.
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where zr,it,k =
[











polar range and angle measurement vectors. The GP model, trained on the simulated
measurement vector (6.10), is used to predict the radial extent of the target at the





where z̃r,it,k is the predicted radial extent vector.
As a first step of the gating process, all measurements are considered belonging
to the tth target of the ith particle whose simulated range is less than or equal to the
measured range, that is, z̃r,it,k ≤ z
r,i
t,k. The clustering information is used in the second
and third steps of the gating process. The cluster labels of all the measurements,
successfully gated in the first step, are combined in a label vector and its mode
is determined. The measurements with a label different from the mode of the
label vector are considered not gated. In the third step, the measurements are also
considered not-gated if a specific percentage (15% value used in Section 6.4) of the
remaining cluster is not gated. The measurements gated with one target are not


















6.3.5 Multiple Targets State Update









where zsen,c1:k represents all the measurements from time-step 1 to k. Along the lines
of adaptive CPF modelled in [71], the kinematic and extent states are sampled
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where np is the number of particles and wit,k is the weight of the t
th target of the ith















6.3.6 Target Existence, Birth and Death Model
The targets enter, move across and leave the area of interest. The sensors can also
report clutter. These scenarios are modelled using different processes, which are a
modification of the method proposed in [95]. The entry is modelled by a pre-birth
and birth process, the pass-through is modelled by an existence process while the
exit is modelled by a disappearance or death process. The sensor clutter is modelled
as a false alarm process. Each extended target state is augmented by an existence
variable et,k ∈ {0, 1, 2} which specifies the existence state of the tth extended target
at time k. The relation between the different processes and the existence variable is
shown in Table 6.1.






False alarm 2 0
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Two thresholds are defined to detect the target existence process. These are the birth
threshold Tb and the death threshold Td. The thresholds are related to the existence
variable as given below:
et,k =

1 λt,k ≥ Tb, et,k−1 = 0,
0 λt,k < Tb, et,k−1 = 0,
0 λt,k ≤ Td, et,k−1 = 1,
1 λt,k > Td, et,k−1 = 1,
2 λt,k ≤ Td, et,k−1 = 0,
(6.23)
At any given time, the pre-birth, birth and the existing targets are part of the extended
target state vector xk. The death and false-alarm targets are removed from this state
vector at the end of the processing step. As a result, the size of this state vector
changes, which is also depicted by the time-dependence of number of targets variable
Nk.
The targets can appear from a region called birth region e.g it can be a door
to the building entrance in a crowd tracking in a building problem. There are Nb
number of birth regions in the area of interest. Each birth region is defined by a
centre (xb, yb), which specifies the location of the centre of the birth targets, an initial
velocity (ẋb, ẏb) and a circular region of radius rb, which specifies the initial shape of
the target. The values of these parameters can be tuned according to the application.
6.3.7 Target Merging, Splitting and Spawning
The target merging occurs by design through the gating process. The splitting or
spawning can be included through a modification of the birth process. All the un-
associated measurements in a particular scan are classified using DBSCAN clustering
method. All these unassociated clusters are considered as birth regions for the next
scan. The mean and the variance of the positional measurements are used to define
the centre and the size of the birth region, respectively. As a result, the target splitting
or spawning is achieved.
6.4 Performance Validation
A sample of publicly available real-world data is considered for the performance
validation [96]. This is a recorded data of the sensors installed on a car for real-world
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computer vision benchmarking. The benchmarking problems are related to an
autonomous vehicle project. Multiple sensors data, installed on an observer vehicle,
is available for various scenarios. The sensors include two grayscale cameras,
two colour cameras and one laser scanner. The data of the laser scanner (HDL-
64E LiDAR) sensor is considered for the performance evaluation of the proposed
approach. The ground truth data is not available and is constructed manually using
the image data from one of the colour cameras. The ground truth of the states is
calculated only for those time samples when the complete target is visible in the
image data.
The 3D LiDAR data is reported in the body-fixed frame of the observer vehicle.
The data is synchronized with the images obtained from the cameras. A 3D to 2D
transformation matrix is used to project the data on the 2D image frame. The ETT is
done in the image frame and compared with the ground truth data, which is also
available in the image frame.
The given data sample consists of static and moving extended targets. The
moving targets are considered as targets of interest for the performance validation.
Hence, the static extended targets are treated as clutter. Four moving targets (cars)
cross in front of the observer vehicle during a total of 66 time samples. These are
available in the scene at different time instants which are explained next. The first
target in samples k = 1 − 8, the second in k = 1 − 22, the third in k = 18 − 43 and
the fourth in k = 35 − 60. The time samples when the targets are completely visible
are as follows. The first target in samples k = 1 − 3, the second target in k = 3 − 20,
the third in k = 23 − 39 and the fourth in k = 39 − 55.
The different challenges in the data are a large number of the LiDAR data i.e.
on average 0.1 million measurements are received per time sample, dense (static)
clutter, occlusion and one of the targets is not perfectly detected by the sensor i.e.
it is a stealthy target. This stealthy target poses an additional challenge of tracking
similar extended targets having different measurement statistics.
The evaluation of the multiple targets state is done using the mean cardinality
cardµk comparison, the positional and velocity root mean square errors (RMSE) of the
CoO and the mean shape precision and recall in 200 Monte Carlo runs. The shape
recall and precision have been used in computer vision for evaluating rectangular
targets detection performance [93]. The RMSE errors and the shape recall and
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Area(T ik ∩ E ik)
Area(E ik)
, (6.26)
where Êak represents the RMSE of the evaluation parameter a at time k, a represents
the true and â represents the estimated value, Rµk and P
µ
k represent, respectively, the
mean shape recall and precision at time k.
6.4.1 System Dynamics
The CoO dynamics are modelled using a nearly constant velocity (NCV) motion
model given in Section 3.4.1. The extent process noise covariance is modelled using






represents a GP covariance matrix calculated using a periodic covari-
ance kernel (2.15) and (2.4).
6.4.2 Birth and Death Model for the Test Scenario
The objective is to track the moving targets of interest i.e. pedestrians, cyclists,
vehicles etc. The birth or death model is enhanced based on the problem at hand.
To detect and track only the moving targets, two speed thresholds are introduced
in the birth or death model. These are the low speed threshold Vl and high speed
threshold Vh. The targets of interest are assumed faster than Vl and slower than Vh.
6.4.3 Measurement Clustering
The LiDAR data is in 3D. The measurements coming from the ground and from very
high targets (which cannot be considered moving targets on the roads) are filtered
based on the height information. The filtered data is clustered based on the depth
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value using 1D DBSCAN clustering. The measurements are then projected to the
2D image frame. The projected measurements are clustered using 2D DBSCAN
clustering.
6.4.4 Filter Parameters
The filter parameters are given as follows. The total number of time samples are
K = 66 samples, the sampling time is T = 0.1 s, the velocity standard deviations are
qNCVx = 2502 pixel2/s2 and qNCVy = 252 pixel2/s2, the hyperparameters of the extent
process noise covariance kernel are σ2m =
1
10 pixel
2, σ2c = 0 and l = 0.2 radian, the
surveillance volume is Area(λ) = 1242 pixel × 345 pixel. The hyperparameters of




of particles is np = 500, number of basis is B = 36, the birth threshold is Tb = 0.01,
death threshold is 0.001, the low speed threshold is Vl = 200 pixel/s and the high
speed threshold is Vh = 1000 pixel/s. The 1D DBSCAN clustering parameters are
epsilon = 1.25 pixel and the minimum number of points are 24. The 2D DBSCAN
clustering parameters are epsilon = 50 pixel and the minimum number of points are
80. The sensor noise variances are σ2x = σ2y = 0.0025 pixel2.
6.4.5 Results
The challenging scenarios and the tracking results at three chosen time samples are
shown in Fig 6.2. The multiple moving extended target tracking, occlusion and
differently distributed surface measurements are the complexities of the considered
data depicted in subfigures 6.2a, 6.2b and 6.2c, respectively. The projected LiDAR
data (cyan dots) is overlayed on the camera image. The ground truth target is
represented by the (green) solid line and the estimated target is represented by
(yellow) dotted lines. The ground truth CoO is represented by (green) plus and the
estimated CoO is represented by a (yellow) diamond. Fig. 6.2a shows two moving
extended targets (cars) are tracked whereas the static extended targets (signal post,
trees, etc.) are treated as clutter. Fig. 6.2b shows the tracking of the moving target
(white car) is occluded by the two static extended targets. Fig. 6.2c shows the front
half of the car is picked up by the sensor while few measurements are reported
from the back half of the car. Moreover, the statistical properties of the sensor
measurements from the black car are different from the other moving and static
extended targets. The measurement density is different from other similar targets.
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The proposed algorithm detects and tracks this target, which shows that it is not
sensitive to the statistical properties of the sensor measurements.
(a) Multiple extended targets
(b) Occluded target
(c) Differently distributed surface measurements
Fig. 6.2 Challenging scenarios. This figure shows tracking snapshots to depict
the three challenges i.e. tracking multiple moving extended targets, occlusion
and differently distributed surface measurements in subfigures 6.2a, 6.2b and 6.2c,
respecively.
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The mean cardinality is shown in Fig. 6.3. A delay in the target detection can
be observed for all four targets. This is since the shape is not detected in the initial
time steps as the complete target is not visible. Moreover, a moving target can be
determined from the data of minimum two time samples. An error in the cardinality
is observed between samples 25 − 30. It is because the measurement statistics of
the black car change considerably during these time samples. A large number of
particles can be used to improve the cardinality at these time samples at the expense
of the processing time. It can be observed that although dense clutter is present, no
false alarms are observed.










Fig. 6.3 Mean cardinality. The figure shows the true (blue thick line) and mean
estimated cardinality using np = 500 (green circle line) and np = 50 (red dot line).
The average state estimate errors are shown in Fig. 6.4. The distance unit is in the
frame of reference of the image that is pixels denoted as p. The positional RMSE in
x is less than 25 p, y is less than 7 p, ẋ is less than 110 p/s and ẏ is less than 30 p/s.
The mean shape recall is greater than 0.9 for most of the time steps, which shows
that more than 90% of the true shape has been recalled all the time. The mean shape
precision is more than 0.8 most of the time which shows that less than 20% of the
estimated shape is false.
The program was run on MATLAB R2016b and a Windows 10 (64 bit) Desktop
computer installed with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz(4 CPUs) and
8GB RAM. The computational time is 52 s per time sample for np = 500 particles.
This is due to a large number of sensor measurements per time sample. The process-
ing time is improved to 4.5 s using np = 50 particles. The mean cardinality and the
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state estimate errors for np = 50 are also given in the Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
It can be observed that all four targets are tracked and there is no false alarm. The
performance of the state estimates is almost similar and the cardinality estimates are
slightly degraded. The processing time can be further improved by optimizing the
code and running in C++.
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Fig. 6.4 State errors. The state estimation errors are shown for the four moving
targets (T-1 in red, T-2 in blue, T-3 in green and T-4 in black) for two different number
of particles that is np = 500 (solid line with dots) and np = 50 (solid line with
circles).
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a Gaussian process convolution particle filter approach for
tracking of irregularly shaped multiple extended or group targets using noisy mea-
surements with clutter. The target extent is modelled using a Von-Mises based
Gaussian process. The multi-target state is sampled from a mixture of Gaussian
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state samples. The multi-target state is simulated using the measurement model to
give simulated measurements. A novel convolution kernel is proposed for the multi-
target likelihood calculation. The resulting Gaussian process convolution particle
filter recursively estimates the kinematics and the extent of multiple targets. The time
varying number of targets is estimated using a novel target birth/existence/death
model. The proposed target model is a decision based approach. The decisions are
carried out in a statistical framework by relating various thresholds to the multi-
target likelihood. A pre-processing step, measurement clustering using DBSCAN, is
recommended to improve the data association and computation complexity.
The performance of the proposed multiple extended or group target tracking ap-
proach is evaluated using publicly available real world data. It consists of recorded
data of cameras and a LiDAR installed on a car for developing autonomous driv-
ing algorithms. The LiDAR data is considered for tracking and compared to the
ground truth, created using camera data. The considered data poses four challenges
namely dense clutter, multiple static and moving extended targets, occlusion and
stealthy (low observable) targets. The precision and recall of the proposed filter
are above 0.8 and 0.9, respectively. The processing time is shown to improve by
reducing the number of particles from 500 to 50 with a slight compromise on the
performance. The evaluation also shows that the proposed approach is insensitive
to the statistical properties of the measurements.
In the future, the GPCPF will be extended to the tracking scenarios involving
closely moving irregularly shaped extended or group targets. The birth/existence/death
model will be enhanced to include the probability of detection measures.

Chapter 7
Spatio-temporal Gaussian Process for
Extended and Group Target Tracking
with Irregular Shapes
Abstract
This chapter presents a generic spatio-temporal Gaussian process (STGP) method for
tracking an irregularly shaped extended target. The complex shape is represented
by key points and their parameters are estimated both in space and time. This
is achieved by factorization of the power spectral density function of the STGP
covariance function. A new form of the temporal covariance kernel is derived
with the theoretical expression of the filter likelihood function. Solutions to both the
filtering and the smoothing problems are presented. A novel concept for determining
of the center of the target and its kinematics is given. Various approaches based on
the proposed method can be derived for tracking of rigid and non-rigid irregularly
shaped extended targets. A thorough evaluation of the performance in a simulated
environment shows that an example approach based on the proposed STGP method
outperforms the state-of-the-art GP extended Kalman filter approach [26], with up
to 90% improvement in the accuracy in position, 95% in velocity and 7% in shape,
while tracking a simulated asymmetric non-rigid target. The tracking performance
improvement for a non-rigid irregular real target is up to 43% in position, 68% in
velocity, 10% in the recall and 115% in the precision measures.
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7.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes an efficient Gaussian process method for tracking of non-rigid
extended and group targets. This is achieved by modelling the extent of the target
using a two dimensional, spatial and temporal, model also called the spatio-temporal
GP (STGP). In [97], it has been shown that if one of the input dimensions of the
STGP is stationary (and some other conditions), then it has an equivalent state space
representation which can be solved using Rauch-Tung-Streibel smoothing. Various
real-time approaches based on the proposed method can be realized according to the
application area. The main contributions of this work are given in Section 7.1.1. The
theoretical background of the STGP is covered in Section 7.2.1 and the Rauch-Tung-
Streibel Smoother is described in Section 7.2.2. The proposed method of the ETT is
explained in Section 7.3 and demonstrated using an example is given in Section 7.4.
The performance evaluation is presented in Section 7.5 followed by conclusions.
7.1.1 Contributions
The contribution area of the proposed model in the ETT literature is depicted in
Fig. 7.1. A complex extent model namely STGP (bold) is proposed in this work.



















NCV = nearly constant velocity
RHM = random hypersurface model
GP = Gaussian process
STGP = spatio-temporal Gaussian process
Abbreviations
Fig. 7.1 The proposed innovation. The figure gives a hierarchical representation of
ETT research and highlights the contribution of this work within this paradigm.
The key contributions of this chapter are as follows; (i) A novel interpreta-
tion of the centre of an asymmetric extended target is presented (given in Section
7.3.1). (ii) The existing methods for ETT, including the GP approach (see Sec-
tion 4.3.5) [26, 27], use simple models for the temporal changes in shape. As a
result, the performance is compromised while tracking non-rigid extended targets.
In this work, a novel non-rigid extended target tracker is proposed based on an
STGP model, which includes both the spatial and the temporal correlations of the
extent (See Section 7.3.3). (iii) Traditionally, the GP is a batch processing method and
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cannot be used for real-time applications. A GP based recursive filter for real-time
ETT has been proposed in [26, 27] (see Section 4.3.5). Based on the theoretical results
of [97], in this chapter, the full GP regression is proposed to be approximated using
a fixed-lag Rauch-Tung-Streibel smoother to obtain a quasi-realtime method. This
is the first time in the literature of ETT that the theoretical fundamentals of the
equivalence between a batch and the recursive GP regression are described for deep
understanding (See Section 7.3.8). (iv) The computational complexity of the Rauch–
Tung-Streibel smoother, derived in [97], increases with time. After a specific number
of samples, the smoother might not be implementable in real-time. This limitation
is avoided by proposing a real-time fixed lag smoother based on the STGP model
and real-time smoothing is achieved (See Sections 7.3.8 and 7.6.2). (v) The measure-
ment likelihood is derived considering all noises (given in Section 7.3.5). Due to
the complex relationship between the states and the measurements, the previous
GP based implementations of the ETT ignored part of the noise (see Section 4.3.7).
(vi) The performance validation of the proposed method is provided on real and
simulated data. The computational complexity and the effect of smoother lag are
also evaluated (given in Section 7.5).
7.2 Background Knowledge
7.2.1 Spatio-Temporal Gaussian Processes
An STGP is a stochastic process model for systems evolving in both space and
time [97]. Let the spatial input be represented by u and the temporal input is
represented by t, then an STGP can be used to model a functional mapping as given
below:
f (u, t) ∼ STGP(m(u, t), k(u, u′; t, t′)), (7.1)
where STGP(·, ·) denotes the STGP model, m(u, t) and k(θ, θ′; t, t′) represent, respec-
tively, the mean function and the covariance kernel of the STGP model. The STGP
regression can be determined in the same way as the GP regression explained in
Section 2.2. The time complexity of determining an STGP regression on a model
trained at T time steps for N input locations is O(N3T3). As time progresses the
computational expense increases beyond desired for most applications that require
real-time processing. In [97] it has been shown that under some conditions, the
STGP regression is equivalent to an infinite dimensional state space model. An
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infinite dimensional recursive filter and a smoother can then be used to perform the
inference instead of using the batch processing method. An additional separability
assumption, given below, simplifies the resulting model:
k(u, u′; t, t′) = ku(u, u′)kt(t, t′), (7.2)
where ku(·, ·) and kt(·, ·) represent the spatial and temporal covariance kernels,
respectively. The conditions are given below:
ST1 The temporal (process) covariance is stationary
kt(t, t′) = kt(t − t′). (7.3)
ST2 The power spectral density (PSD) of the process is rational




where S(·) represents the PSD of the process, ωu and ωt represent the Fourier
frequency in the u and t domains, respectively and F [·] denotes the Fourier
transform .





where qt denotes the spectral density of a white noise process driving the
temporal dynamics.
ST4 The spectral factorization of PSD gives a stable transfer function i.e.
S(ωu, ωt) = G(ιωt)S(ωu)G(−ιωt)T, (7.6)
where G(ιωt) and G(−ιωt) represent the unstable and the stable transfer
function components, respectively, and ιωt represents the complex Fourier
frequency.
As a result, the corresponding GP covariance matrices are also separable. Under
the above conditions, the spatio-temporal stochastic process can be equivalently
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represented by an infinite dimensional dynamic system given below:
∂ f (u, t)
∂t
= A f (u, t) + Lw(u, t), (7.7)
where f (u, t) is a function of the spatial input u at time t, A is the state transition
matrix, L represents the noise effect and w(·, ·) represents a zero mean continuous
time white noise process.
The measurements are assumed to be arriving at discrete time. The equivalent
discrete time model is given below:
f (u, tk) = Fk f (u, tk−1) + wk(u), wk(u) ∼ N (0, Q(u, u′; T)), (7.8)
zk = Hk f (u, tk) + vk, (7.9)
where wk(u) represents the zero mean white process noise with corresponding
covariance matrix Q(·, ·; ·).
Given a system model of the form (7.8)–(7.9), recursive Bayesian filtering and
smoothing solutions can be developed to estimate the function f (u, tk). As a result,
the computational complexity of the STGP regression is reduced to O(N3T) and
becomes linear in time.
7.2.2 Fixed Lag Rauch-Tung-Streibel Smoother
The state estimation for the model defined by (7.8) and (7.9) can be done using
Bayesian inference methods given in Sections 3.2 and 3.2.1. The filtered states are fur-
ther improved using a smoother. A fixed lag Rauch-Tung-Streibel Smoother (RTSS)
is used to smooth the filtered output using a fixed lag or smoothing length. Given
a smoothing length ks, the smoothed state x̄k and the corresponding state error
covariance P̄k are recursively updated using the following recursion [98], which is




x̄k = xk|k + Gk[x̄k+1 − xk+1|k], (7.11)
P̄k = Pk|k + Gk[P̄k+1 − Pk+1|k]GTk , (7.12)
where Gk represents the gain matrix, and x and P represent, respectively, the state
and error covariance of the Kalman filter. The smoother is initialized at the current
time step k as x̄k = xk|k and P̄k = Pk|k.
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7.3 The Proposed Extended Target Method
In this section, the proposed method for ETT and the associated multiple measure-
ments likelihood is derived. A novel extent dynamical model based on a spatio-
temporal GP (STGP) is used. A GP based model is preferred as it is a non-parametric
method and can model complex shapes. Additionally, the STGP includes both the
spatial and the temporal dynamics to give better shape estimation. The inference
can be done using STGP batch regression, however in this work real-time ETT using
an STGP model is presented. The real-time processing requires modelling the STGP
in a state space form and deriving a recursive filtering and smoothing solution to the
STGP state space model. The target is modelled as a star convex [26] shape as shown
in Figs. 7.2a and 7.2b. Fig. 7.2a shows a sensor, an extended target, the CoO, two
(Cartesian and polar) sensor frames with the origin at the sensor and a target (polar)
frame (origin at internal reference point). The superscripts with the coordinates
represent the frame it belongs to e.g. the coordinates of the internal reference point
in the Cartesian sensor frame are (xsen,c, ysen,c). The state vector consists of radial
extent values at equidistant points in the angle domain. A sensor measurement i





T in polar sensor frame. The coordinates of i











T. Fig. 7.2b shows the radial function r̄obj,p = f (θ̄obj,p) (orange)
on the polar axis (green). The origin corresponds to the internal reference point
i.e. (xsen,c, ysen,c) given in Fig. 7.2a. The ith measurement (red cross) is shown for
comparison with Fig. 7.2a. The extent state vector (blue plus) consists of radial
values (shown on y-axis), which are equidistant points on the θobj,p axis. In this
figure, the number of extent states is B = 3. The function is periodic with a period
equal to 2π. An STGP, trained on coordinates of i and other measurements reported
by the sensor, models the extent at complete angle domain.
7.3.1 Center of a Non-rigid Asymmetric Extended Target
The definition of the CoO depends on the application, for example, for uniformly
dense targets the geometric centre (centroid) of the target shape is considered as the
CoO. For non-uniformly dense targets, it can be defined as the centre of gravity or the
centre of mass. In this work, targets with uniform density are considered. The CoO
of rigid targets is assumed to lie on the same position relative to the target extent at
all times. In such cases, a filter with nearly accurate initialization and appropriately
modelled dynamics can provide efficient CoO estimates. In contrast, the CoO of a





































(a) An example illustrating sensor and target frames
0 2
(b) Visualization of the nonlinear function estimated using the STGP
Fig. 7.2 Extended Target Model
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non-rigid asymmetric extended target can shift relative to the target extent. This
displacement of the CoO needs to be considered in the CoO kinematics model. In
this work, it is proposed that the estimator does not model the CoO kinematics.
Instead, the kinematics of a reference point and the extent states relative to this
reference point is modelled. This point lies anywhere inside the target boundary
and is called the internal reference point (IRP). The CoO kinematic parameters are
determined from the IRP and the extent estimates.
7.3.2 Sensor and Target Reference Frames
The extended target tracking problem is modelled in two frames, the sensor (global),
and the target (local) frames. The sensor measurements are reported in the sensor
(polar or Cartesian) frame. The kinematics of the CoO parameters and the IRP
states are modelled in the Cartesian sensor frame whereas the extent states and
their kinematics are modelled in the target (polar) frame as shown in Fig. 7.2a. The
extent states are radial values of the target extent at an angle from the IRP that
is robj,p = f (θobj,p), where (·)obj,p denotes the variable is in the polar target frame,
robj,p represents the radial extent and θobj,p represents the angle from the IRP. This
is shown in Fig. 7.2b. The frames and coordinates superscripts are omitted from
hereon for brevity.
7.3.3 Dynamic Model
The IRP dynamics are modelled using point target motion models given in Sec-
tion 3.4 [63, 51]. The extent dynamics are designed as separable kernels, which
satisfy the conditions ST1 to ST4, as given below:
kE(θ, θ′; t, t′) = kEθ (θ, θ
′)kEt (t, t
′), (7.13)
where θ and θ′ represent either the training or test points of the input spatial domain,
t and t′ denote either the training or test points of the input temporal domain,
kE(·) represents the spatio-temporal covariance kernel, kEθ (·) represents the spatial
and kEt (·) represents the temporal covariance kernel. A periodic (2.15) [39] or Von-
Mises (5.12) [1] covariance kernel can be used to model kEθ (·). The temporal kernel
kEt (·) can be modelled in several ways, e.g. squared exponential (2.10) or Whittle-
Matèrn (2.13), which shows the generality of the proposed method. The proposed
model is converted to a transfer function form and subsequently to an equivalent
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state space representation using steps given in Section 7.2.1. The dynamics of the
IRP and the extent states are assumed independent of each other. The dynamical


















k ∼ N (0, QEk ), (7.15)
where (·)I and (·)E denote the vector or matrix corresponds, respectively, to the IRP
and the extent, f I represents the nonlinear IRP dynamics function, FE represents the
linear extent dynamics function as derived in (7.8), w and Q denote the correspond-
ing process noise vector and process noise covariance matrix, respectively. The IRP
state transition models the target motion and determines the maximum velocity or
acceleration limits. For slowly moving targets, simple motion models can be used.
However, for fast manoeuvring targets, complex motion models [63],[51] can be








where xk ∈ Rn
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∈ RnE represents the extent
dynamics states, pk and p
′
k denote, respectively, the position and its higher or-
der time derivatives, rk and r′k represent, respectively, the radial extent and its
higher order time derivatives. The spatial input of the STGP model is denoted as
θ = [θ1, θ2, ..., θB]T which consists of B keypoints in the angle domain between 0 and
2π, as shown in Fig. 7.2b.
7.3.4 Measurement Model
The total number of measurements received from the target contour at time k are Lk.
The coordinates of the sensor measurements can be either polar z̃sen,pk or Cartesian














coordinate converted measurement vector in sensor (Cartesian) frame is represented
by z̃sen,ck =
[




and the corresponding pdf of the ith measurement
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the Cartesian sensor measurements case, this approximation is not required. After
translating z̃sen,ck to the IRP and converting the coordinates to polar, the measurement
vector z̃obj,pk =
[




is obtained. The corresponding pdf of the ith









k is explained in Fig. 7.2a and given in







k , vk), (7.17)
where h(·) is a generic measurement function (linear or nonlinear).
7.3.5 Derivation of the Measurement Likelihood Function
The measurement likelihood is derived in this subsection assuming contour mea-
surements. For the surface measurements case, the model derived in this section
and a GP convolution particle filter given in Chapter 5 [1] can be used. Alternatively,
Kalman filter based approach, given in this work, can be adopted using a modified
spatial covariance kernel as proposed in [26].
Likelihood function of a single measurement
The likelihood function is derived for the ith measurement. Refer to Fig. 7.2a and
consider the following vectors:
xobj,ci = x̄
sen,c
i − xsen,c, (7.18)
ysen,c = ȳsen,ci − ysen,c, (7.19)
where a1 − a2 represents the vector difference of a2 from a1, (x̄sen,ci , ȳ
sen,c
i ) represents
the coordinates of the ith measurement and (xsen,c, ysen,c) represents the coordinates
of the IRP. Assuming a noise free environment and using vector algebra the mea-
surement vectors are related to the IRP as given below:
x̄sen,ci = x
sen,c + xobj,ci = x




sen,c + yobj,ci = y
sen,c + r̄obj,pi sin(θ̄
obj,p
i ), (7.21)
zsen,ci = p + µ
GP
i ζ̄i, (7.22)
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where (r̄obj,pi , θ̄
obj,p
i ) represent the i
th measurement predicted coordinates, zsen,ci rep-
resents the ith sensor measurement vector, p = [x̄sen,ci , ȳ
sen,c
i ]
T represents the coor-
dinates of the IRP, µGPi = r̄
obj,p
i represents the mean of the STGP model at the i
th





T represents the ith measurement
transformation vector mean. r̄obj,pi is determined using the STGP model prediction
and has an associated error represented by the STGP covariance matrix. θ̄obj,pi is
calculated using coordinates transform between the sensor and the target frames
(Appendix A) and has an associated uncertainty for the noisy measurement case,
represented by the pdf p(r̃, θ̃). The sensor and the target frames and coordinates
superscripts are omitted from the right hand side of the measurement equation and
the time step subscript is added from here on for clarity. The measurement equation
with the noise terms is given below:




i ) + ei,k, (7.23)
where eGPi ∼ N (0, cGPi,k ) represents the error in the GP prediction on the ith noisy in-
put angle, cGPi,k represents the corresponding error variance, ei,k ∼ N (0, R
sen,c
i,k ) repre-
sents the ith measurement noise vector and Rsen,ci,k represents the corresponding sensor




















The ith measurement equation can be written as:
zsen,ci,k = pk + ζ̄i,kµ
GP




i + eζi,k e
GP
i + ei,k








i,k + ei,k = pk + ζ̄i,kµ
GP
i,k + vi,k, (7.25)
where vi,k represents the cumulative measurement error vector consisting of four




i,k. The components of the noise term vi,k
are derived below
e1i,k ∼ N (0, (µGPi,k )2R
ζ̃
i,k) = N (0, R
Ḡζ̃
i,k ), (7.26)
e2i,k ∼ N (0, ζ̄i,kcGPi,k ζ̄
T
i,k) = N (0, Rζ̄G̃i,k ), (7.27)
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i,k (see Appendix C for derivation of R
ζ̃G̃
i,k ) represent the noise





and diag(·) represents a diagonal matrix. The sum of independent Gaussian random
variables is a Gaussian given below:







where Λi,k represents the ith measurement noise covariance matrix. The likelihood
function is given below:
p(z̃sen,ci,k |xk) = N (Υi,k, Λi,k), (7.31)
Υi,k = z̄
sen,c
i,k − (pk + ζ̄i,kµGPi,k ). (7.32)
Likelihood Function for Multiple Measurements
In this section, the multiple measurement likelihood is given for Lk measurements
using the single measurement likelihood. The measurement equation is given below:
z̄sen,ck = H(z̃
obj,p
k )xk + vk, (7.33)
where H(z̃obj,pk ) represents the measurement function and is given below:





where H1, C1 and C2 represent the sub-functions of H. The matrix multiplication
of C1 and C2 with the state vector xk gives a matrix consisting of the IRP states and
the prediction of the target’s extent at the angles defined by Lk measurements with
respect to the IRP. Subsequent multiplication with H1 performs the coordinate frame
conversion of the predicted measurements from polar local to Cartesian local and
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, Cθθ = Kθθ ⊗ I nE
B
, (7.40)

















































where Om×n represents an m by n zero matrix, om represents an m-dimensional
zero row vector, om represents an m-dimensional zero column vector and blkdiag[·]
represents a block diagonal matrix. The measurements are assumed independent








k as block diagonal. The GP
expression appearing in C1(z
obj,p
k ) and C2 are derived in Section 7.3.6. The multiple
measurements likelihood function is given below:
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where ζ̄k = [ζ̄1,k, · · · , ζ̄Lk,k]T and µGPk = [µGP1,k , · · · , µGPLk,k]
T.
7.3.6 GP Prediction at Noisy Input Locations
The input locations θ̄k in (7.38) are corrupted by the sensor noise. This gives a non-
Gaussian posterior, which is approximated to a Gaussian. The GP prediction given
in (2.18)–(2.19) is valid for noise-free inputs. The GP prediction for noisy training
input locations and non-noisy predicted locations is derived in [39]. In (7.33), the GP
prediction is required at noisy locations using data of non-noisy input locations. This
has been derived in [99, 100] for different covariance kernels. Exact first and second
moments of the posterior are derived for linear or Gaussian covariance kernels. For
remaining covariance kernels (like the spatial covariance kernel), using a Taylor
series expansion, the approximate moments are derived. For a given input with
distribution θ̃k ∼ N (θ̄k, Σθ̃k), the predictive mean and covariance are given below:


















where µGPk and C
GP
k represent, respectively, the mean and covariance of the GP
prediction at the noisy input angle measurements, µ(θ̃k) and C(θ̃k) represent the
noise-free GP prediction mean and covariance, respectively, and Tr[·] is the trace
function. The terms on the right side of the summation in both equations can be
seen as the correction of the noise free GP mean and covariance values. These are
explained in the following equations:
β = C−1θθ x
E
k , µ
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where ∆θ(·) and ∆2θθ′ represent the first and second differential of the corresponding
noise free GP covariance matrices for an N-dimensional and N′-dimensional input
vectors θ and θ′, respectively.
7.3.7 CoO Parameter Estimates
The parameters of the CoO kinematics are the position and the higher order time
derivatives of the position. These parameters are calculated from the estimated shape
(polygon) in the sensor frame at each time step. Consider {(xP̂1 , yP̂1 ), · · · , (xP̂B, yP̂B)}
represents the coordinates of the estimated polygon. The positional [101] (xCk , y
C
k )
and velocity (ẋCk , ẏ
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where A represents the area of the polygon.
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7.3.8 Real-time Inference
The inference can be done using an STGP batch regression. As most of the ETT
applications require real-time processing, the state estimation is done recursively. A
real-time recursive filter equivalent to a full GP regression has also been proposed
in [26, 27]. The mathematical equivalence of a full GP regression is a smoother rather
than a filter [97]. Given a model of the form (7.14), (7.15) and (7.33) a recursive
(nonlinear) Kalman filtering and smoothing solution is developed, to filter and
smooth the states at each time step. In high nonlinearity scenarios, advance nonlinear
filtering and smoothing methods such as sequential Monte Carlo, Markov chain
Monte Carlo are preferred [102].
The processing time of the smoother increases with time and the computation
becomes non-real time as more measurement samples are reported. This is due to
the increase in the data size with time. A fixed lag RTSS is proposed for real-time
smoothing by restricting the size of the data according to the available computational
resources. It is further proposed to set the lag of the RTSS equal to as long as the
states are correlated in time. In short, the quasi-realtime inference is achieved using
a fixed lag RTSS with a lag value set equal to lt.
7.4 Extended Target Tracking using Whittle-Matèrn Tem-
poral Covariance
This section demonstrates the proposed method using an example approach.
7.4.1 Extent Evolution Model
Spatial Covariance Kernel
The extent spatial correlation is modelled using a periodic spatial covariance ker-
nel (2.15) [39]. The kernel is illustrated in Fig. 7.3 and is given below:
kEθ (θ, θ










+ σ2c , (7.59)
where σ2m, σ2c , p and lθ are hyperparameters. σ2m controls the correlation magnitude,
σ2c is the prior radial variance, p is periodicity and lθ controls the correlation length-
scale. This kernel is generic and can be used for various real-world extended targets.
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Fig. 7.3 Spatial (Periodic) covariance kernel.














































































A Whittle-Matèrn temporal covariance kernel (2.13) [103, 104] is chosen to model





















2 Γ(ν + 12)
Γ(ν)
λ2ν(λ2 + ω2t )
−(ν+ 12 ), (7.65)
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. As the spectral density is a function of
ω2t , a stable transfer function G(ιωt) = (λ + ιω)
−(p+1) can be obtained after spectral




2 λ(2p+1)Γ(p + 1)
Γ(p + 12)
, (7.66)
where qt is the spectral density of the white noise process driving the temporal
evolution of the states.
Remark 1 Choosing the order of the Whittle-Matern covariance function, ν = 12 , yields the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck function [105]. This in turn has the same state-space representation
as the model used in GP-EKF [26]. Hence, the GP-EKF can be seen as a special case of the
method proposed herein.
Extent State Space Model
The system matrix and the noise effect vector of the corresponding state space model
for ν = 52 are derived in [106] and given below:
A =
 0 1 00 0 1
−λ3 −3λ2 −3λ




Using above a multidimensional discrete time state space model for B keypoints is





FE = IB ⊗ eAT, wEk ∼ N (0, QE(θ, θ′; T)), (7.69)




FE(T − τ)LqtLTFE(T − τ)Tdτ. (7.71)
The elements of Q̃(T) are derived in Appendix D.
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7.4.2 IRP Kinematics Model
The IRP kinematics are modelled using a nearly constant velocity (NCV) (see Sec-
tion 3.4.1) [63] motion model as given below:
xIk = F
I xIk−1 + w
I
k, (7.72)
F I = diag(FNCV , FNCV), wIk ∼ N (0, QI), (7.73)
QI = diag(qNCVx Q
NCV , qNCVy Q
NCV), (7.74)
where qx and qy represent the process noise variances in x and y coordinates respec-
tively.
7.4.3 State Vector
The corresponding state vectors are given below:
xIk =
[









k · · · rBk ṙBk r̈Bk
]T
, (7.76)
where the location of the IRP is represented by xk, yk and the velocity of the IRP is
represented by ẋk, ẏk. The extent states consist of B radial values from the IRP and
its first and second time derivatives. A block diagram of the proposed method is
given in Fig. 7.4.
7.5 Performance Validation Methodology
The performance of the proposed method is validated by tracking of targets in
simulated and real data using the example approach. The estimates of the example
approach are compared with the GP-EKF estimates [26] over 100 Monte Carlo runs
for the simulated experiments. The performance evaluation parameters are the
positional and velocity root mean square errors (RMSE) of the CoO, the mean shape












(aij − âij)2, (7.77)
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Fig. 7.4 Proposed method. The figure shows the proposed method. The top half
(tail of bold inverted arrow) of the figure shows the modelling part whereas the
bottom half shows the recursive filtering and smoothing solution. The diamond
shape represents a memory storage, required by the RTSS.


























Area(T ij ∩ E ij )
Area(E ij )
, (7.79)
where RMSEa represents the RMSE of the parameter a, aij represents the true and
âij represents the estimated value, T ij represents the true shape, E ij represents the
estimated shape, ∩ represents the intersection of two star-convex polygons and
Area(P) represents the area of the polygon P . The recall specifies how much of the
true shape has been recalled while the precision evaluates the false (not belonging
to true target) area. These parameters have been used to evaluate estimators in
computer vision for rectangular targets estimation problems [93]. The percentage
improvement compared to GP-EKF is also given in the results section. If RMSEa,
Rµ or Pµ of the GP-EKF is represented by vector b and those of STGP-EKF and
STGP-RTSS by c, then the corresponding percentage improvement d and the mean
percentage improvement dµ are given below. A positive value indicates the example








7.6 Evaluation on Simulated Scenarios
The IRP motion model of the simulated target and the estimators is NCV with
matched process noise variance qNCVx = qNCVy = 1. Five different shape evolutions
are simulated using two shape models active at different time samples for K = 250
time samples. These are the Singer acceleration model [64] and a constant shape
model. The shape of the target does not change and the time derivatives of the
radial states are zero when the constant shape model is active. The Singer model
is active for the time samples in the range k = [(1 − 50), (80 − 130), (180 − 230)].
The parameters of the Singer model are manoeuvre variance σ2a = 12 m2/s4 and
manoeuvre time constant τm = 1 s. The shape model and the parameters for simu-
lation are different from the model in the filter and smoother. The switching and
mismatched shape models further validate the robustness of the proposed method.
The simulated shape models are explained in Table 7.1. The number of keypoints
is B = 24, the sample time is T = 130 s, the spatial length-scale is lθ = 15
◦, the prior
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radial variance is σ2c = 1 m2, the spatial correlation magnitude variance is σ2m = 1 m2,
the periodicity is p = 2, the temporal length-scale is lt = 2 s, the temporal correlation
magnitude is σ2t = 1 m
2. The GP-EKF forgetting factor is tuned to αdrw = 0.001. The
sensor error standard deviations are σr = 0.25 m for the range and σθ = 0.25◦ for the
angle. The number of measurements is Poisson distributed with mean set equal to
20. The measurements are located randomly over the contour of the target using a
uniform distribution.
Table 7.1 Non-rigid shape models
Non-rigid object model Description
S1
Triangle
A triangular object randomly increases
and decreases in size.
S2
Quadrilateral
A quadrilateral object randomly increases
and decreases in size.
S3
Regular Dodecagon
An almost circular object (regular 12-gon)
randomly increases and decreases in size.
S4
Axis-symmetric Dodecagon




A dodecagon adapting random
asymmetric shapes.
7.6.1 Results on Simulated Data
The RMSE values and the percentage improvement from 100 Monte Carlo runs
for the five scenarios are given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The tables show that the
performance of the STGP-EKF and STGP-RTSS is improved in all five cases. Fig. 7.5
shows the tracking snapshots of a single simulation run of the five scenarios at
selected time steps. The true CoO (red plus) and the shape (red solid line) along
with the corresponding estimates are also presented in the figure. It can be observed
that except for the S3 the shape estimates of the example approach are improved
as compared to the GP-EKF [26]. It can again be observed that the GP-EKF shape
estimates are less accurate as compared to both the STGP-EKF and the STGP-RTSS
estimates except for S3 (simplest shape model), where they are comparable.
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Table 7.2 Simulated data RMSE of STGP-EKF and STGP-RTSS
Shape Models
States Methods
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
STGP-EKF 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.14 0.12x
(m) STGP-RTSS 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.07
STGP-EKF 0.34 0.14 0.09 0.16 0.13y
(m) STGP-RTSS 0.17 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.07
STGP-EKF 1.11 0.84 0.75 0.91 0.90ẋ
(m/s) STGP-RTSS 0.35 0.29 0.25 0.29 0.35
STGP-EKF 1.07 0.82 0.74 0.89 0.90ẏ
(m/s) STGP-RTSS 0.35 0.29 0.25 0.30 0.34
STGP-EKF 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99
P
STGP-RTSS 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
STGP-EKF 0.96 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.98
R
STGP-RTSS 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99





compared S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
STGP-EKF 85.81 86.87 79.85 83.49 85.76
x
STGP-RTSS 92.09 93.47 89.66 90.89 91.47
STGP-EKF 77.91 84.74 73.82 83.90 84.17
y
STGP-RTSS 87.55 92.47 87.15 91.50 90.86
STGP-EKF 91.98 90.23 61.90 88.40 87.96
ẋ
STGP-RTSS 97.08 96.99 87.53 96.42 95.53
STGP-EKF 91.79 90.43 62.69 88.43 87.85
ẏ
STGP-RTSS 96.60 96.90 87.40 96.50 95.51
STGP-EKF 33.27 14.71 2.01 9.33 8.51
P
STGP-RTSS 32.55 14.12 1.70 8.90 8.13
STGP-EKF 18.02 11.21 0.69 7.20 6.59
R
STGP-RTSS 19.62 12.28 1.52 8.20 7.56
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× measurement True shape bc STGP-EKF shape
rs STGP-RTSS shape ut GP-EKF shape
+ bcrs ut GP-EKF CoO
True CoO STGP-EKF CoO
STGP-RTSS CoOrs
Fig. 7.5 Tracking snapshots of simulated data. The figure shows snapshots at at
k = 1, 50, 150, 230 of the five different shape evolutions.
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7.6.2 Effect of the STGP-RTSS Lag Value
The performance of the fixed-lag smoother is evaluated using the shape model
S5. The performance is evaluated at different lag values for 100 Monte Carlo runs.
The smoother lag ks is chosen less than, equal to and more than the true temporal
correlation length-scale lt. The results are given in Fig. 7.6.






























bclt − 58 rs lt Klt − 45 lt + 60ld +
Fig. 7.6 STGP-RTSS performance at different lag values. The figure shows the
comparison of smoother performance at different lag values compared to the true
temporal correlation lt.
It can be observed that the performance of the smoother is degraded for ks < lt.
However, the smoother performance is comparable for the cases ks >= lt. The best
performance is given by the smoother with lag ks = K that is a full STGP regression.
Keeping in mind the computational advantage gained by keeping the lag smaller, as
proposed, the ks = lt is a reasonable trade-off value for the smoother lag. The peaks
in the graphs are observed at time samples when the shape model switches between
the Singer and the constant model.
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7.6.3 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the STGP-EKF and STGP-RTSS scale as O(L3kB +
L2kB
3) and O(ksB3), respectively. The empirical results with respect to the number of
keypoints B are shown in Fig. 7.7. The extent state vector of the STGP model is three
times the size of the GP-EKF vector. Hence, the STGP-EKF and the STGP-EKF-RTSS
require more processing time. As B increases, the processing time of the STGP-EKF-
RTSS rises at a much faster rate compared to the filters due to the RTSS recursion.
The empirical results with respect to the number of measurements Lk are shown
in Fig. 7.8. The computational cost of the STGP-EKF increases at a higher rate as
compared to the GP-EKF. The STGP-EKF-RTSS computational cost is not dependent
on the Lk and hence the plot follows a similar slope to STGP-EKF with a vertical shift
equal to the time required for RTSS recursion. The empirical results with respect to
the smoother lag ks are shown in Fig. 7.9. The computational complexity of the filter
is independent of ks while that of RTSS increases exponentially with the increase in
the lag.




























Fig. 7.7 Effect of B on the processing time. The figure shows a comparison of time
taken per time sample by increasing B.
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Fig. 7.8 Effect of the Lk on the processing time. The figure shows a comparison of
time taken per time sample by increasing Lk.



























Fig. 7.9 Effect of the ks on the processing time. The figure shows a comparison of
time taken per time sample by increasing ks.
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The program was run on MATLAB R2016b on a Windows 10 (64 bit) Desktop com-
puter installed with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 GHz (4 CPUs) and 8 GB
RAM. The number of keypoints B and the smoother lag ks are the model parameters
and can be managed during the design phase. The number of keypoints, B, can be
decreased in the model according to the available computational resources. At the
end of each time-step, the target shape can be constructed as per the requirement
using the standard GP prediction (2.18) and (2.19). If the target shape is constructed
at B0 angles, the increase in computational expense due to this operation is B0B.
Similarly, ks can be reduced according to the available computational resources.
The third variable, Lk, is dependent on the sensor, the target and other environ-
mental conditions. The processing time can be further reduced through faster code
implementation in C++.
7.7 Evaluation on Real Data Experiments
In this section, the example approach of the proposed method is evaluated on real
data presented in [107]. This is a thermal video data of pedestrians and vehicles
sampled at 10Hz obtained using a fixed camera in an open environment. Three
different video samples are chosen for evaluation which are a motorcycle, a rickshaw
and a pedestrian. The rickshaw appears as a regular rigid target, the motorcycle
as an irregular rigid target and the pedestrian as an irregular non-rigid target. The
ground truth data is not available and is manually generated by marking the target
contour (as precisely as possible) in each frame, calculating the CoO location in
each frame and the CoO kinematics are determined using the CoO locations of
consecutive frames. The video frames are pre-processed using frame differencing
and median filtering to generate contour measurements. The following parameters
are changed for the real data experiments; B = 48, lt = 1 s, σ2m = 30 pixel2 and
qNCVx = qNCVy = 502 pixel2 for the STGP-EKF / STGP-RTSS and B = 48, σ2m =
2 pixel2 and qNCVx = qNCVy = 102 pixel2 for the GP-EKF.
7.7.1 Results on Real Data
The RMSE and the percentage improvement of all three scenarios are given in
Tables 7.4 and 7.5.
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STGP-EKF 1.68 1.74 1.63x
(p) STGP-RTSS 1.11 1.05 1.47
STGP-EKF 2.31 1.50 3.95y
(p) STGP-RTSS 0.84 1.08 4.00
STGP-EKF 9.13 11.43 6.31ẋ
(p/s) STGP-RTSS 7.79 7.87 5.51
STGP-EKF 8.35 10.43 14.87ẏ
(p/s) STGP-RTSS 6.08 8.19 13.41
STGP-EKF 0.99 0.96 0.83
P
STGP-RTSS 0.97 0.93 0.76
STGP-EKF 0.81 0.81 0.84
R
STGP-RTSS 0.89 0.89 0.91




compared Rickshaw Motorcycle Pedestrian
STGP-EKF 30.37 89.18 89.56
x
STGP-RTSS 54.19 93.45 90.58
STGP-EKF -22.16 88.29 43.96
y
STGP-RTSS 55.82 91.53 43.32
STGP-EKF 27.11 82.52 91.11
ẋ
STGP-RTSS 37.78 87.96 92.23
STGP-EKF 37.84 83.04 64.81
ẏ
STGP-RTSS 54.75 86.69 68.26
STGP-EKF 7.58 75.81 135.06
P
STGP-RTSS 5.95 71.67 115.54
STGP-EKF -8.94 16.23 0.20
R
STGP-RTSS 0.60 27.90 9.23
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× measurement True shape STGP-EKF shape
rs STGP-RTSS shape GP-EKF shape
+
GP-EKF COO






Fig. 7.10 Tracking snapshots of real data.
It can be observed that the performance of the example STGP approach is com-
parable to the reference (GP-EKF) approach while tracking a regularly shaped rigid
target (rickshaw). As observed in the simulated experiments, there is a significant
improvement in performance while tracking irregularly shaped targets, especially
when the target shape is also changing (pedestrian). The snapshots at three different
samples are given in Fig. 7.10. The figure shows snapshots at selected time samples
of the three scenarios, that is rickshaw (top), motorcyclist (middle) and pedestrian
(bottom). The ground truth and the estimates from the STGP-EKF, STGP-RTSS
and GP-EKF are also shown. It can be observed that the shape estimates of the
STGP based models are improved as compared to the GP-EKF. The shape estimates
(especially the precision) are significantly improved for non-rigid targets i.e. the
pedestrian.
7.8 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a generic method and presents a step by step derivation of
a tracking approach for a non-rigid extended/group target using spatio-temporal
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Gaussian process. The non-rigid target changes its shape with time. The spatial
and temporal dependence of the extent is modelled using a product of covariance
kernels based Gaussian process model, called the spatio-temporal Gaussian process
model. The batch processing of the Gaussian process is solved using real-time
filtering and smoothing approaches. The STGP model is converted to an equivalent
state space spatio-temporal model. The shape model is augmented with the target
kinematics model. The augmented state space model is estimated using Kalman
filtering and smoothing methods. The extended or group target likelihood is derived
for the new model by considering all assumed noises including the spatial GP input
noise (ignored in all previous star-convex shape based approaches [26, 29]).
The proposed generic method is evaluated using example spatial (periodic) and
temporal (Matérn) covariance kernels. The target kinematics are modelled using a
nearly constant velocity model (Section 3.4.1). The example approach is compared
to state-of-the-art extended and group target tracking approach [26]. Real and
simulated data are considered for performance comparison. The real data consists of
measurements created from thermal image data. The performance improvement to
track a non-rigid real target (pedestrian) compared to the reference approach is up
to 43% in position, 68% in velocity, 10% in the recall and 115% in the precision. The
simulated data is created using a matched model for the centre of target kinematics
and the spatial GP. The temporal changes in the shape are simulated using Singer
model, which is different from the proposed and the referenced approach, to validate
the robustness. Improved tracking efficiency is demonstrated using simulated data
with more than 90% improvement in the accuracy in position, 95% in velocity and
7% in the shape for the tracking of an asymmetric non-rigid target.
For complicated nonlinear scenarios, advanced nonlinear filters and smoothers
can be derived for the same model using similar steps. Being a general model, it can




A Gaussian Process Regression
Approach for Point Target Tracking
Abstract
Target tracking performance relies on the match between the tracker motion model
and the unknown target dynamics. The performance of these model-based trackers
degrades when there is a mismatch between the model and the target motion. In
this chapter, a Gaussian process based approach, namely, Gaussian process motion
tracker (GPMT) is proposed. The Gaussian process framework is flexible and can
represent an infinite number of motion modes. The evaluation of the proposed
approach is performed on challenging scenarios and is compared with popular
single and multiple-model based approaches. The results show high accuracy of
the predicted and filtered target position and velocity over challenging manoeuvre
scenarios.
8.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a Gaussian process approach for tracking the kinematics
of a point target. A wealth of research has been done on time series estimation
using the GP [39, 106]. However, the GP approach has not been widely studied
by the target tracking community for estimating the target motion, especially for
highly manoeuvring targets. A GP based trajectory estimation has been proposed
for simultaneous localization and mapping [108, 109], where the target kinematics
are not considered as highly manoeuvrable. A novel approach for extended target
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tracking using GPs has been proposed (see Section 4.3.5) [26]. In this work and
other similar works (in Chapters 5, 6 and 7) [1–3], the target shape estimation is
proposed using a GP model whereas the target (centre/average) motion is filtered
using the model based approaches proposed for PTT. An overlapping mixture of
GPs (OMGP) is proposed in [37] to solve the data association problem arising in
the PTT. To the best of our knowledge, all previous approaches for the estimation
of the target kinematics are model based. Hence, for the first time, this chapter
proposes a data-driven approach for the target kinematics estimation. A Gaussian
process motion tracker (GPMT) is proposed in this chapter and it represents the
target kinematics as a GP regression (see Section 2.2) [39].
A Gaussian process motion tracker (GPMT), proposed in this chapter, is a data
driven approach based on the GP regression (2.18)and (2.19) [39]. The GPMT models
the target motion as a nonlinear function of time using a GP prior over this unknown
function. The mean of the GP represents the mean of the function matched to the
target dynamics. Since the GP is a distribution over functions, an infinite number
of functions or models selection can be achieved using the GPMT. The GPMT uses
the available data to select the model and estimate the target state based on the
chosen model. A GP, being a batch regression approach, is not suitable for real-time
temporal systems. The GPMT assumes that the model selection depends on the
training data in the near past, only. Hence, the batch regression problem is reduced
and the real-time implementation is achieved, for the known hyperparameters case.
All model-based approaches are recursive where the prediction step is necessary
for filtering and vice-versa. In contrast, the GPMT does not require such a two-step
process. The estimation and the prediction processes run independently of each
other. Hence, when only estimates at the current time moment are required, the
prediction process can be omitted.
The GPMT gives the location estimates. In most applications, the consideration of
higher order time derivatives of the location is also important. This can be achieved
by using the derivative of the GP [39]. A first order time derivative extension of
the GPMT is presented in this chapter for estimating the target velocity. The same
concept can be extended to determine the higher order derivatives.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 provide a
brief overview of the state space models used in MTT and the motion models. The
theoretical background of the derivative of the GP is covered in Section 8.2.3. The
proposed approach is explained in Section 8.3 and the first order extension of the
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proposed model is given in Section 8.3.2. The performance evaluation is given in
Section 8.4 followed by conclusions.
8.2 Background Knowledge
8.2.1 State Space Model for Multiple Target Tracking
This section gives a brief overview of the state space model used in MTT. The MTT
algorithms deal with data association and maintain the trajectories of multiple targets
by an appropriately chosen estimation approach. The assignment of measurements
to respective target trajectories is key for achieving accurate results. A generic
state-space model of the target dynamics and the sensor model is assumed as given
in (3.48) and (3.49), respectively.
8.2.2 Overview of Target Motion Models and Filtering Methods
This section gives a brief overview of target motion models. A comprehensive
survey of the motion models can be found in the three survey papers [63, 110,
51]. The models have been categorized and studied as non multiple-model (non-
MM) [63], decision-based methods [110] and multiple-model methods (MM) [51].
Their practical implementation has been discussed extensively in [56].
The non-MM motion models can be categorized from simple to complex models
based on the assumption made on the coordinate coupling and the temporal correla-
tions as shown in Fig. 8.1 [63]. The ‘+’and ‘x’represent, respectively, the presence
and absence of the model assumption e.g. the left most box represents models that
assume no coordinate coupling or time correlation. The model complexity increases
from left to right. The simplest models assume that the target motion is uncoupled
across coordinates and uncorrelated in time. The acceleration and jerk1 are assumed
to be a white noise process in nearly constant velocity (NCV) [56] and nearly con-
stant acceleration (NCA) [111] models, respectively. The velocity and acceleration
are assumed almost constant in the NCV and NCA, respectively.
1The time derivative of acceleration is called a jerk.





































= −αẍ(t) + w(t)
ẍ(t) = −ωẏ(t) for constant turns
ẍ(t) = −ωẏ(t) = −ωv sinφ(t)














Fig. 8.1 Classification of motion models for target tracking. This figure shows the
classification of motion models based on the assumptions of the coordinate coupling
and time correlations. Example models and their respective differential equations
are also given.
The (n + 1)-th order polynomial model is achieved by assuming the n-th position
derivative to be white noise [111]. The above-mentioned models assume zero cou-
pling among the coordinates. This assumption is relaxed in the nearly coordinated
turn (NCT) [111, 56] based models, which in addition to the coupling assume an
almost constant forward speed and turn rate. Such models provide better estimates
during target manoeuvres. The performance is degraded, in comparison to the NCV
and NCA, when the target follows a linear motion. Since the true target dynamics
is a continuous process, the motion parameters are correlated in time. The time
correlation is considered in relatively complex models such as Singer [64] and jerk
models [112]. The coordinate coupled version of the Singer model is also proposed
as n-th order Markov model [113]. The target acceleration based models provide bet-
ter estimates in the presence of both the position and the velocity measurements [56].
These models apply to the two dimensional (2D) tracking case directly and are
extended to the three dimensional (3D) case as well. Often the Kalman filter [45] is
applied when there is no measurement data association filter.
Two other groups of methods - the decision-based and the MM methods [110, 51],
use a bank of filters for the state estimation. The decision-based methods choose a
single filter to estimate the state at each time sample. On the other hand, the MM
filters combine the filters to give the state estimates. These have been classified into
three generations [51], the first generation [52, 53] methods, the second generation
namely interacting MM (IMM)) [54, 55]) and the third generation referred to as the
variable structure IMM (VSIMM) [57]. Considering the computational complexity
and the performance, the interacting multiple-model (IMM) is shown to be the most
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cost-effective method. The IMM, also called Fixed Grid IMM (FGIMM), has been
successfully applied in various tracking systems [56].
8.2.3 Derivative Gaussian Process
The derivative of a GP is also a GP [39]. The GP regression using derivative mea-
surements has been proposed in [114]. In typical radar tracking applications, these
derivative measurements are not available. The GP inference of a function and its
derivatives using the observations is proposed in [115]. In what follows we present
the new approach, using the observations only. It requires the GP covariance kernel
to be as many times differentiable as the order of the desired derivative process. Next,
we describe a second order derivative GP which is in the heart of the developed
approach.
Consider the GP model (2.1) and (2.16). The joint probability density function
of the training vector f (u), the unknown test vector f (u⋆) and its higher order
derivatives, f ′(u⋆), f ′′(u⋆) and so on, is also Gaussian. The mean and the covariance
matrix of the first-order derivative of Gaussian process using a squared exponential
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where δ·(·) denotes the derivative of the GP mean vector and ∆·(·), ∆2··(·) represent,
respectively, the first and second order derivatives of the GP covariance matrix.
8.3 Gaussian Process Motion Tracker
The GPMT relies on past measurements to filter the current and predict the future
states. The model is based upon the following assumptions:
T1 Cross-coordinates coupling is weak enough to be ignored.
T2 Coordinate auto-correlation is available in time.
T3 The temporal correlation with points in the distant past is weak. These distant
points are ignored while training of the GP model.
T4 A single measurement per target per sample is received.
T5 The measurement noise is an i.i.d. process.
One of the most commonly observed target manoeuvre is the horizontal turn mod-
elled using the coordinated turn model given in Section 3.4.4. The x and y coordi-
nates are correlated during a coordinated turn. According to the assumption T1, the
coordinates are assumed mutually uncorrelated. The effect of ignoring this coupling
in the proposed GPMT approach is not been studied in this work. This coupling
can be introduced in GPMT using coupled GP [116]. The proposed GPMT approach
tracks a target in 2D and can be extended to track in 3D straightforwardly.
8.3.1 Two Dimensional Gaussian Process Motion Tracker
This section presents the two dimensional GPMT. The unknown nonlinear functions
of the target position are modelled in the x and y Cartesian coordinates using a GP.
The model is given below:
zx = f x(t) + vx, f x ∼ GPx(0, kx(t, t′)), vx ∼ N (0, σ2x), (8.6)
zy = f y(t) + vy, f y ∼ GPy(0, ky(t, t′)), vy ∼ N (0, σ2y ), (8.7)
where f x and f y denote, respectively, the non-linear latent functions in x and y
coordinates, GPx and GPy represent, respectively, the modelled GP in x and y
domains, t is the (input) time domain parameter, z represents the measurement and
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v is the zero mean Gaussian measurement noise variable with variance σ2. We adopt
a squared exponential covariance kernel (see (2.10)) [39] for the two GPs. Other
kernels can also be explored depending upon the application (see Chapter 9). From
here on, the prediction and filtering for the x-coordinate is described. The y and
other coordinates are filtered and predicted in a similar way. A typical radar and
sonar report measurements in polar coordinates. In such scenarios, the process and
measurement models, (8.6) and (8.7), are modelled in the polar coordinates. An
alternate approach can be to calculate the measurement pdf in Cartesian coordinates
[65, 117]. The performance may be degraded in the latter case as the cross-correlation
among the x and y coordinates is ignored in (8.6) and (8.7).
The GPMT considers the d most recent measurement samples, also called depth
of the tracker, for the position prediction and filtering as given below:




















where ·̃ and ·̂ represent, respectively, the predicted and filtered variables, µx and
(ϕx)2 are, respectively, the x-position mean and variance, t̄ = k, tk = [k − d, k − d +
1, · · · , k − 1]T, t′k = [k − d + 2, k − d + 3, · · · , k]T and za represents the measurement
vector consisting of samples corresponding to the time vector a.
The GPMT described above tracks targets that exhibit a wide set of trajectories
with a fixed set of hyperparameters. A wider set of trajectories can be tracked by
learning the hyperparameters at each time sample. In this work, the hyperparameter
learning is proposed by maximizing the likelihood as given in Section 2.3. This ap-
proach can be computationally complex depending upon the optimization method
and is not applicable in real-time applications. An online learning approach, pro-
posed in [40], can be adopted for real-time implementation. The GPMT with online
learning is proposed in Chapter 10. In this Chapter, the focus is on the performance
comparison of the proposed model-free offline learning GPMT with model-based
approaches.
Traditional point target kinematics methods are used for the state estimation of
the extended and group targets. The GPMT proposed in this chapter is however
not directly applicable to the kinematics state estimation of the extended or group
targets. The input domain of the GPMT is time and according to the assumption T4
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multiple measurements are not allowed. Multiple measurements at a given time
sample create duplicate training data for the GPMT. A GP does not allow duplicate
measurement data as the GP covariance matrix in the GP regression (2.18) and (2.19)
becomes singular. Methods are available to avoid such situations e.g. merging or
removing the duplicate data, using noise term to make matrix invertible etc. Using
these alternatives will disregard the spatial information contained in the multiple
measurements, which is vital for the kinematics tracking of the extended targets.
One possible solution could be to use a spatial model to represent the multiple
measurements from the extended target at a each time sample by a single (pesudo)
measurement. The GPMT processes these pseudo measurements for the kinematics
state estimation.
8.3.2 First Order 2D GPMT
The 2D GPMT, given in Section 8.3.1, provides both the predicted and filtered
position coordinates of the target. The first-order time derivatives of the position
coordinates can be determined, based on the the derivations from [114] and [115] as
given in Section 8.2.3, using the first order 2D GPMT (FO-GPMT). These are given
below:



































where µẋ and (µϕ̇)2 denote, respectively, the mean and variance of the first order
derivatives with respect to the position coordinates.
8.4 Performance Validation
The GPMT performance is validated over five challenging manoeuvring scenarios
for 10000 Monte Carlo runs. The proposed approach is compared with three model-
based filters, namely NCV-KF, FGIMM and Singer-KF models (see Sections 3.3
and 3.4) [63]. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the position and the velocity
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are considered as the performance comparison parameters. A performance grade
∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is assigned to each filter for each RMSE value of each scenario. The
grade value of 1 is assigned to the best and 4 to the worst, out of the four compared
approaches. The five scenarios are explained below:
S1 Uniform motion. The target velocity is constant. This scenario matches the
NCV-KF and the FGIMM filters.
S2 Coordinated turns matched. The target motion is modelled using the NCT (25°/s
for 8 s) and NCV motion models. This scenario is matched to the FGIMM filter.
S3 Coordinated turns mismatched. This is similar to the scenario S2 but the
NCT (12°/s for 20 s) model is not matched to the FGIMM. The scenario is not
matched to any filters.
S4 Singer matched. The target motion is modelled using a Singer acceleration
model with maximum possible acceleration set to amax = 50 m/s2, probability
of no-acceleration P0 = 0.4, probability of maximum acceleration Pmax = 0.1
and manoeuvre time constant τm = 8 s.
S5 Singer mismatched. This scenario is similar to the scenario S4 with following
changes in the parameters, a2max = 2 m/s2, P0 = 0.6 and τm = 25 s. This
scenario is not matched to any filter.
The initial target velocity in each coordinate is chosen randomly between 150 m/s
and 250 m/s and the target maintains uniform motion for the initial 5 s in all sce-
narios. The total duration is 100 s and the measurement noise standard deviation is
σx = σy = 25 m. A sample trajectory of each scenario is shown in Fig. 8.2. A 15%
initialization noise is added to all the model-based filters.
8.4.1 Filter Parameters
• NCV-KF. The process noise variance is 500 m2/s2. The noise variance value is
chosen high to prevent the filter from diverging during the scenarios involving
sharp manoeuvres i.e. S2, S3 and S4.
• Singer-KF. The model parameters are chosen the same as in the scenario S4.
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(b) S2: CT matched








(c) S3: CT mismatched












(d) S4: Singer matched













(e) S5: Singer mismatched
Fig. 8.2 Sample trajectory. The figure shows a sample trajectory for each scenario.
The trajectory starts from origin (0,0) in all scenarios.
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• FGIMM. The fixed grid is modelled using a single NCV model and two NCT
models. The rate of turns of the NCT models are set to {−25, 25}°/s. The
Markov transition probability of the same mode is set to 0.7 and for changing
the mode is 0.15, the initial model probability vector is {0.15, 0.7, 0.15} and the
process noise variance is set to 7.57 × 10−8 m2/s2 for each model.
• FO-GPMT. The tracker depth is set to d = 10 samples.
8.4.2 Results
The graphical and numerical comparisons of the predicted states are given in Fig. 8.3
and Table 8.1, respectively. The comparison of the filtered states is given in the
Fig. 8.4 and Table 8.2. The cell value of NaN means that the corresponding filter
diverged. It can be observed that both the prediction and filtering accuracies of the
proposed approach are better than the model based approaches in the mismatched
scenarios, S3 and S5. In matched scenarios, it is second best to the matched filter.
The performance gain of the proposed method as compared to the model based
approaches is less in the filtering step as compared to the performance gain in the
prediction step. This improvement in the model based approaches in the filtering
step, as compared to their respective prediction step, can be attributed to the Kalman
filter rather than to the performance of the underlying model. Considering all five
scenarios, the proposed approach performs best due to its adaptability.
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(b) S2: CT matched





























(c) S3: CT mismatched
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(d) S4: Singer matched
































(e) S5: Singer mismatched
Fig. 8.3 Prediction performance. The figure shows the prediction performance
results of 10000 Monte Carlo runs for the five scenarios.
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Table 8.1 Predicted mean errors
CV Singer FGIMM FO-GPMT
S1
CV
x 25 31 32 22
ẋ 11 19 27 10
y 25 31 32 22
ẏ 11 19 27 10
S2
CT matched
x 115 98 35 70
ẋ 113 107 37 81
y 159 155 43 72
ẏ 160 171 47 86
S3
CT mismatched
x 69 46 49 43
ẋ 64 44 53 38
y 86 49 54 43
ẏ 82 47 57 36
S4
Singer matched
x 52 38 NAN 46
ẋ 46 31 NAN 41
y 52 38 NAN 46
ẏ 46 31 NAN 41
S5
Singer mismatched
x 25 31 32 23
ẋ 11 19 27 11
y 25 31 32 23
ẏ 11 19 27 11
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(d) S4: Singer matched


























(e) S5: Singer mismatched
Fig. 8.4 Filtering performance. The figure shows the filtering performance results
of 10000 Monte Carlo runs for the five scenarios.
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Table 8.2 Filtered mean errors
CV Singer FGIMM FO-GPMT
S1
CV
x 16 17 15 15
ẋ 11 14 15 8
y 16 17 15 15
ẏ 11 14 15 8
S2
CT matched
x 35 26 16 20
ẋ 66 58 22 38
y 45 36 17 19
ẏ 92 89 32 37
S3
CT mismatched
x 23 18 18 18
ẋ 36 24 29 22
y 27 19 18 18
ẏ 45 25 33 21
S4
Singer matched
x 20 18 NAN 19
ẋ 26 19 NAN 24
y 20 18 NAN 19
ẏ 26 19 NAN 24
S5
Singer mismatched
x 16 17 15 15
ẋ 11 14 15 8
y 16 17 15 15
ẏ 11 14 15 8
The performance grades of the proposed approach are given in Table 8.3.





Scenario x y vx vy x y vx vy
S1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
S3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
S5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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The NCV and the FGIMM filters are expected to give grade 1 performance for
the scenario S1. However, the proposed approach performs better than both the
matched filters. The FGIMM and Singer filters perform best for scenarios S2 and S4,
respectively, as the simulated scenario is exactly matched to the motion model of the
filter. The performance of the FGIMM is worse for the mismatched scenarios and
it even diverges for the scenario S4. The Singer based filter performs worst for the
uniform motion based scenario i.e. S1. This motion is one of the common modes
in many tracking applications. For example, the aerial targets tracking systems are
expected to track airliners which are mostly moving under nearly constant motion.
8.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a model-free approach, using Gaussian process, for point
target kinematics prediction and filtering. A one-dimensional Gaussian process
model, called Gaussian process motion tracker, relates the spatial output to the
temporal input for filtering of the target position. The Gaussian process model trains
on past measurements to represent the training data using a prior over an infinite
distribution of functions. The hyperparameters are also learned by maximizing the
likelihood. The trained and learned GP model predicts and filters the target position
at the new input (time). Unlike popular state-of-the-art approaches, the proposed
approach does not require initialization and is not prone to initialization errors.
Moreover, state prediction and filtering run independently. The prediction and
filtering of the time derivative of the target position is proposed using a derivative of
the Gaussian process. The proposed approach can also be extended for the prediction
and filtering of higher dimensions and the higher order derivatives.
The evaluation of the proposed model-free approach is done by comparing the
performance against model-based approaches. Various challenging manoeuvring
scenarios are considered for performance comparison. The root mean square errors
based tracking comparison shows that the proposed approach gives an overall best
performance in all considered scenarios.
The proposed learning is computationally complex and cannot be done in real-
time. In the future, work will be done on an online learning based GPMT. We will also
focus on evaluation of the uncertainty propagation using different covariance kernels
theoretically. A square exponential covariance kernel based GPMT is proposed in
this chapter. Other covariance kernels will also be explored for the point target
tracking.
Chapter 9
On the Impact of Different Kernels
and Training Data on a Gaussian
Process Approach for Tracking
Abstract
The application of multiple target tracking algorithms has exponentially increased
during the last two decades. Recently, model-free approaches, such as Gaussian
process regression and convolutional neural networks, have been developed for
target tracking. This chapter presents a simulation-based study on the practical
aspects of a very promising and recently proposed Gaussian process approach,
namely the Gaussian process motion tracker (see Chapter 8) [4]. The chapter also
provides design guidelines on the various aspects of the above-mentioned tracking
approach by comparing the rational quadratic and Matérn based GPMT with the
originally proposed squared exponential GPMT of Chapter 8. The study shows
that the squared exponential GPMT performs best on constant velocity and Singer
model based target trajectories. The rational quadratic GPMT performs best on the
coordinated turn trajectories. The accuracy of the Matérn GPMT improves with
an increasing number of training data. The accuracies of rational quadratic GPMT
and squared exponential GPMT decreases with increasing data on Singer model
based trajectory. Lastly, it is shown that all three GPMT approaches are robust to the
changing measurement noise variances.
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9.1 Introduction
Historically, model-based approaches have been applied to solving target track-
ing problems. Recently, machine-learning based model-free methods have been
proposed either as a complete solution [37] or in a hybrid setup [27, 2]. Hybrid
methods combine model-based and model-free methods for target tracking. Vari-
ous machine learning methods have been proposed in the literature for different
artificially intelligent systems. In the field of target tracking, deep learning and
Gaussian process based methods have become popular recently. Gaussian process
methods have been recently proposed as an efficient solution to different target
tracking problems [37, 27, 3].
In this chapter, various aspects of the Gaussian process motion tracker (GPMT)
proposed in Chapter 8 [4] are studied. The GPMT provides point target state
estimation in the presence of unknown target dynamics and measurement noise.
The measurement to target assignment is assumed known. The GPMT employs
the Gaussian process in a regression setting for the target state estimation. The
Chapter 8 [4] does not discuss some important aspects of the approach. These
include the choice of the covariance kernel, the robustness of the approach to the
measurement noise model and effect of the training data on the proposed approach.
A simulation based study on the above-mentioned aspects of the GPMT is presented
in this chapter in an attempt to highlight the strength of the GPMT approach.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. The study methodology is given
in Section 9.2. The choice of the covariance kernel, the impact of the training data
and the robustness of the GPMT to the measurement noise are studied in Sections
9.3, 9.4 and 9.5, respectively. The studies are followed by conclusions.
9.2 Study Methodology and Test Scenarios
The GPMT proposed in Chapter 8 is a point target tracking approach. Three simu-
lation based studies on various aspects of the GPMT are presented in this chapter.
The simulation-based studies are based upon the target scenarios and the evaluation
methodology described in this section. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the
target predicted position is chosen as the performance measure. A comprehensive
database of the point target trajectories is not publicly available. Hence, the target
trajectories are generated using the three most commonly used point target dynam-
ics models. These are the nearly constant velocity (NCV) (see Section 3.4.1) [63], the
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nearly coordinated turn (NCT) (see Section 3.4.4) [63] and the Singer acceleration
models (see Section 3.4.3) [64].
The sampling time is set to T = 1 s, the total samples are K = 100, the mea-
surement noise standard deviation is set to σ = 25 m, the probability of detec-
tion is set to pd = 1, the initial target velocity is randomly chosen in the limits
150 m/s ≤ v0 ≤ 250 m/s, the process noise variances of the NCV and the NCT
models are set to qNCV = qNCT = 1e − 12 m2/s2, the turn rate is set to ω = 15°/s,
the manoeuvre variance is set to σ2a = 168.75 m2 and the manoeuvre sojourn time is
set to τm = 8 s. The coordinated turn model based scenario switches between the
CV and the CT models. The sojourn time of the CT based manoeuvre is 8 s. The
results are computed over 1000 Monte Carlo runs.
9.3 Choice of Covariance Kernels
The GPMT is proposed using a squared exponential (SE) covariance kernel in Chap-
ter 8 [4]. This kernel is infinitely differentiable and it tracks all the higher order
derivatives of the position. The kernel is, however, too smooth as compared to
the real target dynamics. In this section, a simulation-based study is performed to
compare the performance of the different covariance kernels. The two new kernels
chosen in this study are the rational quadratic (RQ) (see (2.11)) and the Matérn (with
ν = 32) kernels (see (2.13)). The RQ covariance kernel is smoother as compared to
the Matérn kernel with ν = 32 . The results are given in Fig. 9.1. The three plots corre-
spond to three different target models which are the NCV (top), the NCT (middle)
and the Singer (bottom).
It can be observed that the SE and the RQ perform better than the Matérn for the
NCV and Singer target dynamics models based trajectories. However, the Matérn
kernel outperforms both of them for the NCT model based trajectory. The RQ based
GPMT performs slightly worse as compared to the Matérn kernel. The performance
of the SE based GPMT is significantly poor and could be a bad choice for this type
of trajectory. Based on the above study, the following recommendations are made:
R1 For the NCV and Singer based scenarios, the SE based GPMT should be chosen.
R2 For applications involving target trajectories based on all three models, the RQ
based GPMT is the preferred choice.
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Fig. 9.1 Comparison of covariance kernels. This figure show results of the positional
prediction using three different variants of the GPMT based on different covariance
kernels.
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9.4 Effect of the Training Data
The parameter d of the GPMT controls the size of the training data. The evaluation
of the GPMT in Chapter 8 [4] is done by setting it as d = 10, that is, the 10 most
recent measurements are considered for the training of the model. In this section,
the performance of the GPMT for the different values of d is studied for the three
kernels. The results are given in Figs. 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4. The three different values of
the parameter are d = 10, 15, 20.
It can be observed, in Fig. 9.2, that the accuracy of the SE based GPMT increases
with the increase in the training data for the NCV model based trajectories. For the
remaining two scenarios, the accuracy decreases. It can be observed, in Fig. 9.3, that
the accuracy of the RQ based GPMT increases with the increase in the training data
for the NCV and the NCT model based trajectories. The performance degrades with
the increase in the training data for the Singer model. In Fig, 9.4, it can be observed
that the accuracy of the Matérn based GPMT increases with the increasing training
data. Based on the above results, it is recommended to use a Matérn kernel based
GPMT when the training data size is important for the application.
9.5 Robustness to Measurement Noise Model
The measurement noise variance can be set as a hyperparameter of the GPMT [4]
and learned recursively from the training data. In this way, the GPMT model
is robust to the measurement noise variance. This section provides a simulation
based study on the performance degradation of the GPMT with the increasing noise
variance. The noise standard deviation is chosen as σ = [25, 50, 75, 100] m. The
percentage increase in the standard deviation of the noise with respect to σ = 25 m
is 100%, 200% and 300%. The percentage degradation of the three kernels for the
assumed scenarios is given in Table 9.1. It can be observed that although the accuracy
decreases with the increase in the noise, the filters do not diverge. Moreover, no
prior information regarding the change in the noise variance is input to the GPMT
in different considered scenarios. This is achieved by setting the noise variance as a
hyperparameter and learning it from the training data. All the considered GPMT
approaches are hence adaptive to the changing measurement noise variance.
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Fig. 9.2 Effect of the training data on the SE kernel. This figure shows the results
for the three scenarios, as explained in Fig.9.1.
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Fig. 9.3 Effect of the training data on the RQ kernel. This figure shows the results
for the three scenarios, as explained in Fig.9.1.
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Fig. 9.4 Effect of the training data on the Matérn with ν = 32 (M3) kernel. This
figure shows the results for the three scenarios, as explained in Fig.9.1.
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Table 9.1 Performance degradation with increased noise variance
NCV NCT Singer
100 200 300 100 200 300 100 200 300
SE 92 181 270 34 64 88 64 127 187
RQ 93 183 273 41 80 112 65 127 187
M3 78 150 217 49 94 132 70 131 187
9.6 Conclusions
This chapter presents a simulation based study on various aspects of the Gaussian
process motion tracker (proposed in Chapter 8). The GPMT is a Gaussian process
approach for point target tracking proposed originally using a squared exponential
covariance kernel. In this chapter, its performance is compared with GPMT based on
two other covariance kernels, namely rational quadratic (RQ) and Matérn (M3). The
popular point target kinematics models are chosen for creating simulated evaluation
scenarios.
The SE-GPMT performs best for NCV and Singer models based scenarios where
RQ-GPMT gives best results for the NCT model based scenario. The three ap-
proaches are next evaluated based on the size of the training data. The study shows
that increasing the training data size from 10 to 20 improves the accuracy of the
M3-GPMT in all scenarios. The behaviour of the remaining two approaches is not
consistent with the increase in the training data. Lastly, the effect of increasing the
measurement noise variance is studied. The results show that all the approaches
adapt to the unknown measurement noise models.
Future work will be focused on theoretical studies of the impact of uncertainties
on the GPMT. Other covariance kernels will be explored. Work will also be done to
theoretically verify the results of this study.

Chapter 10
A Learning Gaussian Process
Approach for Manoeuvring Target
Tracking and Smoothing
Abstract
Model-based approaches for target tracking and smoothing estimate the infinite
number of possible target trajectories using a finite set of models. This chapter
proposes a data-driven approach that represents the possible target trajectories using
a distribution over an infinite number of functions. Recursive Gaussian process and
derivative based Gaussian process approaches for target tracking and smoothing
are developed, with online training and parameter learning. The performance eval-
uation over two highly manoeuvring scenarios, shows that the proposed approach
provides 80% and 62% performance improvement in the position and 49% and 22%
in the velocity estimation, respectively, as compared to the best model-based filter.
10.1 Introduction
A non-recursive model-free point target tracking approach, Gaussian process motion
tracker (GPMT), is proposed in Chapter 8 [4]. This is a Gaussian process based ap-
proach, which predicts and filters the position and higher order position derivatives
of a point target using historical measurement data. The GPMT, includes training
and learning stages, models an infinite number of target trajectories. In Chapter 8, it
is demonstrated to be better in tracking a wide set of target trajectories as compared
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to the model-based approaches. The learning stage proposed for the GPMT is not
online and hence the approach cannot be implemented in real-time. In this chapter,
a recursive Gaussian process* motion tracker (RGP*MT)1 is proposed for online
model-free point target kinematics filtering and smoothing. The state estimation and
the learning of the Gaussian process hyperparameters are performed recursively.
The GPMT relies on the measurement data for the training of the GP whereas an
inducing point set representation is used as the training data for the recursive filter-
ing and smoothing proposed in this chapter. The performance is evaluated on both
highly manoeuvrable and less agile targets.
The main contributions of this chapter are given in Section 10.1.1. Background
knowledge for recursive GP methods is covered in Section 10.2. The proposed
tracker and smoother are presented in Section 10.3. The performance evaluation and
results are given in Section 10.4, followed by conclusions.
10.1.1 Contributions
The key contributions of this work are as follows: (i) A data-driven approach is
proposed for online point target tracking. The proposed approach is shown to
estimate well the unknown and nonlinear target trajectory using the recursive up-
date of the Gaussian process hyperparameters (Section 10.3.1). (ii) A model-free
recursive approach is proposed for the estimation of the derivative of a Gaussian
process. This approach can also be extended in the same way to recursively update
the higher order derivatives of the Gaussian process. The proposed approach is
demonstrated by estimating the velocity of a point target (Section 10.3.2). (iii) A
recursive point target smoother is proposed for the online position and velocity
smoothing (Section 10.3.3). The proposed smoother can be extended for smoothing
of the higher order derivatives of the Gaussian process in the same way. (iv) The pro-
posed filters and smoothers are shown to be robust to the measurement noise model
parameters. This is achieved by augmenting the state vector with the measurement
noise variance parameter. This parameter is recursively updated at each time sam-
ple (Section 10.3.4). A simulation based study is also carried out to demonstrate
the robustness of the proposed approaches to the measurement noise variance (Sec-
tion 10.4.6). (v) The performance evaluation of the proposed approach is done under
challenging scenarios and compared with model-based approaches (Section 10.4).
1The ⋆ indicates that the RGP*MT is a recursive algorithm, whose hyperparameters are learnt
online.
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10.2 Background Knowledge
10.2.1 Recursive Gaussian Process Regression
GP regression is a powerful estimation method with high-computational training
and learning stages. The computations scale as O(N3) for the N-dimensional data
for the training. Learning requires solving a non-convex optimization problem.
Typically, an analytical solution to this optimization problem is not available. Most
of the existing numerical solutions are not applicable in realtime. In [40], an on-
line approach for GP regression has been proposed. Two approaches have been
proposed in [40] by assuming bounded input domain. The first one addresses the
computational complexity of the training process and is termed as on-line regression
or recursive GP (RGP). The second approach, in addition to the training, provides
online learning and is called on-line learning or recursive GP* (RGP*). The input
domain is sampled at discrete points and the input vector representing the sparse
grid points is called the basis vector. The mean and the covariance at the sparse grid
points form the sparse GP representation. The sparse GP representation is updated
using the measurements received at each time sample.
10.2.2 Recursive Gaussian Process with Online Regression
This section summarizes the recursive Gaussian process with online regression
proposed in [40]. Consider the GP (2.1) and (2.16). The unknown function f is
represented by a multivariate Gaussian distributed vector of N inducing points
f = f (u) = [ f (u1), · · · , f (uN)]T with an initial distribution p0( f ) = N (µ f0 , C
f
0 ) . At
each time sample, the inducing point distribution is updated using the correspond-
ing measurements and the prior distribution, assuming known hyperparameters.
The required conditional distribution p( f |z1:k) cannot be updated using the GP re-
gression (2.18) and (2.19). Firstly, because, the GP regression is a prediction method
whereas a measurement update is required here. Secondly, GP regression requires
complete training data whereas a recursive update of a prior distribution is to be
done. Given the prior inducing points distribution p( f |z1:k−1) = N (µ fk−1, C
f
k−1),
the conditional distribution of the inducing points is expanded as follows for the
recursive update:
p( f |z1:k) =
∫
c · p(zk| f , f̄ ) · p( f̄ , f |z1:k−1)d f̄ , (10.1)
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where f̄ = f (u f̄k ) denotes the functional evaluation at the measurement input vector
u f̄k and c is a normalization constant. Integrating f̄ out allows maintaining a fixed
number of inducing points. It is assumed that f̄ is conditionally independent of
the past measurements z1:k−1 given f . The inducing points are not observable and
hence the conditional distribution of the measurement vector at k is independent
of f given f̄ . Using the above two assumptions, the joint prior and the conditional
distribution of the measurement vector in (10.1) are written as given below:
p( f |z1:k) =
∫
c · p(zk| f̄ ) · p( f̄ | f ) · p( f |z1:k−1)d f̄ . (10.2)
The predictive distribution is determined as follows:




























Jk = Ku f̄k u
K−1uu , (10.4)





















where u denotes the input basis vector, u f̄k represents the input vector corresponding
to the kth measurement vector zk, Jk and Bk are matrices derived from the GP
regression (2.18) and (2.19), ˜̇ represents the predicted variables and µ f̄ and C f̄
represent, respectively, the estimated mean and covariance of the unknown function
evaluated at the measured location vector u f̄k . For the measurement update step,
the joint prior is factorized by conditioning over f̄ i.e. p( f̄ , f |z1:k−1) = p( f̄ |z1:k−1) ·
p( f | f̄ , z1:k−1). The updated distributions are given below:
p(zk| f̄ ) · p( f̄ |z1:k−1) · p( f | f̄ , z1:k−1) = p( f̄ |z1:k)p( f | f̄ , z1:k−1)
= N ( f̄ , σ2I) · N (µ̃ f̄k , C̃
f̄
k )p( f | f̄ , z1:k−1), (10.8)
where the distribution of p(zk| f̄ ) is obtained using (2.16) and f̄ = f (u f̄k ). The Kalman
filter equations (see Section 3.3.1) [45] are used to determine p( f̄ |z1:k) = N (µ̂ f̄k , Ĉ
f̄
k )














zk − µ̃ f̄k
)
, (10.10)





where ˆ̇ represents the estimated variables σ2 is the measurement noise variance
hyperparameter and Mk is the Kalman gain. The product of Gaussians is used to


































zk − µ̃ f̄k
)
, (10.13)
Ĉ fk = Ĉ
f
k−1 − Gk JkĈ
f
k−1, (10.14)







)−1Ĉ f̄k , (10.15)
where Gk is the gain matrix and C
f f̄
k is the cross-covariance between f and f̄ .
10.2.3 Recursive Gaussian Process with Online Learning
This section summarizes the recursive Gaussian process with online learning pro-
posed in [40]. Consider the GP described by (2.1) and (2.16). The hyperparameters








yk = Akxk−1 + νk, (10.17)
Ak =
 I OO I
Jk O
 , νk ∼ N (µνk , Cνk ), (10.18)
where xk denotes the state vector, yk is an augmented vector composed of the
state vector and the function prediction at the measured locations, θk = [ηk, σk]
T
represents the hyperparameters vector, ηk denotes the hyperparameters vector of the
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GP mean and covariance functions, f and f̄ are, respectively, the function evaluation
at the inducing points and measured locations, Ak is the state update matrix, O
denotes a zero vector / matrix of appropriate dimensions, νk is the additive Gaussian




 , Cνk =
O O OO O O
O O Bk
 , (10.19)
where bk = m(u
f̄
k )− Jkm(u) and Jk and Bk are given by (10.4) and (10.5), respec-
tively. The RGP* recursion begins with s sigma points selection around the mean
hyperparameters vector µ̂θk−1. In [40], the unscented transform [46] is used for sigma
points selection. Given an ith sigma point θik with weight w
i
k, the predicted state









































where µyik and C
yi
k represent, respectively, the predicted state mean and the predicted
state error covariance corresponding to the ith sigma point, Ĉθk−1 represents the
estimated covariance of the hyperparameters vector, Ĉθ fk−1 and Ĉ
f θ
k−1 are the esti-
mated covariance matrices between the hyperparameters vector and the sparse GP
representation of f and ·
∣∣∣
α
denotes the vector / matrix that is evaluated at α. The























T + Cyik ). (10.24)
The state vector xk is decomposed into an observed, ok = [σk, ( f̄ k)
T]T, and unob-
served vector, uk = [( f k)
T, ηTk ]
T. The mean vector and covariance matrix correspond-
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where µ and µ represent, respectively, the mean of a vector and a scalar, Ca is the
covariance matrix of vector a, Cab is the cross-covariance between vectors a and
b, Cab and Cba denotes the covariance between scalar a and vector b and Ca is the
variance of the scalar variable a. The measurement model (2.16) is reformulated, to
make σ explicit, as given below:
zmk = f (u
m
k ) + σβ
m
k , β ∼ N (0, 1), (10.27)
to make σ explicit. In (10.27), β is assumed to be a random variable sampled from
the standard Gaussian distribution (which is with a zero mean and covariance equal
to 1) scaled by σ, zmk and u
m
k are, respectively, the m
th measurement of zk and its
corresponding input location, σ is the noise variance (hyperparameter). The β noise
is assumed uncorrelated with σ. The mean and the covariances corresponding to






k + V[σ] + E[σ]






Cozk = C[ok, zk] = C[ok, f̄ ], (10.30)
where C[·] and V[·] represent, respectively, a covariance and variance function. It is
assumed that ok and f̄ are jointly Gaussian. The KF is used to update the observed
and unobserved states as given below:
µ̂ok = µ̃
o
k + Ek(zk − µzk), (10.31)
Ĉok = C̃
o
k − EkCzk ETk , (10.32)
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−1 and Lk = Cuok (C
o
k)
−1 are the gain matrices, µg and Cg
represent, respectively, the mean and the covariance of the vector g. Finally the state

























where hT = [1, O1×Nk ] and O1×Nk represents a 1 × Nk-dimensional zero vector and
Nk is the number of measurements received at k.
10.3 The Proposed Data-Driven Recursive Tracking Ap-
proach
A Gaussian process approach for point target tracking namely GPMT is proposed
in Chapter 8 [4]. The GPMT deals with two dimensional (x and y) data. It can be
extended to any number of dimensions in a similar way. In target tracking, the higher
order position derivatives are also estimated. A first order GPMT (FO-GPMT2) is
also proposed in Chapter 8 [4] for the velocity estimation. The same approach can
be extended for estimating other higher order derivatives.
Importance of Learning A fixed set of hyperparameters allows tracking of a lim-
ited set of target trajectories. The hyperparameters need to be learned for tracking
a relatively wide set of target trajectories. The GPMT of Chapter 8 [4] is proposed
using a maximum likelihood (ML) based approach for hyperparameter learning.
The computational cost is high and the GPMT processing is not in real-time. A
recursive GPMT (RGP*MT) is proposed in this chapter to reduce the computational
time of the learning process. As a result, the RGP*MT provides real-time target state
estimation. In this chapter, the GPMT is extended for online learning.
2The prefix FO is removed from hereon for brevity.
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10.3.1 Recursive Gaussian Process Motion Tracker (RGP*MT)
The RGP*MT is an online state estimation approach for point target tracking. Con-
sider again equation (8.6) and the derivations for the x coordinate are presented
in this section. Similar derivations hold for y, and other output dimensions in a
similar way. The GPMT assumptions, T1-T5, are also valid for the RGP*MT. It is
further assumed that the function values at the d most recent measurement samples
are represented by a set of d inducing points. This GP representation is different
from the sparse GP of [40]. A bounded input domain is assumed in [40], whereas
the input dimension for the proposed approach is right unbounded. Using T3, the
input locations of the inducing points are chosen to be the same as that of the d most
recent measurements and the input locations of distant past are ignored.
The target is assumed to follow an unknown nonlinear trajectory from time t = 0
to t = tmax. The input domain is sampled using a fixed equidistant grid also called
inducing points. Unlike [40] where multiple measurements are received at random
input locations, the measurements are received in a sequence starting at t = 0 and
going towards tmax. Moreover, a single measurement is received per sample. In
order to keep the computational complexity low and using T3, a smaller set of
inducing points (near the measured location) is considered for the state prediction
and filtering. In this way, the inducing points represent the nonlinear function in
the near vicinity of the measured location. This reduced set of inducing points
is then used for the functional prediction and filtering at the measured location.
The processing time of the training was reduced in the same way in GPMT [4].
However, the locations of the inducing points can be chosen differently from the
measured locations. This is not possible in the GPMT [4]. Another advantage is
that the location of the inducing points can be learned at each measurement sample
for optimal representation of the slice (of width d + 1) of the underlying nonlinear
function. As a result, the number of inducing points can be reduced when the target
motion is uniform. Conversely, when it is exhibiting sharp maneuvers, the inducing
points can be increased. The whole process also employs online learning of the
hyperparameters which makes the approach highly adaptive.
The inducing points are updated at each time step. Consider the prior inducing
points set locations at k are represented by the d-dimensional prior input vector
tk = [k − d, k − d + 1, · · · , k − 1]T. The inducing points store an estimate of the
nonlinear function f x in the vector f xk = f
x(tk). The prior inducing points are the
training data for the function prediction at tk and k. The measurement zxk , received
at k, updates the set of inducing points and the function prediction at the measured
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locations. The update of the function at the measured location k is the position
estimate of the target. The position estimate at k, evaluated using the inducing point
set and the measurement, is included in the inducing point set. The oldest, in terms
of time, the inducing point is removed and a new point is added to the inducing
point. As a result, the total number of inducing points is kept fixed. The new point
is the function estimate at k denoted as f̄ xk = f
x(k). The recursion starts at k = d + 1
sample. The initial distribution of the inducing points set and the hyperparameters
vector is determined using first d measurement samples and is given below:













where θxk represents the hyperparameters vector. The prior covariance C
f x
d differs
from that proposed in [40] since the inducing points are initialized and recursively
learned from noisy measurements. However, the inducing points are not learned
exactly due to the measurement noise and the uncertainty in the inducing points is
represented with the following assumptions:
B1 The inducing points noise is modeled as an additive random noise vector
whose elements are i.i.d. with variance (σxd )
2.
B2 The variance of the inducing point is of the order of the measurement noise
variance.
As a result of the above assumptions, (10.4) is modified to:
J′k = Ku f̄k u
(Kuu + (σxk )
2Id)−1. (10.39)
The initial value of the mean vector µθ
x
d is found with the maximum likelihood
estimation based hyperparameters optimization with the first d measurements. The
inducing point vector and the hyperparameters vector are combined to define the
state vector xx = [( f x)T, (θx)T]T and θx = [σx, (ηx)T]T. The state space model
is given by (10.16) and (10.17). For the recursive update of the inducing points,




k−1) and that given
the joint distribution of the inducing points at tk and k, the likelihood of the new
measurement is independent of the previous measurements. The posterior p(xxk |zx1:k)
can be updated using the decomposition [118] of the state into the observable
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oxk = [σ
x
k , ( f̄
x
k )







p(uxk |oxk )p(oxk |z1:k)d f̄ xk , (10.40)
oxk = [σ
x









where oxk , and u
x
k are, respectively, the observed and unobserved parts.
The above inference is done using the RGP* described in Section 10.2.3. The
sigma points are chosen using the constrained unscented transform [119], which is
different from [40]. The constraints are applied on the hyperparameters to remain
positive i.e. > 0 at all times. The RGP* recursion is adopted using the following
equivalence to give the RGP* motion tracker (RGP*MT):
u = tk, u
f̄
k = k, x̂k = x
x
k , f̄ k = f̄
x
k , (10.43)
zk = zxk , m(k) = 0, m(tk) = Od×1, Jk = J
′
k. (10.44)
Using (10.43) and (10.44) and the prior distribution of xx, the posterior is estimated
using (10.16)-(10.36). The mean µ̂ f̄
x
k and variance Ĉ
f̄ x
k of the function at k are given



















k represents the cross-covariance vector between the inducing points
set and the estimate at the new input location and 1a is a 1 × a unit vector. Let the














Then the posterior distribution of the inducing points can be determined from this
posterior mean and covariance. Let the elements of the updated inducing point set,









k , respectively, where i = {1, 2, · · · , d}. The most recent inducing point is
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denoted with the index d. The following operations are performed on the updated







k if i = 1, 2, · · · , d − 1,
µ̂
f̄ x
















k if i = d, j = {1, · · · , d − 1},
Ĉ f̄
x
k if i = j = d.
(10.50)
In (10.49)-(10.50) the oldest inducing point is removed and a new inducing point
is added, using the estimates and the corresponding cross-covariance matrix of the
current time step. The state vector x defined in (10.16) and (10.17) is built using
the new inducing point set and the updated hyperparameters vector. The steps
from (10.16)-(10.36) are repeated for the estimates at the next sample. The RGP*MT
recursion is explained in Fig. 10.1. The target trajectory (solid red line) is sampled at
8 points and the prediction is done for k = 9. The GPMT uses d = 6 measurement
samples (black dots), 3 ≤ k ≤ 8, as training data. It predicts the trajectory at the 9th
sample shown as a black empty circle. The RGP*MT uses d = 6 inducing points
(blue encircled plus) to predict the trajectory shown as a blue plus. The RGP*MT
filtering step at k = 9, updates the inducing points based on the new measurement
sample.
































k = 9, d = 6
× RGP⋆MS estimate
Fig. 10.1 GPMT and RGP*MT approaches The figure illustrates the GPMT, RGP*MT
and RGP*M smoother approaches for output at k = 9 using a sliding window width
d = 6.
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10.3.2 Recursive Derivative of Gaussian Process* Motion Tracker
The recursion for a DGP has not been proposed in the literature. In this subsection,
a recursive estimation of the first order derivative of the x position is proposed. In
a similar way, the higher order derivatives of x and the time derivatives for other
coordinates can be derived. This formulation is generic and can be applied to any







= ḟ x(t), (10.51)
A derivative of a GP is also a GP [39]. As described in Section 10.3.1, the input domain
is sampled using a fixed grid of inducing points. The location of the inducing points
is chosen the same as for the recursive derivative of the Gaussian process* motion
tracker (RDGP*MT). Consider the input vector of the inducing points is tk, the local






Consider the following initial distribution of the DGP:
pd( ḟ
x









The posterior distribution is updated recursively using the Bayes law and the



















where ż is the measurement, ¯̇f
x
k represents the function evaluation at the measured
location and ck is the normalization constant. It is assumed that the hyperparameters
have been learned during the position filtering step i.e. RGP*MT. Hence, the poste-
rior update is independent of the hyperparameters. The DGP inducing points and
the velocity estimation at time k is done recursively following the RGP formulation
given in Section 10.2.1 and the following equivalence:
u = tk, u
f̄
k = k, f k = ḟ
x
k , f̄ k =
˙̄f
x
k , ṁ(k) = 0,
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Using the RGP recursion given in Section 10.2.2, the estimated inducing points set


























At the end of the recursion, the inducing points are updated, similar to (10.49) and










k if i = 1, 2, · · · , d − 1,
µ̂
˙̄f x
























k if i = d, j = {1, · · · , d − 1},
Ĉ
˙̄f x
k if i = j = d.
(10.56)
An alternative way, and used in Section 10.4, of determining the derivatives is from
the inducing points and the learned hyperparameters of RGP*MT. The inducing























The predicted and filtered distributions of the first order derivative process given
the inducing points are given below:
µ̃
˙̄f x






















k − m(t′k)), (10.60)










10.3.3 Recursive Gaussian Process* Motion Smoother and Recur-
sive Derivative of Gaussian Process* Motion Smoother
This section presents the online smoothing of the GP namely Recursive Gaussian
Process* Motion Smoother (RGP*MS) and the derivative of the GP also called Recur-
sive Derivative of Gaussian Process* Motion Smoother (RDGP*MS). The training
data for the GPMT prediction and filtering are recent measurements. Compara-
tively, the RGP*MT prediction is based on the inducing points set. The RGP*MT
filtering is done using the inducing points set and the current measurement. The
inducing points set is updated during each measurement update. This update,
(10.33) and (10.34), is similar to a fixed-lag-recursive-smoother. The smoother lag is
d measurement samples long according to (10.49) and (10.50). As shown in [40], this
smoother is similar to the augmented Kalman smoother of [120], with an additional





k in (10.49) and (10.50) are, respectively,









k in (10.55) and (10.56) are, respectively, the smoothed velocity and the
corresponding variance. As for the derivative Gaussian process, an alternative way
of smoothing is through the use of (10.60) and (10.61) and setting t̄ = k − d and
t′k = [k, k − 1, · · · , k − d + 1]T. The RGP*MS is also explained in Fig. 10.1. The
RGP*MS estimates or the smoothed estimate (blue cross) are the inducing points that
are no more part of the training data. After processing the 9th sample, the training
data at k = 3 is removed and the data of sample k = 9 is added. The removed
inducing point becomes the RGP*MS smoothed estimate.
10.3.4 Measurement Noise Uncertainty Analysis
The proposed RGP*MT and RGP*MS do not require prior knowledge of the mea-
surement noise variances. This is achieved by setting the measurement variance as a
hyperparameter as given in (10.41). The measurement noise variance is recursively
estimated at each step. As a result, the proposed filter / smoother is proposed to be
insensitive to the measurement noise modelling errors, provided the elements of the
noise vector are an i.i.d. additive Gaussian random variables. The performance of
the proposed approaches is studied using different measurement noise variances in
Section 10.4.6 to ascertain these facts.
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10.3.5 Sparsity and the Inducing Points
The RGP⋆MT, RGP⋆MS, RDGP⋆MT and RDGP⋆MS proposed in this chapter extend
further the sparse GP [121], for target tracking and with studies on the impact of
the noise parameters on the approaches’ performance. A typical sparse GP based
application has a bounded input domain. The proposed approaches in this chapter
are based upon a right unbounded input domain. Secondly, a typical sparse GP
based application requires an estimate across the whole input domain. In target
tracking, the interest lies at the current and future time i.e. at a specific slice of the
input domain. Lastly, in a typical sparse GP application, the training data is available
on both sides of the test data. Conversely, in the assumed target filtering problem,
the training data is not available on the right side of the input domain.
The proposed approaches introduce sparsity through the inducing points and the
parameter d. The inducing points locations are proposed to be the same as those of
the measurements. These can be chosen differently from the measurement locations
as well. The distance between the input locations of the inducing points cannot be
kept too close or too far. The optimal grid points location is proposed as a function
of the lengthscale hyperparameter in [122]. Similarly, the accuracy of the proposed
approaches is sensitive to the parameter d. Previously, sparse GP methods have been
proposed for the automatic selection of the inducing points [123] and choice of the
parameter d [124]. A comprehensive review of these methods is given in [125]. In
this chapter, the parameter d is selected by trial and error approach. The automatic
selection can be introduced to improve the robustness of the approach with respect
to d.
10.4 Performance Validation
The performance validation of the proposed approach is done in challenging ma-
noeuvring scenarios explained in this section.
10.4.1 Compared Approaches
The proposed approach is compared with different model-based and model-free
filters described below.
(F1) CV. A KF with state transition modelled using a NCV [56] model. The process
noise variance is set to qNCV = 10 m2/s2.
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(F2) Fixed Grid Interacting Multiple Model (FGIMM). An FGIMM [51] is imple-
mented using three KFs. The grid consists of an NCV and two coordinated
turn models. The turn rates are set to {−15, 15}°/s. The Markov transition
probability of the same mode is set to 0.9 and for changing the mode is 0.05,
the initial model probability vector is {0.15, 0.7, 0.15} and the process noise
variance is set to 26 m2/s2 for each model. This is an optimum process noise
variance for a target moving with 200 m/sec according to [126].
(F3) Singer. A KF designed using a Singer [64] state transition model. The
model parameters are set as follows; maximum possible acceleration is set to
amax = 8 m/s2, probability of no-acceleration is set to P0 = 0.4, probability of
maximum acceleration is set to Pmax = 0.1 and manoeuvre time constant is set
to τm = 8 s.
(F4) GPMT, FO-GPMT. A GPMT and FO-GPMT [4] with depth set to d = 10 samples.
(F5) CGPMT, FOCGPMT. A constant (hyperparameters) GPMT and FOGPMT
with depth set to d = 10 samples. The hyperparameters are initialized using
the first d measurement samples and are kept constant there after.
(F6) RGPMT, RDGPMT. A filter based on RGP. The learning is ML based and the
depth is set to d = 10 samples.
(F7) RGP*MT, RDGP*MT & RGP*MS, RDGP*MS. The proposed filter and smoother
with depth set to d = 10 samples. The smoother is denoted as S*7.
Filters (F1), (F2) and (F3) are chosen to compare the proposed approach against the
model-based filtering approaches. Filter (F4) is chosen to study the effect of proposed
changes in the training (inducing points instead of measurements) and learning (re-
cursive instead of ML). Filter (F6), which adopts the same training process as the
proposed approach, is introduced to study the performance of different learning
approaches, ML in the filter (F6) versus recursive in the proposed filter (F7). Lastly,
filter (F5) is introduced to study the performance degradation if the hyperparameters
are not learned.
10.4.2 Test Scenarios
The above approaches are compared in the following six challenging scenarios:
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(S1) Uniform. The target velocity is kept nearly constant. This scenario represents
the commonly observed trajectory of airliners.
(S2) Gradual coordinated Turns. The target motion is modelled using the left
and right coordinated turns (15°/s for 10 s) and the CV motion models. This
scenario represents manoeuvrable targets dynamics, less agile than those in
scenario (S3).
(S3) Sharp coordinated Turns. This is similar to scenario (S2) except the turn rates
are set to (30°/s for 9 s). This scenario represents highly manoeuvrable targets
dynamics such as military aircrafts.
(S4) Singer lazy. The target motion is modelled using the Singer acceleration
model. The parameters are chosen the same as those of the Singer filter (F3).
(S5) Singer agile. This scenario is similar to scenario (S4), except the maximum
acceleration is increased to amax = 50 m/s2. As compared to scenario (S4), an
agile target is simulated in this test scenario.
(S6) GP. The target motion is modelled using two zero mean GPs, each for the x
and y coordinate, respectively. The squared exponential covariance kernel is
adopted for both GPs. The magnitude of variance is set to σ2gp = 107 m2 and
length-scale is set to lgp = 10 s.
The simulated scenarios cover a wide range of manoeuvring trajectories depicted
by the aerial targets. Each scenario is matched, in terms of the structure and the
parameters, to at-least one of the filters. This provides a rigorous performance
evaluation for each approach. The matrix for the match and mis-match among
the filters and the scenarios is depicted in Table 10.1. A sample trajectory of each
scenario is shown in Fig. 10.2.
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(b) S2: Gradual CT







(c) S3: Sharp CT








(d) S4: Singer lazy









(e) S5: Singer Agile






Fig. 10.2 Sample trajectory. The figure shows a sample trajectory of each scenario.
The initial position is indicated by a small circle.
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Table 10.1 Match Mis-match Matrix










Mis-match Matched model and parametersMatched model
The scenarios (S5) and (S6) are highly manoeuvrable target simulations and are
not matched to any of the compared filters. The target velocity is initialized randomly
in the range 150 ≤ v0 ≤ 250 m/s for model-based scenarios (S1) to (S5). The total
time of trajectory is 100 s. The measurement noise standard deviation is set to σ =
25 m. The filters are initialized using the measurement data. The hyperparameters
vector is initialized by maximizing the likelihood of first d measurement samples
for filters (F6) and (F7). The position and velocity root mean square error (RMSE)
are plotted in the figures showing performance graphs. The mean-RMSE errors
of the position and velocity are given in the performance tables. The RMSE and

















(qi,k − q̂i,k)2, (10.63)
where rmsekq and mean rmse represent, respectively, the RMSE and the mean RMSE,
qk is the true value, q̂k is the filter output and K is the total number of samples.
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10.4.3 Implementation Details
The implementation details of the proposed approach are given in this subsection.
The state vector (excluding the hyperparameters) and the measurement data is
scaled down at the input and up-scaled at the output of the filter. The scaling is set to
1
70 . The first two inducing points for the DGP are initialized to the same value. The
mean hyperparameters vector is initialized using the maximum likelihood of the
first d measurement samples. Let the initial hyperparameters vector is given as µθ0 =
[σ2m, l, σ2]T, where σ2m and l are the kernel variance and lengthscale hyperparameters
and σ2 is the noise variance hyperparameter. The correlation between the noise
variance hyperparameter and f (u f̄k ) is necessary for its learning in (10.31) and (10.32).
As proposed in [40], this correlation is attained by correlating the noise variance
hyperparameter with the remaining hyperparameters. To achieve this, the terms in
the covariance of the hyperparameters relating to the noise variance hyperparameter

















The cross-covariance matrix between the initial inducing points set and the hyperpa-
rameters is set to zero i.e. Ĉ f θ0 = O.
10.4.4 Results
The results are obtained from 10000 Monte Carlo runs for each scenario. The accu-
racy of the prediction and filtering steps are evaluated separately. The graphical
and numerical comparisons of the prediction process are given in Fig. 10.3 and
Table 10.2, respectively. In Fig. 10.3, an incomplete plot (such as the FGIMM in
S6) means that the corresponding filter sometimes diverges after that time. The
Y-axis is set to log scale for readability. It can be observed that the GPMT (F4), the
proposed RGP*MT (F7) and, a variation of the proposed approach, RGPMT (F6)
have comparable performance in all scenarios. This shows that the performance of
real-time RGP*MT, using the inducing points and online learning, is as good as ML-based
nonreal-time GPMT. The CGPMT (F5) performs poorly during the scenarios (S1) and
(S5). This is due to the absence of learning in this filter. The RMSE increases with
time, which is not a desirable property for filters. The filter FGIMM (F2) sometimes
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diverges in scenario (S6), which is also not a desirable property. The Singer KF (F3)
performance degrades during the scenarios (S2), (S3) and (S6). The performance of
the CV filter (F1) is not satisfactory for (S2), (S3), (S5) and (S6).
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Fig. 10.3 Prediction RMSE. The figure shows the prediction performance in 10000
Monte Carlo runs based on RMSE.
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The graphical and numerical comparisons of the filtering process are given in
Fig. 10.4 and Table 10.3, respectively. In Fig. 10.4, an incomplete plot (such as the
FGIMM in S6) means that the corresponding filter sometimes diverges after that
time. The Y-axis is set to log scale for readability. A comparison similar to the
prediction process can be done. It can be concluded that the model-based filters and
constant hyperparameters based GPMT are not suitable for predicting a wide range of target
trajectories. Three highly manoeuvring and mismatched scenarios, (S3), (S5) and
(S6), are considered to study the effects of the mismatch. For scenario (S3), the
proposed approach provides a performance improvement of 22−109109 × 100 = 80% in
position and 45−118118 × 100 = 62% in velocity filtering as compared to the best model-
based filter (F2). For scenario (S5), the proposed approach provides a performance
improvement of 19−3737 × 100 = 49% in position and 29−3737 × 100 = 22% in velocity
filtering as compared to the best model-based filter (F3). For scenario (S6), the
proposed approach provides a performance improvement of 20−8181 × 100 = 75% in
position and 27−6464 × 100 = 58% in velocity filtering as compared to the best model-
based filter (F3). The smoothing performance is also demonstrated in Fig. 10.4 and
Table 10.3. It can be observed that the smoother improves upon the filtered position
in all scenarios. The smoother improves the filtered velocity in all scenarios except
those involving the coordinated turns. This anomaly will be investigated in the
future.
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Fig. 10.4 Filtering and smoothing RMSE. The figure shows the filtering and smooth-
ing performance in 10000 Monte Carlo runs based on RMSE.
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10.4.5 Processing Time
The program was run on MATLAB R2018b on a Windows 7 Home (64 bit) Laptop
computer installed with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-M350 CPU @ 2.27GHz(2 CPUs)
and 4GB RAM. The processing time of a single filter iteration averaged over 500
Monte Carlo runs is given in Table 10.4, sorted from fastest to slowest. Filters (F4)
and (F6) take maximum time per iteration due to the time taken for ML-based
learning. These are not suitable for real-time processing. Filters (F1), (F3) and (F5)
are the fastest among the compared approaches. The combined processing time for
the proposed filter and smoother is around 5ms. It is almost 10 times slower than
(F2). The processing time of the proposed approach can be improved further by
optimization of the code. It can also be run faster by changing the platform to C++.
Table 10.4 Processing Time in Milliseconds
Method Time (msec)




RGP⋆MT + RDGP⋆MT + RGP*MS + RDGP*MS 5
GPMT + FO-GPMT 41
RGPMT + RDGPMT + RGPMS + RDGPMS 52
10.4.6 Impact of Increased Noise Variance on the Performance
A simulation based study on the performance degradation of the proposed ap-
proaches with increasing noise variance is given in this section for x coordinate. The
GP based simulation scenario, (S6), is considered for the evaluation. The results are
compiled for three different measurement noise standard deviations, σx = [25, 40, 50]
m. The position and velocity RMSE for 5000 Monte Carlo runs of the three test sce-
narios are given in Figure 10.5. The left and right halves correspond, respectively,
to the prediction and the filtering. The numerics after the name of the approach
represents the scenarios i.e. the postfix numeric 1 corresponds to 25 m standard
deviation in measurement noise while 2 and 3 represent, respectively, 40 m and
50 m standard deviations. It can be observed that the performance degrades as the
measurement noise variance is increased. It is important to note that no prior infor-
mation regarding the change in the noise variance is provided to the filter and the
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smoother. The proposed approaches adapt to the changing noise variance scenarios
through recursive estimation of the variance. The filter and the smoother also do
not diverge.
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RDGP⋆MT-1 RDGP⋆MT-2 RDGP⋆MT-3 RDGP⋆MS-1 RDGP⋆MS-2 RDGP⋆MS-3
Fig. 10.5 Performance with respect to measurement noise variance. This figure
shows the performance of the proposed approaches using different measurement
noise variances.
The percentage degradation in the prediction, filtering and smoothing with
respect to the percentage increase in the noise variance is given in Table 10.5. It can
be observed that the percentage degradation in the position prediction, filtering
and smoothing is comparable to the percentage increase in the noise variance e.g. a
100% increase in the noise variance degrades the position prediction by 92%. The
percentage degradation in the velocity prediction, filtering and smoothing is less
as compared with the percentage degradation of the filtered position, e.g. a 100%
increase in the noise variance degrades the velocity prediction by 42%.




σx pos vel pos vel
60 51 25 66 22
Filter
100 92 42 127 40
60 - - 66 18
Smoother
100 - - 130 33
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10.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposes an online Gaussian process approach for point target tracking
and smoothing. The proposed filter, recursive Gaussian process motion tracker, and
smoother, recursive Gaussian process motion smoother, are highly adaptive due to
recursive learning of the hyperparameters. The online tracking and smoothing of
the derivative of the Gaussian process are also proposed for point target velocity
estimation. The above approaches can be extended to higher dimensions and higher
order derivatives in a similar way.
The performance evaluation of the proposed approaches is carried out in chal-
lenging scenarios. The popular model-based approaches are chosen for performance
comparison. Six different scenarios, covering a wide range of point target trajectories,
are simulated using model-based and model-free approaches. For the two highly
manoeuvrable and mismatched scenarios, (S3) CT and (S5) Singer, the proposed
approach provides 80% and 62% performance improvement in the position estimates
and 49% and 22% in the velocity estimates, respectively, as compared to the best
model-based filter (F3) i.e. a Singer motion model based Kalman Filter.
The flexibility provided by the proposed model-free approach strongly advocates
its preference over model-based approaches for applications involving a wide set
of target trajectories. In the future, the performance of the proposed approach will
be studied with information measures to quantify the impact of uncertainties and
using different GP covariance kernels.
Chapter 11
Conclusions
The thesis proposes Gaussian process based offline and online methods for multiple
point, extended and group target tracking and smoothing. The various complexities
assumed and solved using these methods are time varying unknown number of
targets; measurement noise and origin uncertainty; and unknown target kinematics,
shape and shape dynamics.
A Gaussian process convolution particle filter (GPCPF) is proposed for tracking
of a single extended or group target in Chapter 5. A novel covariance kernel for
the Gaussian process model and a convolution kernel for measurement likelihood
and particle weight calculations are proposed. The proposed GPCPF approach is
shown to track an arbitrarily shaped target in clutter. The proposed approach is
shown to be insensitive to the statistical properties of the reflection points. The
GPCPF for multiple extended or group target tracking is proposed in Chapter 6.
A novel convolution kernel is proposed for multi-target likelihood calculation. A
target birth/existence/death is proposed within a statistical framework for tracking
the number of targets. The proposed multiple extended or group target filter is
shown to track the real extended targets in the presence of various challenges such
as dense clutter, occlusion, static and moving targets and low observability. The
proposed approach is also shown to be insensitive to the statistical properties of the
reflection points in similar targets, that is cars. The processing time of the proposed
approach can be improved by reducing the number of patricles, which results in
slightly degraded performance.
A generic spatio-temporal Gaussian process (STGP) model is proposed for track-
ing and smoothing of non-rigid extended or group target in Chapter 7. The proposed
method is an improvement over state-of-the-art complex shape tracking approaches,
which model the target shape changes as a random walk [90] or a damped random
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walk [26]. The proposed STGP model relies on a product of spatial and temporal
kernel for shape tracking. A state space form of the shape model is derived from
the product of covariance kernels based STGP and augmented with the kinemat-
ics model. The augmented model is solved using an extended Kalman filter and
Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother. A step by step example approach, based on the
proposed method, is described and compared with state-of-the-art Gaussian process
approach [26]. The example approach of the proposed method is shown to improve
tracking on real and simulated non-rigid extended targets.
A Gaussian process approach for kinematics estimation of point targets is pro-
posed in Chapter 8. The processing time of the proposed Gaussian process motion
tracker (GPMT) is improved using a sliding window based online training. The
GPMT relies on historic measurement data, rather than a motion model, and hy-
perparameter learning for prediction and filtering of the target position. A first
order GPMT is also proposed for the prediction and filtering of the derivative of the
position, using the derivative of the Gaussian process. The proposed approach can
be extended to higher dimensions and higher order derivatives in a similar way. The
performance evaluation is done in challenging scenarios and compared with popular
model-based approaches. The root mean square errors based comparison shows
that the proposed approach performs overall best in all compared scenarios. A simu-
lation based study on various aspects of the GPMT is given in Chapter 9. A rational
quadratic (RQ) and Matérn (M3) covariance kernel based GPMT are compared with
the proposed squared exponential (SE) kernel based GPMT of Chapter 8. The study
shows that the SE-GPMT performs best on constant velocity and Singer model based
target trajectories. The RQ-GPMT performs best on the coordinated turn trajectories.
The accuracy of the M3-GPMT improves with the increasing number of training
data. The accuracies of RQ-GPMT and SE-GPMT decreases with increasing data on
the Singer model based trajectory. Lastly, it has been shown that all three GPMT
approaches are robust to the changing measurement noise variances.
The learning of hyperparameters for the GPMT proposed in Chapter 8 is not
online and the approach is computationally expensive. The processing time is
improved using a recursive approach for learning. A recursive Gaussian process mo-
tion tracker (RGP*MT) and smoother (RGP*MS) are, respectively, proposed for point
target kinematics tracking and smoothing in Chapter 10. The proposed approaches
use a grid of inducing points on the recent past to predict and filter the target po-
sition. The adaptability of the approach is improved through the online learning
of the hyperparameters. The target velocity tracking and smoothing are proposed
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using the recursive derivative of the Gaussian process motion tracker (RDGP*MT)
and smoother (RDGP*MS). Two different approaches are proposed for tracking of
the derivative, first is based on pseudo-measurement and the second on the actual
measurement. The proposed approaches are compared with popular model-based
and different variants of the Gaussian process based approaches. The root mean
square error based analysis shows that the proposed approach is comparable in
performance to the GPMT, proposed in Chapter 8, and overall better than the model-
based approaches. The processing time of the GPMT is 8 times higher than the
proposed approach using a test system. The proposed approach is also shown to be
robust to the changes in the measurement noise variance.
11.1 Future Work
This thesis proposes Gaussian process based methods for multiple point and ex-
tended or group target tracking. Given below are recommendations for future work,
based upon the research conducted for writing of this thesis:
• The GPCPF for multiple extended or group targets tracking is shown to track
arbitrarily shaped multiple targets in clutter (see Chapter 6). The proposed
approach can be improved for the handling of closely moving targets. This
can be achieved by improving the clustering approach proposed in Chapter 6
from DBSCAN to measurement set partitioning methods proposed in [127].
The multiple target likelihood needs to be derived according to the most likely
set partitions.
• The STGP method for extended or group target tracking and smoothing are
shown to track non-rigid targets efficiently in Chapter 7. The proposed ap-
proach can be extended to tracking of multiple extended or group targets using
various data association methods. A Gaussian process based data association
approach for extended or group targets tracking, similar to the overlapping
mixture of Gaussian process proposed for point targets [37], is the recom-
mended direction.
• The STGP method, proposed in Chapter 7, assumes known and fixed hyper-
parameters. The adaptability of the method can be improved through online
learning of the hyperparameters. The online recursive Gaussian process [40] is
one of the methods that can be used for online learning.
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• A simulation based study on various aspects of the GPMT is given in Chapter 9.
The experimental results can be validated using theoretical derivations in the
future. Moreover, more complex covariance kernels based GPMT can be
studied such as using the sum and product of the kernels. A similar study can
be done on the first order (FO)-GPMT.
• The model free approaches RGP*MT and RGP*MS, proposed in Chapter 10,
are shown to be better than model-based approaches. Both approaches rely
on the inducing point sets for tracking and smoothing. In future, work can be
done on an automatic selection of the number and location of inducing points
set. Various methods of automatic selection of the inducing points for sparse
Gaussian processes can be exploited.
• Work can also be done on deriving the uncertainty bounds of RGP*MT and
RGP*MS. The filter consistency, an important aspect of the target tracking
methods, can be evaluated.
• The online hyperparameter learning proposed in RGP*MT and RGP*MS uses
constrained unscented Kalman filter for sigma point calculations. Other Sigma
point algorithms can also be researched for improving performance.
This thesis shows that the Gaussian process can be effectively employed to
solve various multiple point and extended or group target tracking problems. It
also shows the promising future of these methods and how they are poised to
replace the model-based approaches. Further work on the above proposed methods,
as recommended in this chapter, will mature these methods and strengthen their
suitability for practical systems.
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This Appendix presents the coordinate converted measurement pdfs as derived
in [128]. It presents a geometrical approximation to an i.i.d. Gaussian pdf which
undergoes the following transformations; polar to Cartesian, translation, and then
back from the translated Cartesian to polar. Another approximate approach is
presented using unscented transforms for the above mentioned transformations
in [129]. In the Appendix of [128], the author derives the pdf for polar to Cartesian
case using mathematical identities, which is exact. A biased conversion degrades the
filter performance[130]. The unbias coordinate conversion has also been proposed
namely unbiased converted measurement (UCM) in [131], for polar to Cartesian
conversion. In [65], an incompatibility in the UCM derivation was highlighted and
removed. The corrected conversion was named modified UCM (MUCM), which was
later verified through experiments in [117, 132]. The MUCM conversion is exactly
same as proposed in the Appendix of [128]. In this work, we use the geometric
approximate conversion proposed in [128], as the approximation is valid for low
sensor noise, which is often the case in ETT applications.










with z̃sen,pi,k = [ψ̃i,k, ϕ̃i,k]
T, µsen,pi,k = [ψ̄i,k, ϕ̄i,k]












z̃sen,ci,k = [x̃i,k, ỹi,k]
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)ψ̄2i,k cos ϕ̄i,k sin ϕ̄i,k (A.5)








where x̃ti,k = x̄i,k − xk + νx̃i,k = x̆i,k + νx̃i,k , ỹti,k = ȳi,k − yk + νỹi,k = y̆i,k + νỹi,k and
νi,k = [νx̃i,k , νỹi,k ]
T = N (0, Rsen,ci,k ) represents measurement noise. The measurement
pdf after converting the translated vector to the polar coordinates is approximated to




i,k ) with z̃
obj,p
i,k = [r̃i,k, θ̃i,k]
T, µobj,pi,k = [r̄i,k, θ̄i,k]
T and
Robj,pi,k =






































The above conversions are approximate and this approximation is valid in the central
and near central regions. If the angular error is σϕ̃ = 0.5°, then the approximation
becomes invalid at 10σϕ̃. Similarly, if
σψ̃
ψ̄
= 0.01, then 5% error occurs at 5σψ̃. The sen-
sor errors in the ETT applications are generally lower and the above approximation
remains valid.
Appendix B





, the Gaussian approximation of the pdf of ζi,k is de-
rived in this Appendix. Suppose, a cosine transformation is applied to a standard nor-
mal distribution β ∼ N (0, σ2β). According to Euler’s formula exp(ιβ) = cos β + ι sin β







where E[·] represents the mathematical expectation
operator. Also E[eιβ] = E[cos β + ι sin β] = E[cos β] + ιE[sin β]. As a result, the real







= E[cos β] and
ℑ{E[eιβ]} = 0 = E[sin β], respectively, where ℜ{.} and ℑ{.} represent the real and
imaginary parts of the variable. Now consider cosine and sine transformations ap-
plied to θ̃i,k ∼ N (θ̄i,k, σ2θ̃i,k) with σ
2
θ̃i,k
= σ2β, Ci,k = cos(θ̃i,k) and Si,k = sin(θ̃i,k). Given
that β = θ̃i,k − θ̄i,k, the mean and variances are approximated as follows:














θ̃i,k cos 2θ̄i,k, (B.2)
σ2Ci,k = E[cos








θ̃i,k cos 2θ̄i,k − e
−σ2













θ̃i,k cos 2θ̄i,k − e
−σ2
θ̃i,k sin2 θ̄i,k, (B.5)
σ2Ci,kSi,k = σ
2
Si,kCi,k = E[{cos(θ̃i,k)− E(cos(θ̃i,k))} × {sin(θ̃i,k)− E(sin(θ̃i,k))}] = 0,
(B.6)
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Si,k represent the variances and
σ2Ci,kSi,k and σ
2
Si,kCi,k represent the covariances. Using above, the pdf can be approxi-
















The approximation is valid in central and near central regions as explained in the
Appendix A.
Appendix C
Product of Two Gaussians
The product of two Gaussians, required in the likelihood derivation, is presented
in this Appendix. The product of two Gaussian random variables α = fm1,σ21 (x) ∼
N (x; m1, σ21 ) and β = fm2,σ22 (x) ∼ N (x; m2, σ
2
2 ) is given below:
α × β = fm1,σ21 (x)× fm2,σ22 (x) = Cc fmc,σ2c (x), (C.1)




















Also, for a random variable X and a constant c
E[c.X] = c.E[X], Var[c.X] = c2Var[X], (C.4)
where E[·] is expectation operator and Var[·] is variance. Using above two Gaussian





N (0, cθ̃i,k θ̃i,k) is determined as follows:
eζi,k e
GP


























The elements of the process noise covariance matrix are derived in this Appendix.
Let
Q̃(T) =


















































e−2φ(−2φ4 + 4φ3 + 2φ2 + 2φ + 1)− 1
16λ3
(D.5)





























Jacobian of H(z̃obj,pk )






























































, i = a, b (E.3)
ha(z̃
obj,p




2 cos(θ̄j,k)c̃j,k, c̃j,k = d̃j,kxEk , (E.4)
hb(z̃
obj,p















The derivatives are calculated below:
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Derivatives w.r.t xk




















































































































































( θ̄j,k − θi ′
p
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Derivatives w.r.t ẋk , ẏk






















The derivatives with respect to xEk are derived below.
dha(z̃
obj,p
j,k )xk
dxEk
= cos(θ̄j,k)d̃j,k, (E.28)
dhb(z̃
obj,p
j,k )xk
dxEk
= sin(θ̄j,k)d̃j,k. (E.29)
